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Please note that: 

■ IHMA Patent Newsletter covers the requests for worldwide patents (WO, US, EP, FR, GB, 
DE, JP, CN, KR, RU…). 

■ Some patents can be indexed in several categories. 

■ Some old patents are sometimes introduced in the databases if they have not been included 
in the previous update. 

■ The full patent information is in the tables at the end of this document (See TABLES WITH 
REFERENCES). 

■ IHMA Patent Newsletter is forwarded at the end of each month and corresponds to the 
patents appearing during the previous month. If at any time, you do not receive your 
newsletter in the usual time span, please contact us, as an electronic transmission problem 
is always possible. 

 
Even though the greatest care is taken in the preparation of this patent surveillance newsletter, 
some errors or oversights could have occurred. We are committed to making all reasonable 
efforts to ensure the reliability and a content of information as complete as possible without 
nevertheless being able to guarantee the exactitude or exhaustive character of the data used. 
We collect data from official or private sources of the best quality which themselves do not 
guarantee that the information provided is complete, up-to-date, pertinent, well-referenced … 
Please also accept our apologies for the poor quality translations of Asian abstracts which are 
machine translation. 
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P35851 SECURITY & OPTICAL EFFECTS 

 BANKNOTE – THREAD – LUMINESCENCE – RELIEF – MICROLENS 
 

WO2022253717 OVD KINEGRAM 
 
Inventor(s): FRASCHINA CORRADO, MADER SEBASTIAN, WALTER HARALD,  
 OBERBOSSEL GINA 
 
Application Nber / Date: WOEP2022/064514 2022-05-30 
 
Priority Nber / Date / Country: DE102021114002 2021-05-31 
 
FUNCTIONAL ELEMENT, A METHOD FOR PRODUCING A FUNCTIONAL ELEMENT, AND A PRODUCT 
The invention relates to a functional element (2) comprising at least one first relief structure (13) in at least one first r egion (21) 
and at least one metal layer (12) arranged in at least one partial region of the at least one first relief structure (13), and optionally 
a preferably polymeric dielectric layer on the side of the metal layer (12) which faces the observer, the at least one first relief 
structure (13) having a periodic variation in the x- and y-directions of elevations and depressions, the elevations succeeding one 
another with a grating period Λ which is smaller than a wavelength of the light visible to the human eye, the minima of the 
depressions defining a base, and the at least one first relief structure (13) having a relief depth t. Furt hermore, the invention 
relates to a method for producing or modifying a surface, and to a product (1) comprising such a functional element (2).  
 
ÉLÉMENT FONCTIONNEL, PROCÉDÉ DE FABRICATION D'UN ÉLÉMENT FONCTIONNEL ET PRODUIT 
L'invention concerne un élément fonctionnel (2) comprenant au moins une première structure en relief (13) dans au moins une 
première zone (21) et au moins une couche métallique (12) disposée dans au moins une zone partielle de la ou des premières 
structures en relief (13), et éventuellement une couche diélectrique, de préférence polymère sur le côté de la couche métallique 
(12) qui est tournée vers l'observateur, la ou les premières structures en relief (13) présentant une variation périodique da ns la 
direction x et dans la direction y d'élévations et de creux, les élévations se succédant l'une par rapport à l'autre avec une période 
de réseau Λ qui est inférieure à une longueur d'onde de la lumière visible pour l'œil humain, les minima des creux définissan t 
une surface de base et la ou les premières structures en relief (13) présentant une profondeur de relief t. L'invention concerne en 
outre un procédé de fabrication ou de modification d'une surface, ainsi qu'un produit (1) comprenant un tel élément fonctionnel 
(2). 
 
CLAIM 1. Functional element (2) comprising at least one first relief 
structure (13) in at least one first region (21) and at least one metal layer 
(12) arranged in at least one partial region of the at least one first relief 
structure (13), characterized in that optionally a preferably polymeric 
dielectric layer is arranged on the side of the metal layer (12) facing the 
viewer, wherein the at least one first relief structure (13) has a periodic 
variation in the x and y direction of elevations and depressions, wherein 
the elevations follow one another with a grating period L, which is 
smaller than a wavelength of the light visible to the human eye, wherein 
the Minima of the depressions define a base area and wherein the at least 
one first relief structure (13) has a relief depth t. 
 
No equivalent 
 
Status: Pending 
 
Research Report: Not available 
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P35844 BRAND PROTECTION – RELIEF – TRACK & TRACE 
 

WO2022265911 LIEBERMAN, ORI 
Priority Date: 18/06/2021 
 
CRYSTALLINE RESIN CONTAINING MICROSCOPIC SURFACE RELIEFS AND METHODS AND SYSTEMS 
FOR GENERATING THE SAME 
An article comprising a crystalized resin material, the material having microscopic surface reliefs in a surface thereof, wherein 
the surface reliefs form optical structures which generate an optical image and or holographic information, the crystalized resin 
material is a cannabis derived resin and the microscopic surface reliefs formed in the resin form optical structures which generate 
an optical image or optical information. 
 
RÉSINE CRISTALLINE CONTENANT DES RELIEFS DE SURFACE MICROSCOPIQUE ET PROCÉDÉS ET 
SYSTÈMES POUR SA GÉNÉRATION 
L'invention concerne un article comprenant un matériau de résine cristallisée, le matériau présentant des reliefs de surface 
microscopiques dans une de ses surfaces, les reliefs de surface formant des structures optiques qui génèrent une image optique 
et/ou des informations holographiques, le matériau de résine cristallisée est une résine dérivée du cannabis et les reliefs de surface 
microscopiques formés dans la résine forment des structures optiques qui génèrent une image optique ou des informations 
optiques. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An article comprising: a crystalized resin material comprising a cannabis derived resin; the material having 
microscopic surface reliefs in a surface thereof; wherein the surface reliefs form optical structures which generate an optical 
image and or holographic information. 
  

PATENT REFERENCE – See the table at the end of this document 
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P35846 OVD – PRINTING – CARD – PASSPORT – RELIEF – MICROLENS 
 

WO2022263772 IDEMIA 
Priority Date: 15/06/2021 
 
FORMATION OF A 3D IMAGE FROM A LENTICULAR STRUCTURE 
The invention relates to the formation of a 3D image from a lenticular structure (15) which comprises: a support layer (40) 
including an arrangement (30) of coloured sub-pixels (32); and a lenticular array (20) comprising convergent lenses (22) opposite 
the sub-pixels. The invention also relates to a method which comprises: visually inspecting the lenticular structure, during which 
sub-pixels which can be viewed through the lenses (22) are detected for a plurality of viewing directions; determining, from the 
colour of the sub-pixels detected for each viewing direction, grey levels (70) in order to  reveal M images which can be viewed 
through the lenticular array in the M viewing directions, respectively; and customising the arrangement (30) of sub -pixels, during 
which the grey levels (70) are etched opposite the sub-pixels (32) in the support layer (40) by focusing laser radiation through 
the lenses. 
 
FORMATION D'UNE IMAGE 3D A PARTIR D'UNE STRUCTURE LENTICULAIRE 
L'invention vise la formation d'une image 3D à partir d'une structure lenticulaire (15) comprenant : une couche support (40) 
comportant un arrangement (30) de sous-pixels (32) de couleur et un réseau lenticulaire (20) comprenant des lentilles 
convergentes (22) en regard des sous-pixels. Un procédé de l'invention comprend : inspection visuelle de la structure lenticulaire 
au cours de laquelle des sous-pixels visualisables au travers des lentilles (22) sont détectés pour une pluralité de directions 
d'observation; détermination, à partir de la couleur des sous-pixels détectés pour chaque direction d'observation, de niveaux de 
gris (70) pour révéler M images visualisables au travers du réseau lenticulaire selon respectivement les M directions 
d'observation; et personnalisation de l'arrangement (30) de sous-pixels au cours de laquelle les niveaux de gris (70) sont gravés 
en regard des sous- pixels (32) dans la couche support (40) par focalisation d'un rayonnement laser au travers des lentilles. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method of forming a 3 D image (IGF), from a lenticular structure (15) comprising:  
- a support layer (40) having formed thereon an array (30) of subpixels (32) of at least two distinct colors (C1, C2, C3), each 
subpixel exhibiting a unique one of the at least two distinct colors; and 
- a lenticular array (20) comprising positive lenses (22) disposed opposite the arrangement of subpixels; the method comprising: 
a) visually inspecting (S4) the lenticular structure, by means of a camera (50), said visual inspection comprising the following 
steps for each of M distinct viewing directions (DR) relative to the lenticular array, M being an integer at least equal to 2: a1) 
positioning (S6) the camera in the observation direction (DR); a2) detecting (S8) subpixels that can be viewed through the lenses 
in said observation direction; b) determining (S10), from the color of the subpixels detected in a2) for each observation direction, 
of grey levels (70) to be generated in order to reveal, from the arrangement (30) of sub -pixels, M images (IGX) that can be 
viewed through the lenticular array respectively in the M observation directions; and c) personalization (S12) of the arrangement 
(30) of sub-pixels during which the grey levels (70) determined in b) are etched opposite the sub-pixels in the support layer by 
focusing a laser radiation (RY1) through the lenticular array so as to reveal, on the basis of the arrangement of sub-pixels 
combined with the grey levels, the M images (IGX) which can be viewed through the lenticular array (20) in the M observation 
directions respectively, the said M images collectively forming the 3 D image (IGF). 
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P35847 CARD 
 

WO2022260047 TOPPAN PRINTING 
Priority Date: 09/06/2021 
 
3D DISPLAY, AUTHENTICATOR, AND FORMATION METHOD 
This invention relates to a 3D display in which first element cells in which personal identification information is recorded and 
second element cells containing an authenticator in which personal identification information can be visually recognized are 
disposed on a laminate sheet, wherein the 3D display has a first region and a second region formed by disposing the first element 
cells and the second element cells in which a phase shift structure is formed, a three-dimensional structure is formed by disposing 
the first element cells and the second element cells in a nesting arrangement at a predetermined ratio in the first region an d the 
second region, the first region and the second region are visually recognizable from different sides of the laminate sheet, a  first 
reproduced image is reproduced on a first surface side of the laminate sheet by the phase shift structure formed in th e first element 
cells, and a second reproduced image is reproduced on a second surface side of the laminate sheet by the phase shift structure 
formed in the second element cells. 
 
AFFICHAGE 3D, AUTHENTIFICATEUR ET PROCÉDÉ DE FORMATION 
La présente invention concerne un affichage 3D dans lequel des premières cellules élémentaires dans lesquelles des informations 
d'identification personnelles sont enregistrées et des deuxièmes cellules élémentaires contenant un authentificateur dans lequel 
des informations d'identification personnelle peuvent être reconnues visuellement sont disposées sur une feuille stratifiée, 
l'affichage 3D comportant une première région et une deuxième région formées en disposant les premières cellules élémentaires 
et les deuxièmes cellules élémentaires dans lesquelles est formée une structure à déphasage, une structure tridimensionnelle est 
formée en disposant les premières cellules élémentaires et les deuxièmes cellules élémentaires en un agencement imbriqué selon 
un rapport prédéterminé dans la première région et la deuxième région, la première région et la deuxième région sont visuellement 
reconnaissables à partir de différents côtés de la feuille stratifiée, une première image reproduite est reproduite sur un pr emier 
côté de surface de la feuille stratifiée par la structure à déphasage formée dans les premières cellules élémentaires, et une 
deuxième image reproduite est reproduite sur un deuxième côté de surface de la feuille stratifiée par la structure à déphasage 
formée dans les deuxièmes cellules élémentaires. 
 
CLAIM 1. A three-dimensional indicator comprising: a first component cell in which personal 
identification information is recorded; and a second component cell including an authenticator 
through which the personal identification information can be visually recognized, the first 
component cell and the second component cell being disposed on a laminate sheet, wherein A first 
region and a second region, wherein a phase shift structure is formed in each of the first element 
cell and the second element cell, and in each of the first region and the second region, the first 
element cell and the second element cell are formed by: A solid structure is formed by being 
separated by a spacer, the first region and the second region disposed in the solid structure form a 
consistent integral three-dimensional image in which a group of points of reflection of the phase 
shift structure are reflected, and the phase shift structure formed in the first element cell causes the 
phase shift structure to form: Wherein a first regenerated image is regenerated on a first side of the 
laminate sheet separated from the laminate sheet, and a second regenerated image is regenerated 
on a second side of the laminate sheet separated from the laminate sheet by a phase shifting 
structure formed in the second component cell. 
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P35854 

 

WO2022247469 HUAWEI 
Priority Date: 24/05/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING MEDIUM, HOLOGRAPHIC POLYMER MATERIAL AND PREPARATION 
METHOD THEREFOR, AND DISPLAY DEVICE 
Embodiments of the present application provide a holographic recording medium, a holographic polymer material and a 
preparation method therefor, and a display device, which may be used in fields such as data storage, anti -counterfeiting images, 
holographic optical elements, and holographic display. The holographic recording medium before the exposure of the 
holographic polymer material comprises a first-order cross-linked network, a photoinitiator, and second-order monomers; the 
first-order cross-linked network provides a mechanical support for the holographic recording medium, the second-order 
monomers are monomers having free radical reaction activity, and the photoinitiator is used for initiating polymerization of the 
second-order monomers. The holographic recording medium comprises ester (I), urethane (II), carbamido (III), allophanate (IV), 
and amide (V); and groups connected to the ester (I), the urethane (II), the carbamido (III), the allophanate (IV), and the a mide 
(V) are each selected from at least one of alkyl, alkoxy, alkenyl, or aryl. The holographic recording medium can be used for 
preparing the holographic polymer material having high diffraction efficiency and high light transmittance. 
 
SUPPORT D'ENREGISTREMENT HOLOGRAPHIQUE, MATÉRIAU POLYMÈRE HOLOGRAPHIQUE ET SON 
PROCÉDÉ DE PRÉPARATION, ET DISPOSITIF D'AFFICHAGE 
Des modes de réalisation de la présente demande concernent un support d'enregistrement holographique, un matériau polymère 
holographique et son procédé de préparation, et un dispositif d'affichage, qui peuvent être utilisés dans des domaines tels que le 
stockage de données, les images anti-contrefaçon, les éléments optiques holographiques et l'affichage holographique. Le support 
d'enregistrement holographique avant l'exposition du matériau polymère holographique comprend un réseau réticulé de premier 
ordre, un photo-initiateur et des monomères de second ordre ; le réseau réticulé de premier ordre fournit un support mécanique 
pour le support d'enregistrement holographique, les monomères de second ordre étant des monomères ayant une activité de 
réaction radicalaire libre et le photo-initiateur étant utilisé pour initier la polymérisation des monomères de second ordre. Le 
support d'enregistrement holographique comprend un ester (I), un uréthane (II), un carbamido (III), un allophanate (IV) et un 
amide (V) ; et des groupes reliés à l'ester (I), l'uréthane (II), le carbamido (III), l'allophanate (IV) et l'amide (V) sont chacun 
choisis parmi un alkyle, un alcoxy, un alcényle ou un aryle. Le support d'enregistrement holographique peut être utilisé pour 
préparer le matériau polymère holographique ayant une efficacité de diffraction élevée et une transmittance élevée de la lumière. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic recording medium comprising a first-order crosslinking network, a photoinitiator and a second-order 
monomer; The first-order crosslinking network provides mechanical support to the holographic recording medium, the second-
order monomer being a monomer having free radical reactive activity, the photoinitiator for absorbing light and generating free 
radicals that cause polymerization of the second-order monomer; The holographic recording medium comprises an ester group 
(I), a urethane group (II), a ureido group (III), a ureidoformate group (IV), a holographic recording medium comprising an ester 
group (I), a urethane group (II), a With at least one of the amide groups (V), the urethane group (II), the ureido group (III), the 
ureidoformate group (IV), the urethane group (IV), the urethane group (IV), the urethane group (IV), the urethane group (IV) 
The amide group (V) is attached each independently selected from at least one of alkyl, alkoxy, alkenyl or aryl.  
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P35867 BRAND PROTECTION 

 

KR20220165987 KOREA SECURITY PRINTING & MINTING 
Priority Date: 09/06/2021 
 
METHOD FOR PRODUCING INJECTED ARTICLE COMPRISING HOLOGRAM PATTERN AND INJECTED 
ARTICLE PRODUCED THEREFROM 
The present invention relates to a method of manufacturing an injection article including a hologram pat tern and an injection 
article manufactured therefrom. The method includes preparing an injection mold having an original hologram pattern formed 
thereon, and preparing the injection article through an injection process using the injection mold, wherein the hologram pattern 
to which the original hologram pattern is transferred is formed on a surface of the injection article.  
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method of manufacturing an injection article including a hologram pattern, the method comprising: preparing an 
injection mold on which an original hologram pattern is formed; and preparing the injection article through an injection process 
using the injection mold, wherein the hologram pattern to which the original hologram pattern is transferred is formed on a 
surface of the injection article. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
P35868 

 

KR20220165616 KWANGWOON UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY ACADEMIC 
Priority Date: 08/06/2021 COLLABORATION FOUNDATION 
 
WATERMARKING SYSTEM FOR HOLOGRAMS USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
Disclosed is a system for watermarking a hologram using artificial intelligence (deep neural network, deep learning) for inserting 
and extracting a watermark into a digital hologram using the artificial intelligence (deep neural network, deep learning), and 
using three sub-networks, the system comprising: a resolution conversion network for generating and outputting feature maps 
from input host holograms and watermarks, A watermark embedding network receiving a feature map of the watermark and 
generating a hologram in which the watermark is embedded (hereinafter, a watermarked hologram); a watermark extraction 
network extracting a watermark from the watermarked hologram; and, And a learning unit configured to learn each of the 
networks by using the loss function, and inserting the watermark into the digital hologram by using deep learning, thereby 
invisibly hiding the information of the watermark to the hologram. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A system for watermarking a hologram using artificial intelligence, the system comprising: a resolution conversion 
network for generating and outputting feature maps from an input host hologram and a watermark, respectively; a watermark 
insertion network for receiving the feature map of the host hologram and the feature map of the watermark and ge nerating a 
watermark embedded hologram (hereinafter, a watermarked hologram); A watermark extraction network for extracting a 
watermark from the watermarked hologram; and a learning unit for learning each of the networks using a loss function.  
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P35869 CARD 
 

KR20220165347 CARDCAM 
Priority Date: 08/06/2021 
 

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DISTINGUISHING FORGERY OF IDENTIFICATION CARD 
The method for determining an identity card false modulation according to one embodiment of the present invention includes 
the steps of: a) obtaining an identity card image by photographing the identity card; b) determining a color density difference 
between green and blue, a color density difference between red and blue, And a color 
density difference between red and green is equal to or greater than a predetermined 
color density difference, and a number of hologrammable pixels in which saturated 
colors exist among red, green, and blue; and c) determining whether the identification 
card is false modulated based on the number of hologrammable pixels. 
 

CLAIM 1. A method of determining an identity card false modulation, comprising: a) 
obtaining an identity card image by taking an identity card; b) obtaining an identity 
card image by taking the identity card; and c) obtaining at least one of a color density 
difference between green and blue, a color density difference between red and blue, 
and a color density difference between red and green among a plurality of pixels 
constituting the identity card image, Green, and blue; and c) determining whether or 
not the identity card is false modulated based on the number of hologrammable pixels. 
 
 
P35885 
 

EP4105730 BUNDESDRUCKEREI 
Priority Date: 15/06/2021 
 

DEVICE FOR PRODUCING HOLOGRAMS IN A CONTACT 
COPYING PROCESS WITH HIGH DIFFRACTION EFFICIENCY 
The invention relates to a device for producing holograms by the contact 
copying method, comprising a hologram master (40), a coherent light source 
(60) for generating coherent light (81), a transprotein device (30) for 
supplying and removing holographic recording material (20) so that it is 
arranged adjacent to and in front of the hologram master (40) for an exposure 
process, and a reaction chamber (12) surrounding the hologram master (40) 
and protecting the holographic recording material (20) from ambient light and 
foreign material during the exposure process, wherein the coherent light of 
the coherent light source (60) is irradiated into the reaction chamber (12) 
during the exposure process, so that the coherent light radiates through the 
holographic recording material (20) arranged adjacent to and in front of the hologram master (40) and is at least partially r adiated 
back at the hologram master (40), so that changes are brought about in the interior of the holographic recording mat erial (20) on 
account of interference between the coherent light (81) passing through the holographic recording material (20) and the light  
(82) reflected at least partially by the hologram master (40), which form a hologram, wherein a cooling device (100)  is formed 
for removing heat from the reaction chamber (12). The invention also relates to a method for producing holograms. 
 

CLAIM 1. Device (1) for producing holograms by the contact copying method, comprising a hologram master (40), a coherent 
light source (60) for generating coherent light (81), a transport device (30) for feeding and discharging holographic recording 
material (20), so that the latter is arranged adjacent to the hologram master (40) for an exposure operation, and a reaction chamber 
(12), which surrounds the hologram master (40) and protects the holographic recording material (20) from ambient light and 
foreign material during the exposure process, wherein the coherent light (81) of the coherent light source (60) is irradiated  into 
the reaction chamber (12) during the exposure process, so that the coherent light (81) radiates through the holographic recording 
material arranged adjacent to and in front of the hologram master (40) and is at least partially reflected back at the holo gram 
master (40), so that changes which form a hologram are brought about in the interior of the holographic recording material (20) 
as a result of interference between the coherent light (81) passing through the holographic recording material (20) and the light 
(82) at least partially reflected by the hologram master (40), or so that the hologram master (40) is passed through, so that  a 
portion of the coherent light (81) passes through the hologram master (40) unchanged and a further portion of the coheren t light 
is deflected at the hologram master (40), so that due to interference between the one unchanged portion (81) of the coherent light 
and the further deflected portion of the coherent light (82) within the holographic recording material (20) arranged adjacent to 
and behind the hologram master (40) changes are brought about which form the hologram, characterized in that , characterized 
in that a cooling device (100) is designed to remove heat from the reaction chamber (12). 
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P35900 LABEL 
 

CN218100538U JIANGXI OIFFRACTIVE TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 15/07/2022 
 
DOUBLE ANTI-COUNTERFEITING STRUCTURE BASED ON 
DIFFRACTION OPTICS AND LASER HOLOGRAPHY 
The utility model discloses a double anti-counterfeiting structure based on 
diffraction optics and laser holography, which comprises a transparent 
polyester film substrate (3); the transparent polyester film base material (3) 
is provided with an embossed diffraction optical component region (2) 
formed by duplicating an embossed diffraction optical component (100) and 
is provided with a laser holographic anti-counterfeiting pattern (1); the 
diffractive optical element (100) can form a designed pattern under the 
irradiation of collimated laser. The utility model discloses combine 
diffraction optics and laser holography to constitute dual anti-fake structure, 
diffraction optics components and parts's design threshold is higher, needs 
the high-end photoetching machine of semiconductor factory to process, and 
the imitation cost is big, and the improvement of imitation cost and technical 
threshold can effectively stop the imitation person. 
 
CLAIM 1. The double anti-counterfeiting structure based on diffraction optics and laser holography is characterized by 
comprising a transparent polyester film substrate (3); the transparent polyester film base material (3) is provided with an 
embossed diffraction optical component region (2) formed by duplicating an embossed diffraction optical component (100) and 
is provided with a laser holographic anti-counterfeiting pattern (1); the diffractive optical element (100) can form a designed 
pattern under the irradiation of collimated laser. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
P35903 PRINTING – LABEL – INKJET 

 

CN218084815U BEIJING YANJING TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 01/09/2022 
 
LASER GLOSS FRAGILE LABEL PAPER FOR INK-JET PRINTING 
The utility model discloses a fragile label paper of radium-shine gloss for ink jet printing, including 
polyester film layer, ink absorbed layer, radium-shine holographic thin layer, polyvinyl chloride thin 
layer, adhesive layer and the release paper layer that stacks gradually. The utility model discloses outmost 
increase polyester film layer, on the one hand can protect the ink absorbed layer to be difficult for 
receiving wearing and tearing to enable the structure that the inkjet printed with the breakable label paper 
of radium-shine gloss more firm, on the other hand polyester film layer has higher stability and durability, 
can increase the inkjet and print with the bulk strength of the breakable label paper of radium-shine gloss, 
and be equipped with radium-shine holographic film layer, can have obvious colored light refraction 
phenomenon and active optical effect under the illumination, the antifalsification and the identifiability 
of label have been promoted. Compared with the prior art, the utility model discloses a breakable label 
paper of radium-shine gloss for inkjet printing is more stand wear and tear, the weatherability is higher 
and color reductibility is good. 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a fragile label paper of radium-shine gloss for inkjet printing, its 
characterized in that, includes polyester film layer, ink absorbed layer, radium-shine holographic thin 
layer, polyvinyl chloride thin layer, adhesive layer and from type paper layer that stacks gradually, 
polyester film layer the ink absorbed layer radium-shine holographic thin layer polyvinyl chloride thin 
layer the adhesive layer and from type paper layer even as an organic whole. 
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P35918 PRINTING 
 

CN217917217U SHENZHEN HENGRUNDA PHOTOELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 30/07/2022 
 
PRINTING DEVICE FOR TEMPERATURE-SENSING COLOR-CHANGING ANTI-COUNTERFEITING HOT 
STAMPING FILM 
The utility model discloses a temperature sensing printing device for anti-fake 
thermoprint membrane that discolours relates to thermoprint membrane printing 
technical field, including the printing device body, the top position department 
of printing device body installs the controller, the tow sides symmetric 
connection of printing device body has the fixed block, and the inboard of fixed 
block is provided with the rotation guard plate respectively, the inside fixed 
inserting of rotation guard plate is equipped with fixed horizontal pole. The 
utility model discloses a be provided with connecting plate and rectangle 
stopper, the staff can rotate the rotation guard plate, thereby make its upset 
ninety degrees, in order to realize the work of accomodating to the rotation guard 
plate, can realize the protection to printing device body side simultaneously, 
thereby can effectively promote the reliability in this device use, be provided 
with movable block and limiting plate, in order to make the central point that 
treats the printing material and puts the department from the rotation guard plate 
all the time and print, in order to guarantee material printing in-process finished 
product quality, thereby can effectively promote the yields of this device. 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a temperature sensing discolours anti-fake printing device for thermoprinting membrane, 
includes printing device body (1), its characterized in that, controller (2) are installed to the top position department of printing 
device body (1), the tow sides symmetric connection of printing device body (1) has fixed block ( 3), and the inboard of fixed 
block (3) is provided with respectively rotates guard plate (4), the inside of rotating guard plate (4) is fixed to be insert ed and is 
equipped with fixed horizontal pole (5), and the end of fixed horizontal pole (5) all insert s the inside of establishing at fixed 
block (3), fixed horizontal pole (5) are connected with fixed block (3) through the bearing. 
 
 
 
 
P35922 OVD – RELIEF – MICROPRISMS 

 

CN115497371 FUJIAN SANYUANXING TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 17/10/2022 
 

MICROPRISM HOLOGRAPHIC ANTI-COUNTERFEITING FILM AND PREPARATION PROCESS THEREOF 
The application discloses holographic anti-fake membrane of microprism and preparation technology relates to anti -fake 
membrane technical field, including the base film, the upper portion of base film is provided with holographic imaging layer, 
the upper portion on holographic imaging layer is provided with the cladding material, the upper portion on cladding material  is 
provided with the sealing layer, and rubber coating equipment includes: a housing; the discharging roller is arranged at the right 
end of the shell, and a base film is wound on the discharging roller; the tension adjusting device is positioned on the left side of 
the discharging roller; a membrane guide assembly disposed within the housing; a guide means provided on the left side of the 
housing; a coating roller disposed within the guide; install casing left end upper portion's dust collector, the base film la yer passes 
through in proper order the blowing roller tension adjusting device lead the membrane module with scribble the membrane roller, 
finally the warp guider gets into next process and compounds with PET polyester film, and the security of the anti-fake membrane 
that this application made is high to it is more reliable to use. 
 

CLAIM 1. The microprism holographic anti-counterfeiting film is 
characterized by comprising a base film (1001), wherein a holographic 
imaging layer (1002) is arranged on the upper portion of the base film 
(1001), a plating layer (1003) is arranged on the upper portion of the 
holographic imaging layer (1002), and a sealing layer (1004) is arranged 
on the upper portion of the plating layer (1003). 
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P35924 
 

CN115491151 DONGGUAN GUANGNA OPTOELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 27/09/2022 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC PATTERN FILM AND PREPARATION PROCESS THEREOF 
The application relates to the field of laser holographic pattern films, in particular to a holographic pattern film and a pr eparation 
process thereof. The holographic pattern film comprises a plastic base layer, a release layer, an information layer, a mould 
pressing layer, a dielectric layer and a printing glue layer, and is characterized in that the information layer is obtained by coating 
information glue on the release layer, and the information glue is prepared from the following raw materials in parts by weight: 
20-25 parts of polyacrylic acid emulsion, 15-20 parts of melamine formaldehyde resin, 5-10 parts of photosensitive latex, 1-5 
parts of a cross-linking agent, 10-15 parts of nano silicon dioxide, 10-20 parts of gelatin, 1-5 parts of a silver nitrate solution 
with the mass fraction of 5-10% and 1-2 parts of other functional reagents. 
 

CLAIM 1. The holographic pattern film comprises a plastic base layer, a release layer, an information layer, a mould pressing 
layer, a dielectric layer and a glue printing layer, and is characterized in that the information layer is formed by coating 
information glue on the release layer, and the information glue is prepared from the following raw materials in parts by weight: 
20-25 parts of polyacrylic emulsion 15-20 parts of melamine formaldehyde resin 5-10 parts of photosensitive latex 1-5 parts of 
cross-linking agent 10-15 parts of nano silicon dioxide 10-20 parts of gelatin 1-5 parts of silver nitrate solution with mass fraction 
of 5-10% 0-2 parts of other functional reagents. 
 
 
P35925 PRINTING – CARD 
 

CN115482716 SHENZHEN SHENDA AURORA TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 02/11/2022 
 

TAMPER-PROOF CERTIFICATE CARD CONTAINING HOLOGRAPHIC ANTI-COUNTERFEITING MARK 
AND MANUFACTURING METHOD THEREOF 
The invention provides a tamper-proof certificate card containing a holographic anti-counterfeiting mark, which comprises a 
certificate card substrate and an anti-counterfeiting information layer arranged on the certificate card substrate, wherein the anti-
counterfeiting information layer sequentially comprises a carrier layer, a holographic structural layer, a coating, a temperature-
resistant fixed layer, a laser activation layer and a protective layer from bottom to top, the carrier layer, the holographic structural 
layer, the coating and the temperature-resistant fixed layer form a holographic anti-counterfeiting material layer, and the 
certificate card substrate and the holographic anti-counterfeiting material layer are fused into a whole in a heating laminating 
mode. This but include anti-tampering certificate card of holographic anti-fake label possesses the hologram that can clearly 
present, has easily discerning, inhale the three-dimensional deep sense of sight, the developments are felt, the color is felt and 
hide the encryption effect, and the certificate card each layer combines 
firmly, and the change inconsistent with laser identification information 
color can appear when falsifying person's intention passes through laser 
change authenticated laser identification information, forms obvious 
difference contrast, and is visible, effectively prevents the effect of 
falsifying person to certificate card identification information. 
 

CLAIM 1. A tamper-evident identification card including a holographic security marking, comprising: card substrate and the 
anti-fake information layer of setting on the card substrate, its characterized in that: the anti -counterfeiting information layer 
sequentially comprises a carrier layer, a holographic structure layer, a coating, a temperature-resistant fixed layer, a laser 
activation layer and a protective layer from bottom to top, wherein the carrier layer, the holographic structure layer, the c oating 
and the temperature-resistant fixed layer form a holographic anti-counterfeiting material layer, the certificate card base material 
and the holographic anti-counterfeiting material layer are fused into a whole in a heating lamination mode, and the carrier layer 
can be subjected to laser etching to form specific personalized information; the holographic structure layer comprises an image-
text and a dynamic grating, wherein the image-text and the dynamic grating are reproduced by the laser encrypted point light 
source; the coating is deposited on the holographic structure layer and is used for improving the brightness and the glossiness of 
the holographic anti-counterfeiting pattern; the temperature-resistant fixing layer is tightly attached to the surface of the cladding 
layer, so that a structure corresponding to the structure of the holographic structure layer is formed on the attaching surface of 
the temperature-resistant fixing layer and the cladding layer, the structure of the holographic structure lay er is rubbed out, and 
the structure of the holographic structure layer is fixed, so that deformation can not occur or only occurs in a very small d egree 
under the laminating condition; the laser activation layer is printed on the surface of the temperature-resistant fixed layer, has 
the characteristic of laser irradiation color change, and can generate change with inconsistent color of laser identification  
information when a tamperer intends to change the authenticated laser identification information through laser to form obvious 
difference contrast; the protective layer is printed on the surface of the laser activation layer. 
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P35940 BRAND PROTECTION 
 

CN115407443 WUHAN HUAGONG IMAGE TECHNOLOGY & DEVELOPMENT 
Priority Date: 30/08/2022 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC LENS DETERMINATION METHOD AND DEVICE, COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AND STORAGE 
MEDIUM 
The embodiment of the invention discloses a method and a device for determining a 
holographic lens, computer equipment and a storage medium, wherein the method for 
determining the holographic lens comprises the following steps: constructing a model of 
a spherical lens, and determining a lens gray image through the model of the spherical 
lens; carrying out equal-scale expansion on the lens gray level image based on a preset 
expansion coefficient to obtain a lens expansion image; performing equal-height cutting 
on the lens expansion image based on a preset cutting height to obtain a Fresnel lens 
image of the spherical lens; and obtaining the holographic lens with the moire-like effect 
according to the Fresnel lens image of the spherical lens. When the holographic lens with 
the moire-like effect is used for anti-counterfeiting, compared with the existing 
holographic lens, the anti-counterfeiting effect of the holographic lens can be improved 
by determining whether the optical fringes with the moire-like effect appear or not. 
Meanwhile, the preset amplification factor and the preset cutting height can be adjusted 
according to requirements, and the anti-counterfeiting effect of the holographic lens is further improved. 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic lens determination method, the method comprising: constructing a model of a spherical lens, and 
determining a lens gray image through the model of the spherical lens; carrying out equal-scale expansion on the lens gray level 
image based on a preset expansion coefficient to obtain a lens expansion image; performing equal -height cutting on the lens 
expansion image based on a preset cutting height to obtain a Fresnel lens image of the spheri cal lens; and obtaining the 
holographic lens with the moire-like effect according to the Fresnel lens image of the spherical lens. 
 
 

 

 
P35942 OVD – INFRARED – RELIEF – MICROLENS 
 

CN115390416 HUBEI YIMEITE QUANXI TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 08/08/2022 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC ANTI-COUNTERFEITING PLATE FOR OPTICAL RECORDING AND ERASING AND 
PREPARATION METHOD THEREOF 
The invention relates to a holographic anti-counterfeiting plate for optical 
recording and erasing and a preparation method thereof, wherein the 
preparation method comprises the following steps: evaporating a visible 
light anti-reflection layer on one surface of the transparent substrate layer, 
and evaporating an infrared reflection increasing layer on the other surface 
of the transparent substrate layer; spin-coating a photoresist on the visible 
light antireflection layer, and preparing the photoresist into a column array 
by utilizing a photoetching process; converting the cylinder array into a 
micro-lens array by using a photoresist thermal reflow process to obtain a 
micro-lens array layer; spin coating WO on Infrared built-up layers 3 Nano 
slurry and drying to form WO 3 A film. The present invention utilizes amorphous WO 3 The photochromic characteristic of the 
material realizes the writing or erasing of a single pixel point through the micro lens, and the color of the substrate is changed; 
after the writing is finished, amplifying the written miniature image by utilizing the amplifying imaging function of the micro 
lens to present a holographic effect; the anti-counterfeiting plate can be repeatedly used, reduces the anti-counterfeiting copying 
cost, and is increased by combining the manufacturing of the micro-lens arrayDifficulty in imitation. 
 
CLAIM 1. The holographic anti-counterfeiting plate for optical recording and erasing is characterized by comprising a micro-
lens array layer (4), a visible light anti-reflection layer (2), a substrate layer (1), an infrared anti-reflection layer (3) and a WO 
(WO) which are sequentially arranged in a layered manner 3 Film (5), said WO 3 The position of the film (5) corresponding to 
the micro-lens array layer (4) is provided with a color-changing pattern area (6). 
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P35945 PRINTING – BRAND PROTECTION 
 

CN115384209 SHANDONG TAIBAO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY GROUP 
Priority Date: 30/09/2022 
 
INVISIBLE INTELLIGENT ANTI-COUNTERFEITING ELECTROCHEMICAL ALUMINUM, AND 
PREPARATION METHOD AND APPLICATION THEREOF 
The application belongs to the technical field of anti-counterfeiting materials, in particular to invisible intelligent anti-
counterfeiting electrochemical aluminum, a preparation method and application thereof, the application utilizes specific steps to 
form the invisible intelligent anti-counterfeiting electrochemical aluminum, so that the anti-counterfeiting electrochemical 
aluminum has explicit digital information and invisible special hidden codes, and further the anti -counterfeiting effect of the 
anti-counterfeiting electrochemical aluminum is guaranteed. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The preparation method of the invisible intelligent anti-counterfeiting electrochemical aluminum is characterized by 
comprising the following steps: s1, selecting a PET film with the thickness of 10-30 mu m, and obtaining a base film layer (1) 
by using corona treatment to obtain a value of at least 38 dyne; s2, sequentially coating a release coating and a holographic  
information coating on the PET by using a roll-to-roll coating machine on the base film layer (1), and drying to form a release 
layer (2) and a holographic information layer; s3, embossing and gravure printing protective ink on the PET film coated with the 
release layer (2) and the holographic information layer by using a mould pressing-gravure press, wherein the mould pressing 
plate uses a nickel plate to convert the planar holographic information layer into the PET film with the mould pressing laser  
holographic information layer; s4, using a vacuum aluminum plating machine to perform vacuum evaporatio n plating on a metal 
layer on the laser holographic information layer of the PET film to form an aluminum plating layer (4); s5, washing the aluminum 
layer on the PET film in the area not covered with the gravure printing protection ink by using an aluminum washing machine 
to form a hollow aluminum-plated layer (4); s6, printing a picture and text information layer on the hollow aluminum plating 
layer (4) of the PET film by using a traditional printer or a digital printer; s7, coating a hot melt adhesive co ating containing a 
characteristic spectrum absorber on the image-text information layer of the PET film by using a coating machine to form a hot 
melt adhesive layer with characteristic spectrum absorption; and S8, cutting to form the invisible intelligent anti-counterfeiting 
electrochemical device. 
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P35846 HOLOGRAM – PRINTING – CARD – PASSPORT – RELIEF – 

 MICROLENS 
 

WO2022263772 IDEMIA 
Priority Date: 15/06/2021 
 
FORMATION OF A 3D IMAGE FROM A LENTICULAR STRUCTURE 
The invention relates to the formation of a 3D image from a lenticular structure (15) which comprises: a support layer (40) 
including an arrangement (30) of coloured sub-pixels (32); and a lenticular array (20) comprising convergent lenses (22) opposite 
the sub-pixels. The invention also relates to a method which comprises: visually inspecting the lenticular structure, during which 
sub-pixels which can be viewed through the lenses (22) are detected for a plurality of viewing directions; determining, from the 
colour of the sub-pixels detected for each viewing direction, grey levels (70) in order to reveal M images which can be viewed 
through the lenticular array in the M viewing directions, respectively; and customising the arrangement (30) of sub -pixels, during 
which the grey levels (70) are etched opposite the sub-pixels (32) in the support layer (40) by focusing laser radiation through 
the lenses. 
 
FORMATION D'UNE IMAGE 3D A PARTIR D'UNE STRUCTURE LENTICULAIRE 
L'invention vise la formation d'une image 3D à partir d'une structure 
lenticulaire (15) comprenant : une couche support (40) comportant un 
arrangement (30) de sous-pixels (32) de couleur et un réseau lenticulaire (20) 
comprenant des lentilles convergentes (22) en regard des sous-pixels. Un 
procédé de l'invention comprend : inspection visuelle de la structure 
lenticulaire au cours de laquelle des sous-pixels visualisables au travers des 
lentilles (22) sont détectés pour une pluralité de directions d'observation; 
détermination, à partir de la couleur des sous-pixels détectés pour chaque 
direction d'observation, de niveaux de gris (70) pour révéler M images 
visualisables au travers du réseau lenticulaire selon respectivement les M 
directions d'observation; et personnalisation de l'arrangement (30) de sous-
pixels au cours de laquelle les niveaux de gris (70) sont gravés en regard des 
sous- pixels (32) dans la couche support (40) par focalisation d'un 
rayonnement laser au travers des lentilles. 
 
CLAIM 1. A method of forming a 3 D image (IGF), from a lenticular structure (15) comprising:  
- a support layer (40) having formed thereon an array (30) of subpixels (32) of at least two distinct colors (C1, C2, C3), each 
subpixel exhibiting a unique one of the at least two distinct colors; and 
- a lenticular array (20) comprising positive lenses (22) disposed opposite the arrangement of subpixels; the method comprising: 
a) visually inspecting (S4) the lenticular structure, by means of a camera (50), said visual inspection comprising the following 
steps for each of M distinct viewing directions (DR) relative to the lenticular array, M being an integer at least equal to 2 : a1) 
positioning (S6) the camera in the observation direction (DR); a2) detecting (S8) subpixels that can be viewed through the lenses 
in said observation direction; b) determining (S10), from the color of the subpixels detected in a2) for each observation direction, 
of grey levels (70) to be generated in order to reveal, from the arrangement (30) of sub -pixels, M images (IGX) that can be 
viewed through the lenticular array respectively in the M observation directions; and c) personalization (S12) of the arrangement 
(30) of sub-pixels during which the grey levels (70) determined in b) are etched opposite the sub-pixels in the support layer by 
focusing a laser radiation (RY1) through the lenticular array so as to reveal, on the basis of the arrangement of sub -pixels 
combined with the grey levels, the M images (IGX) which can be viewed through the lenticular array (20) in the M observation 
directions respectively, the said M images collectively forming the 3 D image (IGF). 
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P35849 PRINTING – INK – BANKNOTE – MAGNETISM 
 

WO2022258521 SICPA 
Priority Date: 11/06/2021 
 
OPTICAL EFFECT LAYERS COMPRISING MAGNETIC OR MAGNETIZABLE PIGMENT PARTICLES AND 
METHODS FOR PRODUCING SAID OPTICAL EFFECT LAYERS 
The invention relates to the field of the protection of security documents such as for example banknotes and identity documents 
against counterfeit and illegal reproduction. In particular, the present invention provides security documents and decorative 
articles comprising one or more optical effect layers (OELs) and methods for producing said OELs, said OELs comprising 
magnetically oriented platelet-shaped magnetic or magnetizable pigment particles in an at least partially cured coating layer 
(x40) 
 
COUCHES À EFFET OPTIQUE COMPRENANT DES PARTICULES DE PIGMENT MAGNÉTIQUES OU 
MAGNÉTISABLES ET MÉTHODES DE PRODUCTION DESDITES COUCHES À EFFET OPTIQUE 
L'invention concerne le domaine de la protection de documents de sécurité, par exemple des billets de banque et des pièces 
d'identité, contre la contrefaçon et la reproduction illégale. En particulier, la présente invention concerne des documents de 
sécurité et des articles décoratifs comprenant une ou plusieurs couches à effet optique (OEL) et des méthodes de production 
desdites OEL, lesdites OEL comprenant des particules de pigment magnétiques ou magnétisables en forme de plaquettes 
orientées magnétiquement dans une couche de revêtement au moins partiellement durcie (x40). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for producing one or more optical effect layers (OELs) comprising magnetically oriented platelet-shaped 
magnetic or magnetizable pigment particles on a substrate (x20) having a two-dimensional surface, said method comprising the 
steps of: a) applying on the substrate (x20) surface a radiation curable coating composition comprising platelet-shaped magnetic 
or magnetizable pigment particles having a main axis X and having a d50 value, said radiation curable coating composition being 
in a first, liquid state so as to form a coating layer (x10); b) exposing the coating layer (x10) to a magnetic field of a magnetic-
field generating device (x30) in one or more areas (A, A', A'') of said magnetic field so as to orient at least a part of the platelet-
shaped magnetic or magnetizable pigment particles, wherein the substrate (x20) carrying the coating layer (x10) is provided in 
said one or more areas (A, A', A'') and wherein an angle a formed by the two-dimensional surface of the substrate (x20) at the 
positions of the particles and a tangent to magnetic field lines of the magnetic field within the one or more areas(A, A', A'') is 
larger than or equal to 12° and smaller than or equal to about 75° (12° < |a| < 75°) or larger than or equal to 105° and smal ler 
than or equal to 168° (105° < |a| < 168°); c) partially simultaneously with or subsequently to step b), a step of at least partially 
curing the coating layer (x10) with a curing unit (x50) so as to fix the position and orientation of the platelet-shaped magnetic or 
magnetizable pigment particles in the coating layer (x10) so as to produce an at least partially cured coating layer (x40) having 
a thickness T, wherein the thickness T of the at least partially cured coating layer (x40) is smaller than the d50 value of the 
platelet-shaped magnetic or magnetizable pigment particles, and wherein neighboring magnetically oriented platelet-shaped 
magnetic or magnetizable pigment particles have at least their main axis X substantially parallel to each other in one or more 
regions (x40-a, x40-b) of the at least partially cured coating layer (x40). 
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P35851 PATENT OF THE MONTH 
 BANKNOTE – THREAD – LUMINESCENCE – RELIEF – MICROLENS 
 

WO2022253717 OVD KINEGRAM 
Priority Date: 31/05/2021 
 
FUNCTIONAL ELEMENT, A METHOD FOR PRODUCING A FUNCTIONAL ELEMENT, AND A PRODUCT 
The invention relates to a functional element (2) comprising at least one first relief structure (13) in at least one first r egion (21) 
and at least one metal layer (12) arranged in at least one partial region of the at least one first relief structure (13), and optionally 
a preferably polymeric dielectric layer on the side of the metal layer (12) which faces the observer, the at least one first relief 
structure (13) having a periodic variation in the x- and y-directions of elevations and depressions, the elevations succeeding one 
another with a grating period Λ which is smaller than a wavelength of the light visible to the human eye, the minima of the 
depressions defining a base, and the at least one first relief structure (13) having a relief depth t. Furthermore, the invention 
relates to a method for producing or modifying a surface, and to a product (1) comprising such a functional element (2).  
 
ÉLÉMENT FONCTIONNEL, PROCÉDÉ DE FABRICATION D'UN ÉLÉMENT FONCTIONNEL ET PRODUIT 
L'invention concerne un élément fonctionnel (2) comprenant au moins une première structure en relief (13) dans au moins une 
première zone (21) et au moins une couche métallique (12) disposée dans au moins une zone partielle de la ou des prem ières 
structures en relief (13), et éventuellement une couche diélectrique, de préférence polymère sur le côté de la couche métallique 
(12) qui est tournée vers l'observateur, la ou les premières structures en relief (13) présentant une variation périodique dans la 
direction x et dans la direction y d'élévations et de creux, les élévations se succédant l'une par rapport à l'autre avec une  période 
de réseau Λ qui est inférieure à une longueur d'onde de la lumière visible pour l'œil humain, les minima des cre ux définissant 
une surface de base et la ou les premières structures en relief (13) présentant une profondeur de relief t. L'invention concerne en 
outre un procédé de fabrication ou de modification d'une surface, ainsi qu'un produit (1) comprenant un tel é lément fonctionnel 
(2). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. Functional element (2) comprising at least one first relief structure (13) in at least one first region (21) and at least 
one metal layer (12) arranged in at least one partial region of the at least one first relief structure (13), characterized in that 
optionally a preferably polymeric dielectric layer is arranged on the side of the metal layer (12) facing the viewer, wherein the 
at least one first relief structure (13) has a periodic variation in the x and y direction of elevations and depressions, wherein the 
elevations follow one another with a grating period L, which is smaller than a wavelength of the light visible to the human eye, 
wherein the Minima of the depressions define a base area and wherein the at least one first relief structure (13) has a relief depth 
t. 
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P35859 BANKNOTE – MAGNETISM 

 

US20220396088 VIAVI SOLUTIONS 
Priority Date: 14/06/2021 
 
OPTICAL SECURITY ELEMENT 
An assembly including a first magnet; a substrate positioned above the first magnet, and having a surface for receiving a 
composition including a plurality of magnetizable platelets; and a second magnet, positioned above the substrate is disclosed. 
The assembly can be used in a method of making an optical security element. The optical security element and the method of 
making the optical security element are also disclosed. 
 
ÉLEMENT DE SECURITE OPTIQUE 
Ensemble comprenant un premier aimant ; un substrat positionné au-dessus du premier aimant, et ayant une surface destinée à 
recevoir une composition comprenant une pluralité de plaquettes magnétisables ; et un second aimant, positionné au -dessus du 
substrat. L'ensemble peut être utilisé dans un procédé de fabrication d'un élément de sécurité optique. L'invention concerne 
également l'élément de sécurité optique et le procédé de fabrication de l'élément de sécurité optique. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. An assembly, comprising: a first magnet; a substrate positioned above the first magnet, and having a surface for 
receiving a composition including a plurality of magnetizable platelets; and a second magnet, positioned above the substrate.  
 
 

 

 
P35873 BRAND PROTECTION – LIQUID CRYSTALS 
 

KR20220155817 CHUNGNAM NATIONAL UNIVERSITY INDUSTRY ACADEMIC 
Priority Date: 17/05/2021 FOUNDATION 
 
SECURITY ELEMENT AND ANTI-COUNTERFEITING METHOD USING THE SAME 
The present invention relates to a security element capable of imparting security to an article requiring security. Specifically, the 
security element according to the present invention comprises a liquid crystal unit comprising a liquid crystal base of a nematic 
phase and a liquid crystal in which the orientation is patterned, wherein the orientation pattern of the liquid crystal is ex posed to 
the outside by the phase transition of the liquid crystal with temperature. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A security element, comprising: A liquid crystal unit including a liquid crystal reference of a nematic phase and a 
liquid crystal in which alignment is patterned, wherein the alignment pattern of the liquid crystal is exposed to the outside by a 
phase transition of the liquid crystal according to temperature. 
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P35874 PRINTING – LABEL – BRAND PROTECTION – RELIEF – 

 MICROPRISMS – LIQUID CRYSTALS 
 

KR102474178 NBST 
Priority Date: 07/06/2022 
 
FORGERY PREVENTION MEANS INCLUDING A CHOLESTERIC LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY LAYER AND A 
LIGHT SCATTERING LAYER 
The present invention provides an anti-gastric modulation means, comprising: A substrate; a printed layer which is positioned 
on the substrate and has a first pattern printed thereon; a cholesteric liquid crystal display layer which is po sitioned on the printed 
layer and has a second pattern printed thereon; and an optical structure layer which is positioned on the cholesteric liquid crystal 
display layer and has a scattering layer. When the artificial modulation prevention means is confirmed by lighting light emitting 
means of a gastric modulation confirmation means or light of a screen, the 
gastric modulation is extremely poor, is simple to manufacture, and is 
inexpensive to manufacture, as well as is capable of discriminating a gastric 
modulation even when a separate gastric modulation confirmation device is not 
provided; and the advantages of surely improving visibility and rapid 
discrimination are possible through the inclusion of the optical structure layer. 
 
CLAIM 1. A liquid crystal display device comprising: A substrate; a printed 
layer which is positioned on the substrate and has a first pattern printed thereon; 
a cholesteric liquid crystal display layer which is positioned on the printed layer 
and has a second pattern printed thereon; a first optical structural layer which is 
positioned on the cholesteric liquid crystal display layer and has a first scattering 
layer; And a second optical structure layer located above the print layer and 
below the cholesteric liquid crystal display layer and including a second 
scattering layer, wherein an upper surface of the first scattering layer has a prism 
pattern by repeatedly extending a triangular prism shape. 
 
 
P35879 PRINTING 
 

JP2022178048 TOPPAN PRINTING 
Priority Date: 19/05/2021 
 
HOT STAMPING FOIL 
TOPIC: To provide a hot stamping foil capable of suppressing adverse 
effects due to cracks after transfer. INVENTION: A hot stamping foil 1 
includes: A carrier 10 of a base film or a coated base film; a laminated optical 
structure 20 provided on the carrier and having an inorganic deposition layer 
23; and a lower layer function layer 50 provided on the opposite side of the 
carrier of the laminated optical structure. The lower layer functional layer 
has a protective layer 25 in contact with the laminated optical structure, a 
spacer sinking adjustment layer 30 in contact with the protective layer, and 
an adhesive layer 40 in contact with the spacer sinking adjustment layer. The 
lower functional layer exhibits elastic behavior at an elongation rate of 2% 
at a transfer temperature, has an elastic modulusof 50 N/m 2 or more at room 
temperature, and does not break at an elongation rate of 5%. 
 
CLAIM 1. A method of manufacturing a multilayer film, the method 
comprising: Providing a carrier of a base film or a coated base film, A 
laminated optical structure provided on the carrier and having an inorganic 
deposition layer, A lower functional layer provided on the side of the 
laminated optical structure opposite to the carrier, And the The 
semiconductor device according to claim 1, A protective layer in contact with the laminated optical structure, A spacer sinking 
adjustment layer in contact with the protective layer, And an adhesive layer in contact with the spacer sinking adjustment layer, 
The film exhibits an elastic behavior at an elongation of 2% at a transfer temperature, An elastic modulus at room temperature 
of 50 N/m 2 or more, and which does not break at an elongation of 5%, Hot stamping foil. 
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P35886 LABEL – BRAND PROTECTION – LUMINESCENCE – RELIEF – 

 MICROLENS 
 

EP4105035 KARLSRUHER INSTITUT FUER TECHNOLOGIE 
Priority Date: 15/06/2021 
 
LABEL AND SYSTEM FOR VERIFYING THE AUTHENTICITY OF ITEMS AND METHOD FOR VERIFYING 
AUTHENTICITY OF ITEMS 
The present invention relates to a label (1, 1', 1", 1"') for verifying authenticity of items, the label (1, 1', 1", 1''') being configured 
to be attached to items and comprising a plurality of focusing micro-optical elements (3) and a microparticle layer (5) comprising 
a plurality of luminescent and/or scattering microparticles (7), wherein the plurality of focusing micro -optical elements (3) and 
the microparticle layer (5) are arranged so that at least a part of light emitted and/or scattered from the plurality of lu minescent 
and/or scattering microparticles (7) reaches the plurality of focusing micro-optical elements (3). 
 
ÉTIQUETTE ET SYSTÈME DE VÉRIFICATION DE L'AUTHENTICITÉ D'ARTICLES ET PROCÉDÉ DE 
VÉRIFICATION DE L'AUTHENTICITÉ D'ARTICLES 
La présente invention concerne une étiquette (1, 1', 1'', 1''') destinée à vérifier l'authenticité d'articles, l'étiquette (1, 1', 1'', 1''') 
étant conçue pour être fixée à des articles et comprenant une pluralité d'éléments micro-optiques de focalisation (3) et une couche 
de microparticules (5) comprenant une pluralité de microparticules luminescentes et/ou de diffusion (7), la pluralité d'éléments 
micro-optiques de focalisation (3) et la couche de microparticules (5) étant agencées de telle sorte qu'au moins une partie de la 
lumière émise et/ou diffusée par la pluralité de microparticules luminescentes et/ou de diffusion (7) atteint la pluralité d'éléments 
micro-optiques de focalisation (3). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A label (1, 1', 1", 1"') for verifying authenticity of items, the label (1, 1', 1", 1"') being configured to be attached to 
items and comprising: a plurality of focusing micro-optical elements (3) and a microparticle layer (5) comprising a plurality of 
luminescent and/or scattering microparticles (7). 
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P35893 PRINTING – CARD – RELIEF – MICROLENS 

 

EP4098455 THALES DIS 
Priority Date: 02/06/2021 
 
ABLATIVE PRINTED METALLIC LAYER 
A data carrier (1) comprises at least one substrate layer (2, 2a, ...) and at least one processing layer (3). The substrate l ayer (2, 
2a, ...) and the processing layer (3) are arranged at least partially above one another with respect to an extension directio n (E). 
The substrate layer (2, 2a ...) is at least regionally transparent. The processing layer (3) comprises pigments (4) that are  configured 
to change an appearance, in particular a translucency and/or an opacity and/or a glossiness and/or a colour, upon an irradiation 
of electromagnetic radiation. 
 
COUCHE MÉTALLIQUE ABLATIVE IMPRIMÉE 
Un support de données (1) comprend au moins une couche de substrat (2, 2a,...) et au moins une couche de traitement (3). La 
couche de substrat (2, 2a,...) et la couche de traitement (3) sont disposées au moins partiellement l'une au -dessus de l'autre par 
rapport à une direction d'extension (E). La couche de substrat (2, 2a...) est transparente au moins au niveau d'une région. La 
couche de traitement (3) comprend des pigments (4) qui sont conçus pour modifier un aspect, en particulier une translucidité 
et/ou une opacité et/ou une brillance et/ou une couleur, lorsqu'ils sont exposés à un rayonnement électromagnétique. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A data carrier (1) comprising: - at least one substrate layer (2, 2a, ...); and - at least one processing layer (3), wherein 
the substrate layer (2, 2a, ...) and the processing layer (3) are arranged at least partially above one another with respect to an 
extension direction (E), wherein the substrate layer (2, 2a, ...) is preferably at least regionally transparent, characterized in that 
the processing layer (3) comprises pigments (4) that are configured to change an appearance, in particular a translucency and/or 
an opacity and/or a glossiness and/or a colour, upon an irradiation of electromagnetic radiation. 
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P35897 BANKNOTE – THREAD – WINDOW 

 

DE102021003199 GIESECKE & DEVRIENT CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 22/06/2021 
 
SECURITY ELEMENT HAVING A MARKING LAYER WITH A PLURALITY OF GAPS AND METHOD FOR 
PRODUCING A SECURITY ELEMENT 
The invention relates to a security element (1) for a security document (21), comprising an optically variable layer (2), a marking 
layer (3) and a reflector layer (4), wherein the reflector layer (4) is formed between the optically variable layer (2) and the 
marking layer (3), wherein the marking layer (3) is arranged on a rear side (4 a) of the reflector layer (4) facing away from the 
optically variable layer (2) and is designed for marking the rear side (4 a) of the reflector layer (4), wherein the marking layer 
(3) is formed as a control aid for a laterally correct arrangement of the security element (1) on the security document (21), 
wherein the marking layer (3) has a plurality of gaps (7) at which the reflector layer (4) is formed to be exposed with respect to 
the marking layer (3). 
 
ÉLEMENT DE SECURITE POURVU D'UNE COUCHE DE MARQUAGE PRESENTANT PLUSIEURS 
EVIDEMENTS ET PROCEDE DE PRODUCTION D'UN ELEMENT DE SECURITE 
L'invention concerne un élément de sécurité (1) pour un document de sécurité (21), comprenant une couche optiquement variable 
(2), une couche de marquage (3) et une couche réfléchissante (4). La couche réfléchissante (4) est formée entre la couche 
optiquement variable (2) et la couche de marquage (3). La couche de marquage (3) est située sur une face arrière (4a) de la 
couche réfléchissante (4) opposée à la couche optiquement variable (2) et est destinée à marquer ladite face arrière (4a) de la 
couche réfléchissante (4), la couche de marquage (3) permettant de contrôler si l'élément de sécurité (1) est disposé à l'endroit 
sur le document de sécurité (21). Selon l'invention, la couche de marquage (3) présente plusieurs évidements (7) au niveau 
desquels la couche réfléchissante (4) est à nu par rapport à la couche de marquage (3). 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A security element (1) for a security document (21), having an optically variable layer (2), a marking layer (3) and a 
reflector layer (4), wherein the reflector layer (4) is formed between the optically variable layer (2) and the marking layer  (3), 
wherein the marking layer (3) is arranged on a rear side (4 a) of the reflector layer (4) facing away from the optically variable 
layer (2) and is configured for marking the rear side (4 a) of the reflector layer (4), wherein the marking layer (3) is configured 
as a control aid for a laterally correct arrangement of the security element (1) on the security document (21), characterized in 
that In that the marking layer (3) has a plurality of cutouts (7) at which the reflector layer (4) is formed so as to be exposed with 
respect to the marking layer (3). 
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P35898 BANKNOTE – RELIEF – MICROPRISMS 
 

DE102021003185 GIESECKE & DEVRIENT CURRENCY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 21/06/2021 
 
OPTICALLY VARIABLE SECURITY ELEMENT AND VALUE DOCUMENT COMPRISING THE OPTICALLY 
VARIABLE SECURITY ELEMENT 
The invention relates to an optically variable security element having a motif region. A plurality of differently oriented first 
facets and a plurality of differently oriented second facets are arranged in the motif region. Each of the first and second f acets 
defines a normal vector having a first orientation component and a second orientation component. The optically variable security 
element defines an x-y plane. The first facets comprise first sub-wavelength structures. The second facets comprise second sub-
wavelength structures. The first sub-wavelength structures are different from the first sub-wavelength structures. In the motif 
region, at least one motif is visible by a viewer in a representation and with a color impression. The representation of the at least 
one motif changes for the viewer when the optically variable security element is tilted about a first axis. The color impression of 
the at least one motif changes for the viewer when the optically variable security element is tilted about a second ax is. The second 
axis is not parallel to the first axis. The color impression of the at least one motif is determined by the first orientation components. 
The representation of the at least one motif is defined by the second orientation components. The first  orientation components 
of the first facets and the second facets are different from each other. 
 
ÉLEMENT DE SECURITE OPTIQUEMENT VARIABLE, ET DOCUMENT DE VALEUR CONTENANT 
L'ELEMENT DE SECURITE OPTIQUEMENT VARIABLE 
L'invention concerne un élément de sécurité optiquement variable présentant une région à motif. Une pluralité de premières 
facettes orientées différemment et une pluralité de secondes facettes orientées différemment sont disposées dans la région à 
motif. Chacune des première et seconde facettes définit un vecteur normal ayant un première composante d'orientation et un 
seconde composante d'orientation. L'élément de sécurité optiquement variable définit un plan x -y. Les premières facettes 
comprennent des premières structures de sous-longueur d'onde. Les secondes facettes comprennent des secondes structures de 
sous-longueur d'onde. Les premières structures de sous-longueur d'onde sont différentes des premières structures de sous-
longueur d'onde. Dans la région à motif, au moins un motif est visible pour un observateur dans une représentation et avec une 
impression couleur. La représentation dudit au moins un motif change pour l'observateur lorsque l'élément de sécurité 
optiquement variable est incliné autour d'un premier axe. L'impression couleur dudit au moins un motif change pour l'observateur 
lorsque l'élément de sécurité optiquement variable est incliné autour d'un second axe. Le second axe n'est pas parallèle au p remier 
axe. L'impression couleur dudit au moins un motif est déterminée par les premières composantes d'orientation. La représentation 
dudit au moins un motif est déterminée par les secondes composantes d'orientation. Les premières composantes d'orientation des 
premières facettes et des secondes facettes sont différentes les unes des autres . 
 
CLAIM 1. An optically variable security element (10) having a motif region 
(20), wherein: (a) a plurality of differently oriented first facets (111) and a 
plurality of differently oriented second facets (112) are arranged in the motif 
region (20), wherein each of the first and second facets (111, 112) Defines a 
normal vector (n) with a first orientation component and a second orientation 
component, and wherein the optically variable security element (10) defines 
an x-y plane; (b) the first facets (111) comprise first sub-wavelength 
structures (115) and the second facets (112) comprise second sub-wavelength 
structures (116), wherein the first sub-wavelength structures (115) are 
different from the second sub-wavelength structures (116); (c) in the motif 
region (20) at least one motif (30) is visible in a representation and with a 
color impression from a viewer; (d) The representation of the at least one 
motif (30) for the viewer changes when the optically variable security 
element (10) is tilted about a first axis (x); and (e) the color impression of the 
at least one motif (30) for the viewer changes when the optically variable 
security element (10) is tilted about a second axis (y) that is not parallel to 
the first axis (x); characterized in that In that (f) the colour impression of the 
at least one motif (30) is defined by the first orientation components and the 
representation of the at least one motif (30) is defined by the second orientation components; and (g) in that the first orie ntation 
components of the first facets (111) and of the second facets (112) are different from one another. 
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P35915 

 

CN217922821U CHENGDU JINGHUA LASER TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 18/06/2021 
 
RADIUM-SHINE TRANSFER PAPER OF ILLUSION-COLOUR EFFECT 
The utility model discloses a radium-shine transfer paper of illusion-colour effect, including superpose in proper order from type 
layer, first dielectric layer, information layer one, information layer two, second dielectric layer, glue film and paper, in formation 
layer one is the grating layer, and information layer two is radium-shine layer. The utility model discloses a with illusion-colour 
effect and anti-fake information cladding between two-layer dielectric layer, can the simultaneous display illusion-colour effect 
and anti-fake information, the display effect is abundant. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The laser transfer paper with the multicolor effect is characterized by comprising a release layer (2), a first medium 
layer (3), an information layer I (4), an information layer II (5), a second medium layer (6), an adhesive layer (7) and paper (8) 
which are sequentially stacked, wherein the information layer I (4) is a grating layer, and the information layer II (5) is a  laser 
layer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
P35916 

 

CN217922820U CHENGDU JINGHUA LASER TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 18/06/2021 
 
TRANSFER PAPER WITH MULTICOLOR EFFECT AND ANTI-COUNTERFEITING INFORMATION 
The utility model discloses a transfer paper that possesses illusion-colour effect and anti-fake information, including superpose 
in proper order from type layer, information layer one, first dielectric layer, information layer two, second dielectric layer, glue 
film and paper, information layer one is radium-shine layer, and information layer two is the grating layer. The utility model 
discloses an information layer one and information layer two are separated to first dielectric layer, including with the information 
layer two-layer package through first dielectric layer and second dielectric layer, can show illusion-colour effect and anti-fake 
information simultaneously, and the display effect is abundant clear. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The transfer paper with the multicolor effect and the anti-counterfeiting information is characterized by comprising 
a release layer (2), an information layer I (3), a first dielectric layer (4), an information layer II (5), a second dielectr ic layer (6), 
an adhesive layer (7) and paper (8) which are sequentially overlapped, wherein the information layer I (3) is a laser layer, and 
the information layer II (5) is a grating layer. 
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P35921 BANKNOTE – CARD – RELIEF 
 

CN115497403 SVG TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 20/05/2022 
 

ENDORSEMENT ANTI-COUNTERFEITING CERTIFICATE CARD WITH MULTICOLOR THREE-
DIMENSIONAL DYNAMIC IMAGES AND PREPARATION METHOD THEREOF 
The invention discloses an endorsement anti-counterfeiting certificate card with a multicolor three-dimensional dynamic image 
and a preparation method thereof. The invention provides an endorseable anti-counterfeiting certificate card which comprises a 
base layer, a first endorsement layer arranged on one side of the base layer, a first composite layer arranged on the first 
endorsement layer, a second endorsement layer arranged on the other side of the base layer and a second composite layer arranged 
on the second endorsement layer, wherein the first compound layer is a composite layer; a ccording to the preparation method 
provided by the invention, the first composite layer and the second composite layer are prepared, and the first composite layer, 
the first endorsement layer, the base layer, the second endorsement layer and the second composite layer are subjected to heating 
lamination to prepare the endorseable anti-counterfeiting certificate card. The texture of the anti-counterfeiting certificate card 
can realize the effects of dynamic, embossed and other colorful three-dimensional dynamic images with good luster through 
precise photoetching, and the anti-counterfeiting effect is good; the two sides of the anti-counterfeiting certificate card are 
provided with the anti-counterfeiting effect of the compact and precise microstructure, so that effective anti-counterfeiting can 
be realized, and the expressive force of the anti-counterfeiting certificate card is improved. 
 

CLAIM 1. An endorsement anti-counterfeiting certificate card with 
multicolor three-dimensional dynamic images is characterized by comprising 
a base layer, a first endorsement layer arranged on one side of the base layer, 
a first composite layer arranged on the first endorsement layer, a second 
endorsement layer arranged on the other side of the base layer and a second 
composite layer arranged on the second endorsement layer; the first 
composite layer comprises a first micro-structural layer, a precise micro-
structure is arranged on the first micro-structural layer and comprises a 
plurality of micro-nano sub-structures, grooves are formed in the micro-nano 
sub-structures, and at least one color of ink is filled in the grooves; the period 
of the micro-nano sub-structures is arranged according to a preset rule, 
including Fresnel rule arrangement or equal-width slitting projection rule 
arrangement; the micro-nano sub-structure can also comprise at least one inclined plane, and the inclined plane is used for 
reflecting light rays to generate a light and shadow effect; the ratio of the width of the groove on each micro-nano substructure 
to the period of the micro-nano substructure is K, and the ratios K of different micro-nano substructures are the same. 
 
 
P35922 HOLOGRAM – RELIEF – MICROPRISMS 
 

CN115497371 FUJIAN SANYUANXING TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 17/10/2022 
 

MICROPRISM HOLOGRAPHIC ANTI-COUNTERFEITING FILM AND PREPARATION PROCESS THEREOF 
The application discloses holographic anti-fake membrane of microprism and preparation technology relates to anti -fake 
membrane technical field, including the base film, the upper portion of base film is provided with holographic imaging layer, 
the upper portion on holographic imaging layer is provided with the cladding material, the upper portion on cladding material  is 
provided with the sealing layer, and rubber coating equipment includes: a housing; the discharging roller is arranged at the right 
end of the shell, and a base film is wound on the discharging roller; the tension adjusting device is positioned on the left side of 
the discharging roller; a membrane guide assembly disposed within the housing; a guide means provided on the left side of the 
housing; a coating roller disposed within the guide; install casing left end upper portion's dust collector, the base film la yer passes 
through in proper order the blowing roller tension adjusting device lead the membrane module with scribble the membrane roller, 
finally the warp guider gets into next process and compounds with PET polyester film, and the security of the anti-fake membrane 
that this application made is high to it is more reliable to use. 
 

CLAIM 1. The microprism holographic anti-counterfeiting film is 
characterized by comprising a base film (1001), wherein a holographic 
imaging layer (1002) is arranged on the upper portion of the base film 
(1001), a plating layer (1003) is arranged on the upper portion of the 
holographic imaging layer (1002), and a sealing layer (1004) is arranged 
on the upper portion of the plating layer (1003). 
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P35931 RELIEF – MICROLENS 

 

CN115447305 SVG TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 09/06/2021 
 
ANTI-COUNTERFEITING FILM AND MANUFACTURING METHOD THEREOF 
A method for manufacturing an anti-counterfeiting film comprises the following steps: s1, providing a base film, coating a first 
resin layer on a first surface of the base film, and forming a microstructure with a laser effect on the first resin layer to form a 
microstructure with the laser effect; and S2, further processing the first surface of the basement membrane, removing the laser 
effect microstructure outside the micro-image-text position, and 
reserving the laser effect microstructure at the micro-image-text 
position. The anti-counterfeiting film comprises a base film and a first 
resin layer positioned on one side surface of the base film, wherein 
the first resin layer has a laser effect micro-image-text microstructure 
at a micro-image-text position, and the positions except the micro-
image-text position do not have the laser effect microstructure. The 
invention realizes the micro-image-text superposition laser effect 
with low cost, can widely apply the dynamic anti-counterfeiting film 
with the micro-image-text superposition laser effect, and effectively 
improves the anti-counterfeiting strength of products. 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for manufacturing an anti-counterfeiting film is characterized by comprising the following steps: s1, 
providing a base film, coating a first resin layer on a first surface of the base film, and forming a microstructure with a l aser 
effect on the first resin layer to form a microstructure with the laser effect; and S2, further processing the first surface of the 
basement membrane, removing the laser effect microstructure outside the micro-image-text position, and reserving the laser 
effect microstructure at the micro-image-text position. 
 
 
P35938 PRINTING – LABEL 
 

CN115416412 CHENGDU BANKNOTE PRINTING | CHINA BANKNOTE PRINTING & 
Priority Date: 12/10/2022 MINTING GROUP 
 
ANTI-COUNTERFEITING LABEL WITH MULTIPLE MOVABLE WHITE LIGHT BEAMS AND PRINTING 
METHOD THEREOF 
The application relates to the technical field of anti-counterfeiting 
printing, in particular to an anti-counterfeiting label with a plurality of 
movable white light beams and a printing method thereof; the printing 
method comprises the following steps: obtaining a first stripe layer on  
paper through offset printing, and printing mark pictures and texts on the 
first stripe layer to obtain a first anti-counterfeiting pattern; printing high-
temperature transparent hot-melt resin on the first anti-counterfeiting 
pattern to form a transparent spacing layer; performing silk screen line 
arranging printing on the transparent spacing layer by using 
semitransparent UV ink to obtain a second anti-counterfeiting pattern which can present a parallel moving effect of a plurality 
of white light columns along with the change of a viewing angle; wherein the first striation layer is prepared by the following 
steps: on the paper, a layer of parallel straight lines of the same width was printed using UV offset ink to form a first str iated 
layer. The printing method aims to solve the technical problems that in the existing laser holography and other hot stamping 
processes, the hot stamping foil specially required is difficult to manufacture, long in period and high in cost.  
 
CLAIM 1. A printing method of a multi-movable white light column anti-counterfeiting label is characterized by comprising 
the following steps: obtaining a first stripe layer on paper through offset printing, and printing mark pictures and texts on  the 
first stripe layer to obtain a first anti-counterfeiting pattern; printing high-temperature transparent hot-melt resin on the first anti-
counterfeiting pattern to form a transparent spacing layer; performing silk screen line arranging printing on the transparent  
spacing layer by using semitransparent UV ink to obtain a second anti-counterfeiting pattern which can present a parallel moving 
effect of a plurality of white light columns along with the change of a viewing angle; wherein the first striation layer is p repared 
by the following steps: on the paper, a layer of parallel straight lines of the same width was printed using UV offset ink to form 
a first striated layer. 
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CN115390416 HUBEI YIMEITE QUANXI TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 08/08/2022 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC ANTI-COUNTERFEITING PLATE FOR OPTICAL RECORDING AND ERASING AND 
PREPARATION METHOD THEREOF 
The invention relates to a holographic anti-counterfeiting plate for optical 
recording and erasing and a preparation method thereof, wherein the 
preparation method comprises the following steps: evaporating a visible 
light anti-reflection layer on one surface of the transparent substrate layer, 
and evaporating an infrared reflection increasing layer on the other surface 
of the transparent substrate layer; spin-coating a photoresist on the visible 
light antireflection layer, and preparing the photoresist into a column array 
by utilizing a photoetching process; converting the cylinder array into a 
micro-lens array by using a photoresist thermal reflow process to obtain a 
micro-lens array layer; spin coating WO on Infrared built-up layers 3 Nano 
slurry and drying to form WO 3 A film. The present invention utilizes amorphous WO 3 The photochromic characteristic of the 
material realizes the writing or erasing of a single pixel point through the micro lens, and the color of the substrate is changed; 
after the writing is finished, amplifying the written miniature image by utilizing the amplifying imaging function of the micro 
lens to present a holographic effect; the anti-counterfeiting plate can be repeatedly used, reduces the anti-counterfeiting copying 
cost, and is increased by combining the manufacturing of the micro-lens arrayDifficulty in imitation. 
 

CLAIM 1. The holographic anti-counterfeiting plate for optical recording and erasing is characterized by comprising a micro-
lens array layer (4), a visible light anti-reflection layer (2), a substrate layer (1), an infrared anti-reflection layer (3) and a WO 
(WO) which are sequentially arranged in a layered manner 3 Film (5), said WO 3 The position of the film (5) corresponding to 
the micro-lens array layer (4) is provided with a color-changing pattern area (6). 
 
 
P35943 
 

CN115390175 HUNAN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY & BUSINESS 
Priority Date: 20/09/2022 
 

HIGH-REFLECTION AND NARROW-BANDWIDTH ALL-DIELECTRIC OPTICAL FILTER AND 
PREPARATION METHOD AND APPLICATION THEREOF 
The invention discloses a high-reflection and narrow-bandwidth all-dielectric optical filter, which is composed of a plurality of 
single cells in a periodic array structure, wherein the single cells comprise a substrate and titanium dioxide particles; whe rein the 
single cells are arranged in parallel with each other; the titanium dioxide particles are not embedded or are completely embedded 
in the substrate; the period length Px of the substrate is equal to the width Py. The invention has the filtering performance of high 
reflectivity and narrow bandwidth, the optical characteristic is more stable, the bandwidth and the c entral wavelength change 
along with the period are obvious, and the bandwidth can be as narrow as a few nanometers along with the increase of the period. 
The narrow-band filter can be applied to high-sensitivity color image sensors, full-color display, color holography, micro 
spectrometers, nano optical anti-counterfeiting and multi-channel hyperspectral imaging technologies, and has good application 
prospects. 
 

CLAIM 1. A high-reflection and narrow-bandwidth all-dielectric filter is 
characterized in that the high-reflection and narrow-bandwidth all-dielectric 
filter is selected from a high-reflection and narrow-bandwidth all-dielectric 
filter 1 or a high-reflection and narrow-bandwidth all-dielectric filter 2; the 
high-reflection and narrow-bandwidth all-dielectric optical filter is formed 
by a plurality of single unit cells in a periodic array structure with m rows 
and n columns, wherein each single unit cell comprises a substrate and titanium dioxide particles; wherein the content of the first 
and second substances, the single cells are arranged in parallel with each other; the structure of the all -dielectric filter 1 with high 
reflection and narrow bandwidth is that titanium dioxide particles are not embedded in a substrate; the structure of the all -
dielectric filter 2 with high reflection and narrow bandwidth is that titanium dioxide particles are completely embedded in a 
substrate; the period length Px and the width Py of the substrate are equal; m and n are positive integers; in the reflection  spectrum 
of the all-dielectric filter with high reflection and narrow bandwidth, the reflectivity of incident light is 90 -100%, the central 
wavelength of a reflection peak is 430-630nm, and the bandwidth of the reflection peak is 2-22nm. 
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N9077 
 

US20220397860 ELECTRONICS & TELECOMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 11/06/2021 
 
DEVICE ACQUIRING HOLOGRAPHY AND SYSTEM INCLUDING THE SAME 
Disclosed herein a device acquiring holography and system including the same. The device includes: a beam splitter module 
splitting a light emitted from an object into a first beam and a second beam which have polarizations in different states; and an 
optical control module equipped with a first reflective optical element, which is disposed at one side of the beam splitter module 
and receives and emits the first beam to the beam splitter module, and a second reflective optical element which is placed at  the 
other side of the beam splitter module, receives the second beam and emits the second beam to the beam splitter module so as to 
have differences of optical path and wavefront from the first beam. The beam splitter module, the first reflective optical element 
and the second reflective optical element are monolithically installed by being fixed to each other. 
 
CLAIM 1. A hologram acquisition device comprising: a beam splitter 
module splitting a light emitted from an object into a first beam and a 
second beam which have polarizations in different states; and an optical 
control module equipped with a first reflective optical element, which is 
disposed at one side of the beam splitter module and receives and emits the 
first beam to the beam splitter module, and a second reflective optical 
element which is placed at the other side of the beam splitter module, 
receives the second beam and emits the second beam to the beam splitter 
module so as to have differences of optical path and wavefront from the 
first beam, wherein the beam splitter module, the first reflective optical 
element and the second reflective optical element are monolithically 
installed by being fixed to each other. 
 
 
N9078 

 

US20220397859 ELECTRONICS & TELECOMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 11/06/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC LENS SYSTEM 
The holographic lens system includes a geometric phase lens located on plane of an aperture, a front lens and a rear lens 
respectively located at the front and behind of the aperture, a polarizer located between the geometric phase lens and the front 
lens, and an image sensor that is located behind the rear lens and acquires an interference fringe generated by the geometric  
phase lens. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic lens system comprising: a geometric phase lens located on a plane of an aperture; a front lens and a 
rear lens respectively located at the front and back of the aperture; a polarizer located between the geometric phase lens an d the 
front lens; and an image sensor that is located behind the rear lens and acquires an interference fringe generated by the geometric 
phase lens. 
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RU-215245 INSTITUTE OF AUTOMATION & ELEKTROMETRY OF THE SIBERIAN 
Priority Date: 19/07/2022 BRANCH OF THE RUSSIAN AKADEMY OF SCIENCES 
 
DEVICE TO TEST THE DYNAMICS OF HOLOGRAPHIC LIGHT-SENSITIVE SEATING 
A useful model relates to holography, mainly holographic light materials, specifically to test devices for the placement of these 
materials. Device for testing the dynamics of holographic light-emitting material, including an optical-related laser source, 
photoreflector, mirror, holographic light material, first translucent mirror with capability both to pass through the radiative beam 
of white light from the white light source and to reflect the past holographic light-sensitive laser material The base beam radiation 
for the production of an object laser beam, spectrophotometer, control unit and analysis is additionally equipped with a second 
translucent mirror, which is based on the propagation of laser radiation in front of the holographic light material, and has been 
completed with the ability both to repel the falling laser radiation to shape the laser beam and to absorb the radiative beam  of 
white light, by the analyzer polarization that is installed before the spectrophotometer and completed with the possibility of 
blocking the penetration of the parasitic laser radiation spectrometer, a turning platform with the possibility of a azimuth rotation 
with holographic light material and first semi-transparent mirror, and the control and analysis unit completed with the ability to 
produce synchronized control signals for photoshutters and spectrophotophotometry p and an autonomous control signal on a 
turning platform. Such a technical solution achieves the technical effect of reducing the error of the assessment of the 
gathographic display dynamics. In addition, the declared technical solution allows the formation of reflective holograms with  
different periods of their arrays for use in holographic light material testing. 
 
CLAIM 1. A device to test the dynamics of holographic light-belt seating, 
including a body with an optical connected source of laser radiation, a 
photoreflector, a mirror, holographic light material, a first translucent mirror 
with the ability both to pass through the radiative beam of white light from 
the source of white light radiation, and to reflect past holographic light 
material Laser radiation base for laser radiation generation, 
spectrophotometer, control unit, and analysis, because it is additionally 
equipped with a second translucent mirror, which is located in the course of 
propagation of laser radiation to holographic light material, and 
implemented with the possibility of reflecting falling laser radiation to shape 
laser radiation towards the radiation the white sounding beam light sensing 
and white light radiation, polarization analyzer, which is installed upstream of spectrophotometer and implemented with the 
ability to lock into the parasitic laser radiation spectrometer, a turning platform that has a azimuth capability and contains 
holographic light material and the first semi-transparent mirror and the control and analysis unit with the capability to shape 
synchronized control signals for a photoshutter and spectrophotometer, and an autonomous control signal on a turning platform. 
 
 
 
 
N9088 

 

JP2022175960 KDDI 
Priority Date: 14/05/2021 
 
COMPUTER COMPOSITE HOLOGRAM GENERATION APPARATUS AND PROGRAM 
TOPIC: To provide an efficient computer composite hologram generation apparatus. INVENTION: a position/orientation 
acquisition unit 21 that acquires a position/orientation of a hologram surface at each time, a position/orientation prediction unit 
22 that predicts a future position/orientation, A recycled light determination unit 12 that determines recycled object light on the 
basis of a result of predicting a position/orientation at a current time at a past time; a light wave calculation method determination 
unit 13 that determines past object light to be recalculated and a hologram region to be recalculated in accordance with the 
determination; A light wave propagation calculating unit 14 that calculates object light at the current time from the three-
dimensional point cloud in accordance with the determination; an interference calculating unit 15 that generates a computer-
composite hologram at the current time by performing interference calculation between the object light at the current time 
obtained by the calculating unit and the reference light; Wherein the light wave propagation calculation unit 14 further performs 
speculative processing of calculating the object light in advance with respect to the predicted future position/orientation, and 
omits calculation of the object light at the current time when successful. 
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CN115469522 KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 27/09/2022 
 
DUAL-WAVELENGTH PERSPECTIVE-BASED DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING SYSTEM 
The invention discloses a dual-wavelength perspective-based digital holographic imaging system, and belongs to the technical 
field of microscopes. The invention provides a system which adopts a dual-wavelength digital holography technology, two beams 
of laser are combined into a light beam with a new wavelength after passing through a beam splitter, after the new light beam is 
split by the beam splitter, one beam is incident to an axicon lens combination-lens system to generate an annular light beam, the 
annular light beam generated in the system irradiates a sample to be measured, the light beam is called an object beam, the other 
beam is called a reference beam, after beam expansion and collimation, the reference beam and the object beam generate 
interference in a second beam splitter, and finally the object beam and the reference beam are imaged in a CCD. The invention 
can be used for semiconductor detection, micro-optical device detection and biological sample detection. In the digital 
holographic technology, the wavelength of a large wave band is far greater than a single wavelength by using double-wavelength 
equivalent synthesis, so that the depth range of non-phase wrapping measurement can be expanded; the dual-wavelength 
technology can not only synthesize large wavelength to enlarge the measurement range, but also synthesize smaller wavelength 
by reverse operation, so that the measurement precision is higher. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A based on dual wavelength perspective formula digital holography imaging system which characterized in that: the 
device comprises a first laser (1 a), a second laser (1 b), a first polaroid (2 a), a second polaroid (2 b), a first beam spl itter (3), a 
first beam expanding and collimating system (4), a first plane mirror (5), an aperture diaphragm (6), a combined cone lens (7), a 
lens (8), a first axicon lens (9), a second axicon lens (10), a sample (11), a microscope (12), a dispersion prism (13), a se cond 
beam splitter (13), a second beam expanding and collimating system (14), a  second plane mirror (15), a second beam splitter 
(16), a CCD (17) and a computer (18); the polarization direction of a first laser (1 a) is changed after passing through a fi rst 
polaroid (2 a), the first laser is divided into light waves with vertical polarization states after passing through a first beam splitter 
(3), the polarization direction of a second laser (1 b) is changed after passing through a second polaroid (2 b), the second laser is 
divided into light waves with vertical polarization states after passing through the first beam splitter (3), and the light waves 
emitted by the first laser (1 a) and the second laser (1 b) are combined into new light waves at the first beam splitter (3); forming 
new light waves, forming new object light waves and reference light waves through beam splitting of a first beam splitter (3), 
enabling the object light waves to sequentially pass through a beam expanding collimation system (4), reach a first plane mirror 
(5), reflect, enable reflected object light beams to enter an aperture diaphragm (6), then reach a cone mirror combination system 
(7), enable the reflected object light beams to exit a convex lens (8) through the cone mirror combination system to form annular 
light, and enable the formed annular light to enter two cone mirrors (9) and (10) with the same cone angle to form smaller annular 
light to irradiate a sample (11); after the reference light wave passes through the dispersion prism, a light beam after being 
expanded by the second beam expanding and collimating system (14) enters the second plane mirror (15) and an object light 
entering the microscope (12) generate interference at the second beam splitter (16), and the interference is recorded by the CCD 
17. 
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CN115453842 SOOCHOW UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 03/08/2022 
 
ENCODING METHOD FOR COMPUTING HOLOGRAPHY 
The present application proposes an encoding method for computing a hologram. The encoding method comprises the following 
steps: dividing curves of different types according to the morphological distribution of the scribed lines, calculating coordinates 
of discrete points of the scribed lines, dividing index intervals of the curves according to characteristic points of the curves based 
on a Newton iteration method, and finding an optimal solution of a feature point coordinate set which can be fitted by the circular 
arc to fit the circular arc by a bisection method, wherein the curves are closed curves, clothoids or non -clothoids. The coding 
method greatly reduces the data volume of reticle coordinates, realizes small data volume coding, and has simple and easy 
calculation process. High-precision coding can be realized by setting coding precision to calculate. 
 
CLAIM 1. An encoding method for computing a hologram, 
characterized in that, the method comprises the following steps: 
dividing different types of curves according to the shape distribution 
of the reticle stripes, calculating the coordinates of discrete points of 
the reticle stripes, based on Newton iteration method, dividing the 
index interval of different curves according to the characteristic 
points, finding the optimal solution of the feature point coordinate set 
which can be fitted by the circular arc through a bisection method to 
fit the circular arc, wherein the curve is a closed curve, a clothoid curve or a non-clothoid curve. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
N9113 

 

CN115453841 SHANGHAI JIAO TONG UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 21/10/2022 
 
SINGLE-PIXEL HOLOGRAPHIC METHOD AND SYSTEM BASED ON DOUBLE OPTICAL COMBS 
The invention provides a double-optical-comb-based single-pixel holographic method and system, wherein the method 
comprises the following steps: providing a first optical frequency comb by a first optical frequency comb light source, wherein 
the first optical frequency comb is incident to the spatial light modulator and is projected through an object to be imaged after 
being reflected; a second optical frequency comb light source provides a second optical frequency comb, the second optical 
frequency comb is reflected and interfered with the first optical frequency comb penetrating through an object to be imaged, and 
after the second optical frequency comb is converged by a lens, a photoelectric detector receives an optical signal and completes 
photoelectric conversion; and adjusting the working mode of the spatial light modulator, repeating the steps until the working 
mode of the spatial light modulator is traversed, and finally restoring the 3D holographic image by using a computer program to 
obtain the holographic image. The invention realizes the reconstruction of the three-dimensional image of the object by 
combining the double-optical comb light source and the single-pixel holographic technology, and can simultaneously represent 
the image characteristics, the radiation characteristics and the spectrum characteristics. 
 
CLAIM 1. A single-pixel holographic method based on double 
optical combs is characterized by comprising the following steps: 
providing a first optical frequency comb by a first optical frequency 
comb light source, wherein the first optical frequency comb is 
incident to the spatial light modulator and is projected through an 
object to be imaged after being reflected; a second optical frequency 
comb light source provides a second optical frequency comb, the 
second optical frequency comb is reflected and interfered with the 
first optical frequency comb penetrating through an object to be imaged, and after the second optical frequency comb is 
converged by a lens, a photoelectric detector receives an optical signal and completes photoelectric conversion; and adjusting 
the working mode of the spatial light modulator, repeating the steps until the working mode of the spatial light modulator is  
traversed, and finally restoring the 3D holographic image by using a computer program to obtain the holographic image. 
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CN115390417 WUHAN UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 08/09/2022 
 
SUPER-SURFACE HOLOGRAPHIC ENCRYPTION METHOD BASED ON 
INCIDENCE OF DIFFERENT WAVE VECTORS 
The invention discloses a super-surface holographic encryption method based on 
incidence of different wave vectors, wherein a super surface consists of a 
transparent substrate and a nano brick array etched on the transparent substrate, 
different holographic images can be respectively decoded under normal incidence 
of light waves and incidence of evanescent waves of specific wave vectors, and 
optical information encryption can be realized while multi-channel holographic 
multiplexing is realized. The invention has potential application value in the fields 
of optical information storage, display, encryption, anti-counterfeiting and the like. 
 
1. A super-surface holographic encryption method based on incidence of different 
wave vectors is characterized in that: the method comprises the following steps: 
s1: designing a target image; 
determining the maximum spatial frequency of the hologram by the working wavelength lambda and the period CS of the nano 
brick unit structure; greater than |1/λ |, the corresponding transverse wave vector is | k 0 L, |; designing the ta rget image so that 
useful information in the image is distributed less than | k respectively 0 The sum of | Range is greater than | k 0 In the r ange of 
| k, useful information is designed to be | k 0 Marking the image A at the position which takes 0 as the  center in the | range; 
greater than | k 0 The range of | is diagonal with (0.85 k) 0 ,0.85k 0 )、(-0.85k 0 ,0.85k 0 )、(0.85k 0 ,-0.85k 0 )、(-0.85k 0 ,-
0.85k 0 ) As the center, recording as image B, image C, image D and image E; 
s2: optimally designing a nano brick unit structure; 
the working wavelength lambda and the nano-brick unit structure period CS are determined, for the transmission type geometric 
phase super-surface, when a circularly polarized traveling wave is incident, the polarization state of th e circularly polarized 
traveling wave is changed, at the moment, an output light field is decomposed into two circularly polarized traveling waves with 
different rotation directions, the part opposite to the rotation direction of the incident light carries  2 times of phase adjustment 
quantity of the orientation angle of the nano-brick, and the part opposite to the rotation direction is a part which can be diffracted 
and imaged; therefore, when the size parameters of the nano brick unit structure are optimiz ed through electromagnetic 
simulation software, the nano brick unit structure has higher polarization conversion efficiency under the working wavelength; 
s3: the design method of the super surface comprises the following steps: 
s3.1: obtaining a phase distribution matrix of the super surface by adopting a Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm; 
the super surface is formed by arranging M multiplied by N optimized nano brick unit structures at equal intervals in the x and 
y directions; designing a gray image consisting of M multiplied by N pixels as a target holographic image according to the 
method in the step S1, and optimizing by adopting a Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm to obtain a phase distribution matrix phi of the 
super surface to the circular polarization traveling wave; phi (m, n) represents the phase delay amount of the (m, n) th nano-brick 
unit structure on the super surface to the transmitted circularly polarized traveling wave; 
s3.2: the arrangement mode of the nano brick unit structure; 
the super-surface phase distribution matrix phi (m, n) obtained in the step S3.1 is combined with the geometric phase super-
surface nano-brick unit structure to ensure that the phase regulating quantity of the reverse circular polarization traveling wave 
is 2 times of the rotation angle of the reverse circular polarization traveling wave, so that the matrix phi distributed in the rotation 
angle of the nano-brick unit structure can be obtained angle (m, n), the size of the nano brick unit structure is optimized and 
determined by the step S2; 
when the circularly polarized traveling wave is normally incident to the super surface, a reproduced image of the observed image 
A can be generated in the transmission space; when a rectangular pyramid prism is added in front of the super -surface, the 
incident angle is calculated, so that the circularly polarized traveling wave is totally reflected and the transmitted light is a 
transverse wave vector (k) x ,k y ) Are respectively (0.85 k) 0 ,0.85k 0 )、(-0.85k 0 ,0.85k 0 )、(0.85k 0 ,-0.85k 0 )、(-0.85k 0 
,-0.85k 0 ) When the evanescent wave of (1) is generated, the reproduced images of the image B, the image C, the image D and 
the image E are respectively observed in the transmission space; therefore, multi -channel holographic multiplexing and 
information encryption of different wave vectors are achieved, for example, the image A can be regarded as a misleading image, 
the image B, the image C, the image D and the image E are regarded as target images, the misleading image can only be decoded 
in a transmission space when light waves are incident normally, and the corresponding target images can only be decoded in the 
transmission space when evanescent waves of specific transverse wave vectors are incident. 
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CN218013850U FUZHOU SAIHUI NEW MATERIALS 
Priority Date: 26/08/2022 
 
AUTOMATIC RESIN COATING DEVICE FOR PRODUCING DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC REFLECTIVE FILM 
The utility model relates to the technical field of coating devices, and discloses an automatic resin coating device for producing 
a digital holographic reflective film, which comprises a device main body, a motor and a placing box, wherein the inner side of 
the device main body is provided with a mounting groove, the inner side of the mounting groove is provided with a drying 
mechanism, and the drying mechanism comprises a fixed rod and a thermal resistor; the front side of device main part has the 
box of placing, and the upside of placing the box has seted up the standing groove, and the upside of placing the box has seted 
up the draw-in groove, and the spout has been seted up to the inboard of draw-in groove, and the inboard of draw-in groove is 
provided with latch mechanism, and latch mechanism places one side fixedly connected with fixed block of box including 
cardboard, slide bar, and one side of fixed block is provided with canceling release mechanical system, and canceling release 
mechanical system is including the spring. Through motor, fan and thermal resistance, can make digital holographic reflective 
membrane carry out drying process after carrying out the coating, the follow-up processing of being convenient for, it is more 
practical, through cardboard, slide bar and spring, can reach the effect of being convenient for deposit the instrument of 
maintenance and in time repairing, it is more practical. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides an automatic coating unit of resin for production of digital holography reflective 
membrane, includes device main part (1), motor (3) and places box (9), its characterized in that: the device comprises a device 
body (1), wherein the inner side of the device body (1) is provided with a mounting groove (2), the inner side of the mounting 
groove (2) is provided with a drying mechanism, and the drying mechanism comprises a fixed rod (5) and a thermal resistor (6); 
the front side swing joint of device main part (1) has places box (9), place the upside of box (9) and seted up standing groove 
(11), draw-in groove (12) have been seted up to the upside of placing box (9), spout (13) have been sete d up to the inboard of 
draw-in groove (12), the inboard of draw-in groove (12) is provided with latch mechanism, latch mechanism is including 
cardboard (14), slide bar (15), one side fixedly connected with fixed block (16) of placing box (9), one side of f ixed block (16) 
is provided with canceling release mechanical system, canceling release mechanical system is including spring (17).  
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CN115490057 SHENZHEN KUNHONG PRINTING 
Priority Date: 01/09/2022 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC THERMOPRINTING COMPOSITE EQUIPMENT 
The invention discloses holographic hot stamping compound equipment which comprises a rack, a hot stamping compound 
machine, a paper material winding machine, a paper roll releasing machine, a combined drying channel and a carrying device, 
wherein the carrying device comprises a carrying vehicle, a first driving component and two lifting components, the carrying 
vehicle is connected to the first driving component in a driving mode and can rotate on the rack, so that the lifting components 
can change positions between a winding station and an unwinding station, the lifting components comprise two supporting 
columns arranged on the carrying vehicle, two lifting arms and two second driving components, each lifting arm comprises a 
fixed arm section, a telescopic arm section and a third driving part, the fixed arm sections are connected to the second driving 
components in a driving mode and can be connected to the supporting columns in a vertically moving mode, the telescopic arm 
sections are connected to the third driving parts in a driving mode and are connected to the fixed arm sections in a sliding mode, 
supporting grooves are arranged on the upper side faces of the telescopic arm sections and are used for supporting reels. The  
technical scheme of the invention can improve the transfer efficiency and the production efficiency of the paper material. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a holographic thermoprint equipment complex which characterized in that includes: the 
device comprises a rack, wherein a plurality of stations are arranged on the rack, and comprise a winding station, an unwinding 
station and a composite station which are sequentially distributed; the hot stamping compound machine is arranged at the 
compound station and is used for carrying out hot stamping and compounding on the paper material; the combined drying tunnel 
is arranged on the rack and positioned on the upper side of the compounding station, and the combined drying tunnel is used for 
baking the paper; the film reeling and unreeling machine is arranged at the compounding station and is used for reeling a base 
material film of the hot stamping material; the paper material winding machine is arranged at the windi ng station and used for 
winding the thermoprinted or compounded paper material; the paper roll unreeling machine is arranged at the unreeling station 
and used for unreeling paper materials to be processed; and handling device locates paper material rolling machine with between 
the scroll machine of sending, handling device includes carrier, first drive assembly and two lifting assembly, the carrier d rive 
connect in first drive assembly can rotate in the frame, so that lifting assembly can the rolling station with unreel the converting 
position between the station, lifting assembly is including locating the carrier double-phase support column, the branch that sets 
up of two are located two lifting arm of support column, and correspond two respectively lifting arm set up two second drive 
assembly, lifting arm includes fixed arm section, flexible arm section and third driving piece, fixed arm section drive connect in 
second drive assembly can follow upper and lower direction move connect in the support column, f lexible arm section drive 
connect in third driving piece and sliding connection in fixed arm section, the side of going up of flexible arm section is e quipped 
with the support groove, the support groove is used for the bearing spool. 
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WO2022262661 GOERTEK | UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA RESEARCH 
Priority Date: 15/06/2021 FOUNDATION 
 
METHOD OF DUPLICATING A HOLOGRAM AND HOLOGRAM OPTICAL ELEMENT 
A method for duplicating a hologram and a hologram optical element comprises: preparing a master with a master hologram; 
preparing a sample with coated photoalignment material layer above the master; and irradiating a recording light through the 
sample to the master, so that at least one portion of the recording light is reflected by the master as an object light carry ing the 
master hologram information, and so that the object light and the recording light are interfered at the photoalignment material 
layer to produce a duplicated hologram in the photoalignment material layer. 
 
PROCÉDÉ DE DUPLICATION D'HOLOGRAMME ET ÉLÉMENT OPTIQUE D'HOLOGRAMME 
Un procédé de duplication d'hologramme et un élément optique d'hologramme, le procédé comprenant les étapes suivantes : 
préparer un maître avec un hologramme maître ; préparer un échantillon revêtu d'une couche de matériau de photo-alignement 
au-dessus du maître ; et irradier une lumière d'enregistrement sur le maître à travers l'échantillon, de telle sorte qu'au moins  une 
partie de la lumière d'enregistrement est réfléchie par le maître en tant que lumière d'objet transportant les informations de 
l'hologramme maître, et de telle sorte que la lumière d'objet et la lumière d'enregistrement sont brouillées au niveau de la couche 
de matériau de photo-alignement pour produire un hologramme dupliqué dans la couche de matériau de photo-alignement. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. Amethod for duplicating a hologram, comprising: preparing a masterwith a masterhologram; preparing a sample with 
coated photoalignment materiallayerabove the master; and irradiating a recording light through the sample to the master, so that 
at least one portion of the recording light is reflected by the master as an object light carrying the masterhologram information, 
and so that the object light and the recording light are interfered at the photoalignment material layer to produce a 
duplicatedhologram in the photoalignment material layer. 
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WO2022256444 MAGIC LEAP 
Priority Date: 03/06/2021 
 
METHOD OF MAKING HOLOGRAMS USING LIQUID CRYSTAL MASTERS 
An optical device includes one or more volume phase holographic gratings each of which includes a photosensitive layer whose 
optical properties are spatially modulated. The spatial modulation of optical properties are recorded in the  photosensitive layer 
by generating an optical interference pattern using a beam of light and one or more liquid crystal master gratings. The volume 
phase holograms may be configured to redirect light of visible or infrared wavelengths propagating in free space or through a 
waveguide. Advantageously, fabricating the volume phase holographic gratings using liquid crystal master grating allows 
independent control of the optical function and the selectivity of the volume phase holographic grating during the fa brication 
process. 
 
PROCÉDÉ DE FABRICATION D'HOLOGRAMMES À L'AIDE DE MAÎTRES À CRISTAUX LIQUIDES 
Un dispositif optique comprend un ou plusieurs réseaux holographiques en phase volumique, chacun d'eux comprenant une 
couche photosensible dont les propriétés optiques sont spatialement modulées. La modulation spatiale des propriétés optiques 
est enregistrée dans la couche photosensible en générant un motif d'interférence optique à l'aide d'un faisceau de lumière et  d'un 
ou plusieurs réseaux maîtres à cristaux liquides. Les hologrammes en phase volumique peuvent être configurés pour rediriger la 
lumière de longueurs d'onde visibles ou infrarouges qui se propage dans l'espace libre ou à travers un guide d'ondes. 
Avantageusement, fabriquer les réseaux holographiques en phase volumique à l'aide d'un réseau maître à cristaux liquides permet 
de commander indépendamment la fonction optique et la sélectivité du réseau holographique en phase volumique pendant le 
processus de fabrication. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for fabricating an optical device, the method comprising: providing a liquid crystal master grating; forming 
a photosensitive layer on the liquid crystal master grating, the photosensitive layer comprising a photosensitive material; f orming 
a volume phase hologram grating in the photosensitive layer, wherein forming the volume phase hologram grating comprises: 
illuminating the liquid crystal master grating with a recording light beam, wherein the liquid crystal master grating diffracts at 
least a portion of the recording light beam impinging on the liquid crystal master grating to direct the portion of the recording 
beam into the photosensitive layer. 
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US20220404766 AMETHYSTUM STORAGE TECHNOLOGY | GUANGDONG ZIJING 
Priority Date: 17/06/2021 INFORMATION STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC STORAGE OPTICAL SYSTEM AND BEAM CALIBRATING METHOD THEREOF 
A holographic storage optical system includes a storage medium, a recording unit, an imaging unit and a servo unit. The recording 
unit comprises a movable Fourier lens, by which the positions and irradiation angles of a signal light spot and a reference light 
spot are adjusted. The servo unit comprises a calibration lens for adjusting the positions of a servo light spot in the horizontal 
and vertical directions so that the servo light spot is located at an optimal position relative to signal light beam and reference 
light beam. The beam calibrating method comprises (1) before recording a data hologram, burning a calibration hologram at a 
calibration holographic positioning mark on an optical track of a storage medium; (2) before reproducing the data hologram, 
using the calibration hologram to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio of the hologram reproduced by adjusting the calibration lens 
and the Fourier lens. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic storage optical system, comprising: a storage medium which comprises an address layer and a 
recording layer, wherein the address layer is composed of a plurality of optical tracks, each optical track is provided with a 
plurality of data holographic positioning marks and a plurality of calibration holographic positioning marks, each data 
holographic positioning mark is configured to position a data hologram for recording data, and each calibration holographic 
positioning mark is configured to position a calibration hologram for calibrating optical paths of the holographic storage optical 
system; a recording unit, which is configured to generate a signal light beam and a reference light beam, and introduce the signal 
light beam and the reference light beam into the storage medium at a certain angle respectively to generate the data hologram by 
interference and exposure on the recording layer of the storage medium, the recording unit c omprising an optical path for the 
signal light beam, an optical path for the reference light beam, and a relay lens group for adjusting the signal light beam a nd the 
reference light beam, wherein the relay lens group comprises a fixed first Fourier lens and a movable second Fourier lens, and 
an irradiation position and an angle of the signal light beam and the reference light beam are adjusted by moving the second 
Fourier lens; an imaging unit, which is configured to convert a reproduced signal light beam f ormed by diffraction of the 
reference light beam into a data page image, and collect the same, the imaging unit comprising a fourth Fourier lens for imaging 
and an image sensor for collecting the data page image and analyzing a diffraction efficiency and a  signal-to-noise ratio of the 
data page image; and a servo unit, which is configured to ensure that an optical head of the recording unit is constantly away 
from the storage medium during movement relative to the storage medium and to ensure that the signa l light beam and the 
reference light beam moving along each optical track, and is configured to accurately position a recording position or a 
reproducing position on the storage medium, wherein the servo unit comprises a servo laser, which is configured to  generate a 
servo light beam; a beam splitting module, which is configured to transmit the servo light beam to enter the storage medium 
from the servo laser and reflect the servo light beam returned by the storage medium to a signal detection module; a cal ibration 
lens, which is configured to adjust a servo light spot of the servo light beam in the horizontal and vertical directions to t he data 
holographic positioning marks or the calibration holographic positioning marks; and the signal detection module, which is 
configured to detect and analyze the servo light beam returned by the storage medium, and obtain a servo signal.  
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US11526129 META PLATFORMS TECHNOLOGIES 
Priority Date: 07/12/2018 
 
NANOVOIDED HOLOGRAPHIC STRUCTURES AND CORRESPONDING SYSTEMS AND METHODS 
An interference structure having a nanovoided hologram material is described. The nanovoided hologram material may have an 
index of refraction difference of approximately 0.4. The interference structure may include about 1 0% to 90% nanovoids by 
volume. The interference structure may be formed using a mixture of a monomer, an initiator, and solvent. The mixture may be 
disposed on a substrate and irradiated with two sources of light spaced apart from each other and shining on  the same region of 
the mixture to generate an interference pattern in the mixture, leading to the selective polymerization of regions of the mixture 
where there is constructive interference of light. Various other devices, methods, and systems are also di sclosed. 
 
CLAIM 1. An interference structure configured to generate a 
hologram, the interference structure comprising: a polymer matrix 
material defining a plurality of fluid-filled nanovoids arrayed in a 
periodic arrangement, the polymer matrix material comprising: a first 
region having a first refractive index; and a second region having a 
second refractive index, wherein the polymer matrix material comprises a first surface and a second surface opposite the firs t 
surface, the polymer matrix material having a thickness of from approximately 10 nm to approximately 2 μm between the first 
surface and the second surface; a first transparent conductor electrically coupled to the first surface of the polymer matrix  
material; and a second transparent conductor electrically coupled to the second surface of the polymer matrix material, wherein: 
the polymer matrix material has a first thickness between the first surface and the second surface when a first voltage is applied 
between the first transparent conductor and the second transparent conductor; the polymer matrix material has a second thickness 
between the first surface and the second surface when a second voltage is applied between the first transparent conductor and  
the second transparent conductor; and the first thickness is different than the second thickness. 
 
 
N9089 

 

EP4105930 AMETHYSTUM STORAGE TECHNOLOGY | GUANGDONG ZIJING 
Priority Date: 17/06/2021 INFORMATION STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 
 
TRANSMISSION-TYPE HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL STORAGE MEDIUM AND DEVICE, AND METHOD FOR 
RECORDING AND READING ON TWO SIDES OF STORAGE MEDIUM 
The present invention provides a transmission-type holographic optical storage medium and device, and a method for recording 
and reading on two sides of the holographic optical storage medium. The optica l storage medium includes a first substrate, a 
second substrate, a recording layer and a dichroic layer. The recording layer is used for recording a hologram with data 
information. One side of the second substrate facing the recording layer is engraved with a concave-convex structure for a servo 
light beam to position a recording/reading position and achieve a servo track locking function. The dichroic layer can reflect the 
servo light beam and transmit recording/reading light. The storage medium according to the present invention is less susceptible 
to influence of external environment and is more stable compared with a conventional reflection-type storage medium. In 
addition, the first substrate, the second substrate, the recording layer and the dichroic l ayer of the holographic optical storage 
medium of the present invention are designed without a space therebetween, so that recording and reading on two sides can be 
achieved without separately designing a recording layer on both sides of the storage medium, thereby simplifying the processing 
technology thereof. 
 
CLAIM 1. A transmission-type holographic optical storage medium, comprising: 
a first substrate; a recording layer, which is configured for recording/reading a 
hologram with data information by a recording/reading light beam; a dichroic 
layer; and a second substrate, the first substrate, the recording layer, the dichroic 
layer and the second substrate being sequentially stacked, wherein a surface of 
one side of the second substrate facing the recording layer is engraved with a 
concave-convex structure for a servo light beam to position a recording/reading 
position to record/read the hologram, the concave-convex structure also achieves 
a servo track locking to make the recording/reading light beam move according 
to a certain trajectory, and the dichroic layer is able to reflect the servo light beam 
and transmit the recording/reading light. 
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CN218037416U GBA NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR NANOTECHNOLOGY INNOVATION 
Priority Date: 19/08/2022 
 
VOLUME HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING PREPARATION SYSTEM 
AND VOLUME HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING 
The utility model relates to a volume holographic grating preparation system 
and volume holographic grating. This volume holographic grating 
preparation system includes: a laser for generating an energy beam; the 
exposure template is arranged on a light path of the energy beam output by 
the laser; the exposure template is used for enabling the energy beams 
generated by the laser to form a plurality of first coherent beams and a 
plurality of second coherent beams, wherein the energy of the first coherent 
beams is equal to that of the second coherent beams, and the projection 
points of the first coherent beams and the projection points of the adjacent 
second coherent beams on the volume holographic recording stem to be 
exposed coincide. The grating is prepared by using the volume holographic 
grating preparation system, the preparation process is simple, the cost is low, 
and the visibility of interference fringes of the prepared volume holographic 
grating is high. 
 
CLAIM 1. A volume holographic grating production system, comprising: a laser for generating an energy beam; the exposure 
template is arranged on a light path of the energy beam output by the laser; the exposure template is used for enabling the energy 
beams generated by the laser to form a plurality of first coherent beams and a plurality of second coherent beams, wherein the 
energy of the first coherent beams is equal to that of the second coherent beams, and the projection points of the first coherent 
beams and the projection points of the adjacent second coherent beams on the volume holographic recording dry plate to be 
exposed coincide. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
N9110 

 

CN115466340 NORTHEAST FORESTRY UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 07/07/2022 
 
PHOTOSENSITIVE COMPONENT AND APPLICATION THEREOF IN PHOTO-INITIATED FREE RADICAL 
POLYMERIZATION 
The invention relates to a sustainable photosensitive component and 
application thereof in photoinitiated free radical polymerization. The 
photosensitive component provided by the invention comprises carbon 
dots derived from a carbon-containing natural raw material and a rigid 
matrix, wherein the rigid matrix coats the carbon dots derived from the 
carbon-containing natural raw material. The photoactive component is 
capable of generating triplet excitons at room temperature. The 
photoinitiating system containing the photosensitive component has the 
recycling capability, can act under the condition without any heavy 
metal, can provide a polymer with customized molecular weight and as 
environmental protection as possible, namely, does not use heavy metal 
ions which have negative influence on human metabolism, so as to 
synthesize multifunctional materials which can also be used in the 
ultraviolet and visible light absorption spectral range. 
 
CLAIM 1. A photoactive component comprising carbon dots derived from a carbon-containing natural feedstock and a rigid 
matrix coating the carbon dots derived from the carbon-containing natural feedstock. 
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CN115433313 GUANGNA SIWEI GUANGDONG PHOTOELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 04/06/2021 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC PHOTOPOLYMER MATERIAL, HOLOGRAPHIC VOLUME GRATING DEVICE AND 
PREPARATION METHOD THEREOF 
The invention relates to a mixed reality grating waveguide lens material. In particular to a holographic photoinduced polymer 
material, a holographic volume grating device and a preparation method thereof. The holographic photopolymer material 
comprises liquid crystal, a photoinitiator, a co-initiator, a first monomer, a second monomer, a third monomer and a solvent in 
percentage by mass; the first monomer is selected from one or more of isobornyl methacrylate, 2 -phenoxyethyl methacrylate and 
benzyl methacrylate; the second monomer is selected from one or more of ethylene glycol dimethacrylate, 4 (ethoxy) bisphenol 
A dimethacrylate and 1, 3-butanediol dimethacrylate; the third monomer is trimethylolpropane triacrylate. The technical problem 
that the grating diffraction efficiency of a holographic body grating device is low is solved. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic photopolymer material comprising, by mass percent: the first monomer is selected from one or more 
of isobornyl methacrylate, 2-phenoxyethyl methacrylate and benzyl methacrylate; the second monomer is selected from one or 
more of ethylene glycol dimethacrylate, 4 (ethoxy) bisphenol A dimethacrylate and 1, 3 -butanediol dimethacrylate; the third 
monomer is trimethylolpropane triacrylate. 
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CN115385834 TECHNICAL INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS & CHEMISTRY – CHINESE 
Priority Date: 15/08/2022 ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 
 
HIGH-REFRACTIVE INDEX DENDRITIC (METHYL) ACRYLATE MONOMER AND PREPARATION METHOD 
AND APPLICATION THEREOF 
The invention provides a high-refractive-index dendritic (methyl) acrylate 
monomer and a preparation method and application thereof, wherein the 
structural formula of the high-refractive-index dendritic (methyl) acrylate 
monomer is any one of G1-G9. Furthermore, the dendritic (methyl) acrylic 
ester monomer with the structure is introduced into the photopolymer 
holographic recording medium, so that the holographic recording medium 
with high sensitivity, high diffraction efficiency, high refractive index 
modulation degree and low shrinkage is obtained. 
 
CLAIM 1. A dendritic (meth) acrylate monomer having a structural formula 
as shown in any one of G1 to G9: wherein, in each of G1-G9: r 1 Is methyl 
or hydrogen; r 2 Is hydrogen, bromine, phenyl, C 1 ~C 10 Alkyl, aryl, 
heteroaryl, and heteroaryl, Any one of (a); in that In (A) 1 Is hydrogen, 
phenyl, C 1 ~C 10 Alkyl radical, C 1 ~C 10 Alkylthio and C 1 ~C 10 Any 
of alkoxy groups. 
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WO2022260192 FTC | OMAY LEADERS 
Priority Date: 09/06/2021 
 
DEVICE FOR DISPLAYING VEHICLE STATE BY USING 3D HOLOGRAM 
The present invention is for promoting mutual safety and preventing accidents in advance by notifying a driver in the rear of  a 
current state of a vehicle more clearly and delivering more diverse information to the driver in the rear, and includes a fan-type 
3D hologram display device, which has a built-in SD card, and which is installed at the backside of the interior of the vehicle, 
wherein the SD card is interlocked with a flashing signal of an emergency light of the vehicle, and a flashing current of a current 
applied to the brakes of the vehicle, or the like, is connected and interlocked with the SD card, and various types of content about 
the current state of the vehicle are input to the SD card so that the driver in the rear may know more accurately about the state of 
a front vehicle, and the SD card is configured to prioritize, among images displayed through the 3D hologram display device, 
images related to the emergency light of the vehicle, and to display images related to the brakes of the vehicle, or the like, in 
order. 
 
DISPOSITIF D'AFFICHAGE D'ÉTAT DE VÉHICULE UTILISANT UN HOLOGRAMME 3D 
La présente invention est destinée à favoriser la sécurité de chacun et à empêcher des accidents à l'avance en indiquant de manière 
plus claire un état actuel d'un véhicule et en diffusant des informations plus diverses au conducteur se trouvant derrière, e t 
comprend un dispositif d'affichage d'hologramme 3D de type en éventail, qui comporte une carte SD intégrée, et qui est installé 
à l'arrière de l'habitacle du véhicule. La carte SD est couplée avec un signal clignotant d'un feu de détresse du véhicule, e t un 
courant de clignotement d'un courant appliqué aux freins du véhicule, ou similaires, est connecté et couplé avec la carte SD, et 
divers types de contenu concernant l'état actuel du véhicule sont entrés dans la carte SD de telle sorte que le conducteur se  
trouvant derrière peut connaître plus précisément l'état d'un véhicule se trouvant devant, et la carte SD est conçue pour 
hiérarchiser, parmi des images affichées par l'intermédiaire du dispositif d'affichage d'hologramme 3D, des images associées au 
feu de détresse du véhicule, et pour afficher des images associées aux freins du véhicule, ou similaires, dans l'ordre. 
 
CLAIM 1. A method of controlling a vehicle, comprising: installing a 
windshield type 3 D hologram display device incorporating an SDcard in 
a rear interior of a vehicle, interlocking with a flashing signal of an 
emergency lamp of the vehicle, and interlocking with the SDcard with a 
flashing current of a current applied to a brake lamp of the vehicle and 
interlocking with the SDcard; The SDcard inputs various contents of the 
current state of the vehicle, so that the rear driver can more accurately 
know of the state of the front vehicle; Wherein the SDcard is configured 
to prioritize an image displayed through the 3 D hologram display device, 
make an image related to emergency lighting of the vehicle highest 
priority, and then display an image related to brake lighting of the vehicle 
in order. 
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WO2022255995 VERTECHS ENERGY SOLUTIONS 
Priority Date: 02/06/2021 
 
AUGMENTED REALITY DRILLING, COMPLETION AND PRODUCTION VISUALIZATION SYSTEM AND 
SYNERGY METHOD BASED ON HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION 
An AR drilling, completion and production visualization system based on holographic projection and a synergy method are 
provided. The AR holographic projection based drilling, completion and production visualization system includes f ield data 
warehouse, networks, models engine, AR engine, and equipment which has industrial PC, society network infrastructure, and 
AR apparatus. The data warehouse provides the underneath input to the system, and models engine provides hydraulic calculation 
model, equipment failure analysis model, and event & accident identification model. The AR holographic projection provides 
real-time drilling, completion and production information in intuitionistic way to any users who have networks and wearable 
devices. Compared to current AR which combines real-world with virtual world by video capturing, AR holographic projection 
system only focus on real-time visualization and synergy with stakeholders, and is simple in system and convenient for setup 
thus has an extremely high practical value and improved cost-efficiency. 
 
SYSTÈME DE VISUALISATION DE FORAGE, DE COMPLÉTION ET DE PRODUCTION EN RÉALITÉ 
AUGMENTÉE ET PROCÉDÉ SYNERGIQUE BASÉS SUR UNE PROJECTION HOLOGRAPHIQUE 
L'invention concerne un système de visualisation de forage, de complétion et de production en réalité augmentée (AR) basé sur 
une projection holographique et un procédé synergique. Le système de visualisation de forage, de complétion et de production 
basé sur une projection holographique en AR comprend un dépôt de données de champ, des réseaux, un moteur de modèles, un 
moteur d'AR et un équipement qui comprend un ordinateur industriel, une infrastructure de réseau de société et un appareil d'AR. 
Le dépôt de données fournit l'entrée sous-jacente au système, et le moteur de modèles fournit un modèle de calcul hydraulique, 
un modèle d'analyse de panne d'équipement et un modèle d'identification d'événement et d'accident. La projection holographique 
en AR fournit des informations de forage, de complétion et de production en temps réel d'une manière intuitive à tous les 
utilisateurs qui comprennent des réseaux et des dispositifs pouvant être portés. Comparativement à l'AR actuelle qui combine le 
monde réel avec un monde virtuel par capture vidéo, le système de projection holographique en AR ne se focalise que sur une 
visualisation en temps réel et la synergie avec les parties prenantes, et est simple en termes de système et pratique à mettre en 
place et possède ainsi une valeur pratique extrêmement élevée et une rentabilité accrue. 
 
CLAIM 1. A method for providing augmented information in an AR 
drilling, completion and production visualization system based on 
holographic projection (10) which comprises a staff & equipment 
positioning unit(310), a regular sensors & configuration system(320), and an 
AR holographic projection unit(200) comprising a display unite(210), an 
user recognition unit(220), an AR engine(230), a virtual object 
repository(240), a data collection unit(260), and a models engine(250) 
comprising hydraulic model, failure analysis model, downhole status model, 
event and accident identification model. The method comprising the steps 
of: Generating# 1, at the staff & equipment positioning unit(310) and a 
regular sensors & configuration system(320), at least one of origin data input 
comprising position information and operations related data associated with 
at least one of the real-world objects; Collecting, at the data collection 
unit(260), at least one of origin data is collected and stored; Receiving, at the 
user recognition unit(220), additional user input comprising an indication of 
interest indicative of the user's interest has minimally interested towards one 
end to fully interested towards the other end; Generating#2, at the models 
engine(250), at least one of an information related to hydraulic pressure, downhole status modelling, equipment failure, event & 
accident identification associated with at least one of the real-world objects; Generating#3, at the AR engine(230), an augmented 
information by mirroring the real-world view and at least one of a virtual object associated with the at least one of the real -world 
objects; Controlling based on the received additional user input, at the models engine(250) and the AR engine(230), the 
acceleration and/or deceleration of at least one of virtual object in slow move state; Displaying, on the display unit(210), the AR 
holographic projection with the at least one of virtual object in slow move state (include static) for presenting a summary 
representation of the augmented information of at least one of the real-world object 
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WO2022254833 SONY GROUP 
Priority Date: 31/05/2021 
 
INFORMATION PROCESSING DEVICE, INFORMATION PROCESSING METHOD, AND PROGRAM 
RECORDING MEDIUM 
The present invention suppresses a degradation in user viewing experience. An information processing device comprises a 
viewpoint position acquisition unit (110) that acquires the viewpoint position of a user, a rendering unit (120) that generates a 
rendering image on the basis of the viewpoint position, a wave-front propagation unit (130) that generates a propagation signal 
indicating a hologram on the basis of the rendering image, a phase signal generation unit (160,170) that generates a first phase 
signal for displaying the hologram on the basis of the propagation signal, and a correction unit (140,150) that corrects the 
displayed hologram on the basis of the current viewpoint position of the user, the viewpoint position being acquired by the 
viewpoint position acquisition unit. 
 
DISPOSITIF DE TRAITEMENT D'INFORMATIONS, PROCÉDÉ DE TRAITEMENT D'INFORMATIONS, ET 
SUPPORT D'ENREGISTREMENT DE PROGRAMME 
La présente invention supprime une dégradation de l'expérience de visualisation d'utilisateur. Un dispositif de traitement 
d'informations selon la présente invention comprend une unité d'acquisition de position de point de vue (110) qui acquiert la 
position de point de vue d'un utilisateur, une unité de rendu (120) qui génère une image de rendu sur la base de la position de 
point de vue, une unité de propagation de front d'onde (130) qui génère un signal de propagation indiquant un hologramme sur 
la base de l'image de rendu, une unité de génération de signal de phase (160, 170) qui génère un premier signal de phase pour  
afficher l'hologramme sur la base du signal de propagation, et une unité de correction (140, 150) qui corrige l'hologramme affiché 
sur la base de la position actuelle de point de vue de l'utilisateur, la position de point de vue étant acquise par l'unité d 'acquisition 
de position de point de vue. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A viewpoint position acquisition unit configured to acquire a viewpoint position of a user; a rendering unit configured 
to generate a rendered image based on the viewpoint position; a wavefront propagation unit configured to generate a propagation 
signal representing a hologram based on the rendered image; A phase signal generation unit configured to generate, based on the 
propagation signal, a first phase signal for displaying a hologram; and a correction unit configured to correct the hologram to be 
displayed, based on a current viewpoint position of the user acquired by the viewpoint position acquisition unit.  
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WO2022249947 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 25/05/2021 
 
IN-AIR INPUT DEVICE, IN-AIR INPUT DISPLAY DEVICE, AND HOLOGRAM SHEET 
TOPIC: To easily install, in an existing display device, an in-air input device that allows a user to recognize a position which 
can be detected by a non-contact type position detection sensor. INVENTION: An in-air input device 20 is provided with a light 
source 31, a hologram sheet 40, and a position detection sensor 21. The hologram sheet 40 forms, at an image formation position 
38, an image recorded by light from the light source 31. The position detection sensor 21 has  sensitivity at a position 
corresponding to the image formation position 38. A position 21s at which the position detection sensor 21 has sensitivity is  
spaced apart from the hologram sheet 40. The light source 31 is positioned on the same side as the image formation position 38 
with the hologram sheet 40 as a reference. A distance D1 between the image formation position 38 and the hologram sheet 40 is  
not less than 10 mm. 
 
DISPOSITIF D'ENTRÉE DANS L'AIR, DISPOSITIF D'AFFICHAGE À ENTRÉE DANS L'AIR ET FEUILLE 
D'HOLOGRAMME 
Le problème décrit par la présente invention est d'installer facilement, dans un dispositif d'affichage existant, un disposit if 
d'entrée dans l'air qui permet à un utilisateur de reconnaître une position qui peut être détectée par un c apteur de détection de 
position de type sans contact. La solution selon l'invention porte sur un dispositif d'entrée dans l'air 20 qui est pourvu d'une 
source de lumière 31, d'une feuille d'hologramme 31 et d'un capteur de détection de position 21. La feui lle d'hologramme 40 
forme, au niveau d'une position de formation d'image 38, une image enregistrée par la lumière provenant de la source de lumière 
31. Le capteur de détection de position 21 a une sensibilité à une position correspondant à la position de f ormation d'image 38. 
Une position 21s au niveau de laquelle le capteur de détection de position 21 a une sensibilité est espacée de la feuille 
d'hologramme 40. La source de lumière 31 est disposée sur le même côté que la position de formation d'image 38 av ec la feuille 
d'hologramme 40 en tant que référence. Une distance D1 entre la position de formation d'image 38 et la feuille d'hologramme 40 
n'est pas inférieure à 10 mm 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A light source,A hologram sheet for forming an image recorded by the light from the light source at an image forming 
position,And a position detection sensor having sensitivity at a position corresponding to the imaging position,Wherein the 
position at which the position detection sensor has sensitivity is spaced from the hologram sheet,The hologram sheet according 
to claim 1, wherein the light source is located on the same side as the imaging position with respect to the hologram sheet,And 
a distance between the imaging position and the hologram sheet is 10 mm or more. 
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N9075 

 

US20220404537 IKIN 
Priority Date: 21/06/2021 
 
ADPATIVE HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION SYSTEM WITH USER TRACKING 
A holographic display system including an electronic device, a camera and a holographic projection unit. The holographic 
projection unit is configured to generate a volumetric projection for viewing by a user in response to a rendering signal provided 
by a volumetric display application executing on the electronic device. The holographic projection unit includes a housing, a 
projector at least partially disposed within the housing and operative to display images based upon the rendering information , 
and a semi-reflective element being oriented to reflect light from the images in order to create the volumetric projection. The 
camera is oriented such that the user is within a field of view, the camera being operative to provide the image information to 
the volumetric display application for determination of a position of the user. The  volumetric projection is adapted in response 
to the position of the user. 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic display system, the display system comprising: an 
electronic device; a camera; and a holographic projection unit configured to 
generate a volumetric projection for viewing by a user in response to a 
rendering signal provided by a volumetric display application executing on 
the electronic device, the holographic projection unit including a housing, a 
projector at least partially disposed within the housing and operative to 
display images based upon the rendering information, and a semi-reflective 
element being oriented to reflect light from the images in order to create the 
volumetric projection; wherein the camera is oriented such that the user is 
within a field of view, the camera being operative to provide the image 
information to the volumetric display application for determination of a 
position of the user; wherein the volumetric projection is adapted in response 
to the position of the user. 
 
 

 

 
N9076 

 

US20220404536 IKIN 
Priority Date: 21/06/2021 
 
EXTERNAL POWER BANK AND COLLAPSIBLE HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION ACCESSORY FOR 
PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICE 
A power bank and holographic projection accessory intended for use with a portable electronic device. The accessory includes 
a holographic projection unit and an external power bank case attachable to the holographic projection unit. The external power 
bank case is configured to provide power to the holographic projection unit and to pro vide a video signal generated by the 
portable electronic device to the holographic projection unit. The holographic projection unit generates volumetric projections 
based upon the video signal. 
 
CLAIM 1. A holographic projection unit, comprising: a frame structure; a 
touch screen supported by the frame structure; a projector having a first end 
coupled to the frame structure by a first hinge element, the projector 
including a projector screen for generating images; a semi-reflective element 
coupled to the frame structure by a second hinge element, the reflective 
element being moveable between an open position and a closed position 
wherein the semi-reflective element is oriented to reflect light from the 
images when in the open position in order to create volumetric images 
perceptible to a user of the holographic projection unit; and a slide hinge 
system disposed at a second end of the projector, the slide hinge system 
including a positioning member through which the reflective element is 
translated when moving between the open position and a closed position. 
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N9079 

 

US20220392093 MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY LICENSING 
Priority Date: 07/06/2021 
 
DEPTH SENSING VIA DEVICE CASE 
Examples are disclosed that relate to displaying a hologram via an HMD. One disclosed example provides a method comprising 
obtaining depth data from a direct-measurement depth sensor included in the case for the HMD, the depth data comprising a 
depth map of a real-world environment. The method further comprises determining a distance from the HMD to an object in the 
real-world environment using the depth map, obtaining holographic imagery for display based at least upon the distance, and 
outputting the holographic imagery for display on the HMD. 
 
DETECTION DE PROFONDEUR PAR L'INTERMEDIAIRE D'UN 
BOITIER DE DISPOSITIF 
Des exemples sont divulgués qui concernent l'affichage d'un hologramme 
par l'intermédiaire d'un HMD. Un exemple divulgué concerne un procédé 
comprenant l'obtention de données de profondeur à partir d'un capteur de 
profondeur de mesure directe inclus dans le boîtier pour le HMD, les 
données de profondeur comprenant une carte de profondeur d'un 
environnement du monde réel. Le procédé comprend en outre la 
détermination d'une distance du HMD à un objet dans l'environnement du 
monde réel à l'aide de la carte de profondeur, l'obtention d'une imagerie 
holographique pour un affichage sur la base au moins de la distance, et 
l'émission de l'imagerie holographique pour un affichage sur le HMD. 
 
CLAIM 1. On a computing system comprising a head-mounted display device (HMD) and a case for the head-mounted display 
device, a method for displaying a hologram via the HMD, the method comprising: obtaining depth data from a direct-
measurement depth sensor included in the case for the HMD, the depth data comprising a depth map of a real-world environment; 
determining a distance from the HMD to an object in the real-world environment using the depth map; obtaining holographic 
imagery for display based at least upon the distance; and outputting the holographic imagery for display on the HMD. 
 
 

 

 
N9082 

 

KR102474532 KOREA PHOTONICS TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE 
Priority Date: 13/09/2022 
 
CONTACT LENS HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE AND SYSTEM OF 
OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE STRUCTURE 
A contact lens holographic display device and system having an optical waveguide 
structure are provided. According to one aspect of the present embodiment, there is 
provided a contact lens holographic display device for entering a hologram image 
into a pupil of a wearer, the contact lens holographic display device comprising: a 
first region located farthest from a center of the first region and having a transmission 
element disposed on an inner surface facing an eye of the wearer to reflect the 
hologram image entering the second region to a center of the first region, A second 
region reflecting the hologram image transmitted through the first region to a center 
thereof, and a third region including a center of the third region and having a 
transmission element disposed on an inner surface facing the wearer's eye to transmit 
the hologram image transmitted through the second region to the wearer' s pupil. 
 
CLAIM 1. A contact lens-shaped holographic display device for entering a hologram image into a pupil of a wearer, the contact 
lens-shaped holographic display device comprising: a first region located farthest from a center of the first region and having a 
transmission element disposed on an inner surface facing an eye of the wearer to reflect the hologram image entering the first 
region to the center of the first region, A second region reflecting the hologram image transmitted through the first region to a 
center thereof; and a third region including a center thereof and having a transmission element disposed on an inner sur face 
facing the wearer's eye to transmit the hologram image transmitted through the second region to the wearer' s pupil.  
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N9083 

 

KR102469536 KIM, BYUNG-TAE 
Priority Date: 12/10/2022 
 
A LEARNING SYSTEM HAVING A HOLOGRAM IMAGE OUTPUT FUNCTION 
According to an aspect of the present invention, a learning system provided with a hologram image output function for providing 
a learning content through an image output comprises a body unit 110 including a body unit 111 arranged horizontally and an 
input unit 112 for outputting a user input signal according to a user operation; a vertical display unit 120 which is arranged 
upright on a rear side of the body unit 111 on the body unit 110 to display a 2D-shaped learning image I1 to a front side, A 
hologram image module 130 mounted on the main body 110 and configured to output a hologram-shaped learning content image 
I2 at a position in front of the vertical display 120, and a driving control unit configured to drive and control the vertical display 
120 and the hologram image module 130 to output a learning content image set according to the user input signal, wherein in the 
first learning mode, And a control unit 150 for controlling the 2D learning content image I1 and the hologram learning content 
image I2 to be output in a mutually combined stereoscopic form while the vertical display 120 and the hologram image module 
130 are driven together in a second learning mode. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A learning system having a hologram image output function for providing a learning content through an image output, 
comprising: A body unit 110 including a body unit 111 arranged horizontally and an input unit 112 for outputting a user input  
signal according to a user operation; a vertical hologram display unit 120 mounted on a front hologram display unit 120 for 
displaying a 2D-shaped learning content image I 1 on the body unit 120, A hologram image output unit 150 driving and 
controlling a vertical display 120 and a hologram image module 130 to output a set learning content image according to the user 
input signal, wherein, in a first learning mode, the vertical display 120 is driven to output only a 2D learning content image I1, 
and in a second learning mode, the vertical display 120 and the hologram image module 13 0 are driven together to output the 
2D learning content image I1 and the hologram learning content image I2 in a mutually combined stereoscopic image form. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
N9084 

 

JP2022184037 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 31/05/2021 
 
COMBINER, HOLOGRAM MEMBER FOR COMBINER, PHOTOSENSITIVE MATERIAL, HEADS-UP DISPLAY, 
AND MOVING BODY 
TOPIC: To provide a combiner in which discoloration of hologram sheets is 
suppressed. INVENTION: a combiner including a pair of substrates, a 
thermoplastic resin material disposed between the substrates to bond the 
substrates to each other, and a hologram sheet located between the substrates 
and in contact with the thermoplastic resin material, wherein a gel fraction 
of the hologram sheet is 30 mass% or greater. 
 
CLAIM 1. A combiner comprising: a pair of substrates; a thermoplastic 
resin material disposed between the substrates to bond the substrates to each 
other; and a hologram sheet located between the substrates and in contact 
with the thermoplastic resin material, wherein a gel ratio of the hologram 
sheet is 30 mass% or greater. 
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N9085 

 

JP2022184030 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 31/05/2021 
 
HOLOGRAM MEMBER FOR COMBINER, COMBINER, HEADS-UP DISPLAY, AND MOVING BODY 
TOPIC: To suppress discoloration of a hologram sheet. INVENTION: a hologram member according to an embodiment is used 
for a combiner including a pair of substrates and a thermoplastic resin material disposed between the substrates to bond the 
substrates to each other, and is disposed between the substrates to be in contact with the thermoplastic resin material. The 
hologram member includes a housing body including a first film portion and a second film portion, and a hologram sheet located 
between the first film portion and the second film portion and housed in the housing body. The first film part and the second film 
part are bonded in mutually facing bonding regions. 
 
CLAIM 1. A hologram member for a combiner that is used in a combiner 
including a pair of substrates and a thermoplastic resin material disposed 
between the substrates to bond the substrates to each other, the hologram 
member being disposed between the substrates to be in contact with the 
thermoplastic resin material, the hologram member comprising: A hologram 
member comprising: a housing body including a first film portion and a 
second film portion; and a hologram sheet located between the first film 
portion and the second film portion and housed in the housing body, wherein 
the first film portion and the second film portion are bonded at a bonding region facing each other. 
 
 
N9086 

 

JP2022181122 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 25/05/2021 
 
AERIAL INPUT DEVICE, AERIAL INPUT AND DISPLAY DEVICE 
TOPIC: To easily and space-saving provide an aerial imaging device capable of enabling a user to recognize a position detectable 
by a non-contact position detection sensor in a space-saving manner. INVENTION: An aerial input device 10 includes an 
illumination member 30, a hologram sheet 50, and a position detection sensor 13. The ho logram sheet 50 forms the image 58 
recorded by the light from the illumination member 30 on the imaging surface 57. The position detection sensor 13 has sensitivity 
to a detection position 13 a corresponding to the imaging plane 57. A distance between the illumination member 30 and the 
hologram sheet 50 is equal to or less than a length of an imaging surface in a first direction being a direction in which a d irection 
in which the hologram sheet is irradiated with light from the illumination member is projec ted onto a sheet surface of the 
hologram sheet. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A recording device comprising: an illumination member; a hologram sheet configured to form an image recorded by 
light from the illumination member on an imaging plane; and a position detection sensor having sensitivity at a detection position 
corresponding to the imaging plane, wherein the detection position is separated from the hologram sheet, A distance between 
the illumination member and the hologram sheet is equal to or less than a length of the imaging surface in a first direction being 
a direction in which a direction in which the hologram sheet is irradiated with light from the illumination member is projected 
onto a sheet surface of the hologram sheet. 
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JP2022180955 DAI NIPPON PRINTING 
Priority Date: 25/05/2021 
 
AERIAL INPUT DEVICE FOR VEHICLE, AERIAL INPUT AND DISPLAY 
DEVICE FOR VEHICLE, AND VEHICLE 
TOPIC: To provide an aerial input device that allows a user to recognize a position 
detectable by a non-contact type position detection sensor, and that can be provided 
in a vehicle. INVENTION: An aerial input device 20 is provided in a vehicle, and 
includes a light source 31, a hologram sheet 40, and a position detection sensor 21. 
The hologram sheet 40 forms an image being recorded by the light from the light 
source 31 at an imaging position 38. The position detection sensor 21 has sensitivity 
at a position corresponding to the imaging position 38. The position 21 s at which 
the position detecting sensor 21 has sensitivity is separated from the hologram sheet 
40. The light source 31 is located on the same side as the imagery position 38 with 
respect to the hologram sheet 40. A distance D1 between the imaging position 38 
and the hologram sheet 40 is 10 mm or greater. 
 
CLAIM 1. An aerial input device provided in a vehicle, the aerial input device comprising: a light source; a hologram sheet 
configured to form, at an imaging position, an image being recorded by light from the light source; and a position detecting 
sensor having sensitivity at a position corresponding to the imaging position, wherein a position to which the position detecting 
sensor has sensitivity includes: The light source is separated from the hologram sheet, the light source is located on the same 
side as the imaging position with respect to the hologram sheet, and a distance between the imaging position and the hologram 
sheet is 10 mm or greater. 
 
 
N9090 

 

EP4105708 ENVISICS 
Priority Date: 14/06/2021 
 
WAVEGUIDE PUPIL EXPANSION 
A light engine arranged to form an image visible from a viewing window, wherein the light 
engine comprises a display device arranged to display a hologram of the image and spatially 
modulate light in accordance with the hologram. The hologram is configured to angularly 
distribute spatially modulated light of the image in accordance with position of image 
content, such that angular channels of the spatially modulated light correspond with 
respective continuous regions of the image. The light engine further comprises a waveguide 
pupil expander arranged to receive the spatially modulated light and provide a plurality of 
different light propagation paths for the spatially modulated light from the display device to 
the viewing window, and a control device disposed between the waveguide and the viewing 
window. The control device comprises at least one aperture arranged such that a first 
viewing position within the viewing window receives a first channel of light spatially 
modulated by the hologram in accordance with a first region of the image and a second 
viewing position within the viewing window receives a second channel of light spatially 
modulated by the hologram in accordance with a second region of the image. 
 
CLAIM 1. A light engine arranged to form an image visible from a viewing window, 
wherein the light engine comprises: a display device arranged to display a hologram of the 
image and spatially modulate light in accordance with the hologram, wherein the hologram 
is configured to angularly distribute spatially modulated light of the image in accordance 
with position of image content, such that angular channels of the spatially modulated light correspond with respective continuous 
regions of the image; a waveguide pupil expander arranged to receive the spatially modulated light and provide a plurality of 
different light propagation paths for the spatially modulated light from the display device to the viewing window; and a control 
device disposed between the waveguide and the viewing window, wherein the control device comprises at least one aperture 
arranged such that a first viewing position within the viewing window receives a first channel of light spatially modulated by the 
hologram in accordance with a first region of the image and a second viewing position within the viewing window receives a 
second channel of light spatially modulated by the hologram in accordance with a second region of the image. 
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N9091 

 

CN218068588U NANJING SINCERE CREATIVE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 16/05/2022 
 
DIGITAL SYNTHESIS DEVICE FOR COLOR HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE 
The utility model provides a digital synthesizer of colored holographic image, the rain 
cover comprises a cover body, the fixed roof that is provided with in top of the cover 
body, the fixed projection screen that is provided with in bottom of roof, projection 
screen's bottom is provided with end screen, and end screen's bottom is provided with the 
projection subassembly, and we are provided with in the inside of the cover body and 
place the piece, and end screen and projection subassembly all set up in placing the piece, 
and the inner chamber bottom of the cover body still is provided with drive assembly, 
and places the piece and be connected with the drive assembly transmission. The utility 
model discloses a drive assembly drive is placed a rotation, places a drive end screen and 
projection assembly rotation simultaneously to make the view of projection on the 
projection screen rotate and show different ascending structures in side. 
 
CLAIM 1. Digital synthesizer of colored holographic image, including the cover body 
(1), the inside of the cover body (1) is provided with end screen (4), and the bottom of 
end screen (4) is provided with projection subassembly (5), its characterized in that: also 
comprises The placing piece (6) is arranged inside the cover body (1), and the bottom screen (4) and the projection assembly (5) 
are arranged in the placing piece (6); the driving assembly (7) is arranged at the bottom of the inner cavity of the cover body (1), 
and the driving assembly (7) drives the bottom screen (4) and the projection assembly (5) to rotate through the placing piece  (6). 
 
 
N9092 

 

CN218064105U WUWEI OCCUPATIONAL COLLEGE 
Priority Date: 18/06/2022 
 
PORTABLE NOVEL HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION EQUIPMENT 
The utility model discloses a portable novel holographic projection equipment, relate to virtual projection technical field, the on-
line screen storage device comprises a base, the below four corners department of base all is provided with removes bearing 
structure, remove bearing structure include with base fixed connection's supporting sleeve, the fixed orifices has been seted  up 
to supporting sleeve's bilateral symmetry, the first spring of supporting sleeve's interior top surface fixedly connected with, the 
other end fixedly connected with connecting plate of first spring, one side fixedly connected with connecting rod of first spring 
is kept away from to the connecting plate, the both sides nestification of connecting rod has the fixed block, correspond between 
fixed block and the fixed orifices and peg graft, be provided with elastic component between fixed block and the connecting rod, 
the one end rotation that the connecting plate was kept away from to the connecting rod is connected with the wheel carrier, the 
inboard rotation of wheel carrier is connected with removes the wheel, with 
connecting rod and supporting sleeve fixed connection through fixed block and 
fixed orifices, make to remove the wheel and be enough to support the base, thereby 
remove the cooperation removal base through lifting fortune pole and removing the 
wheel, convenience when promoting the projection equipment body transportation. 
 
CLAIM 1. A portable novel holographic projection equipment, includes base (1), 
its characterized in that: the utility model discloses a portable computer support, 
including base (1), fixed orifices (22) have been seted up to the bilateral symmetry 
of support sleeve (21), the first spring of interior top surface fixedly connected with 
(23) of support sleeve (21), the other end fixedly connected with connecting plate 
(24) of first spring (23), one side fixedly connected with connecting rod (25) of first 
spring (23) are kept away from in connecting plate (24), the both sides nestification 
of connecting rod (25) has fixed block (26), correspond between fixed block (26) 
and the fixed orifices (22) and peg graft, be provided with elastic component 
between fixed block (26) and connecting rod (25), the one end that connecting plate 
(24) were kept away from in connecting rod (25) is rotated and is connected with 
wheel carrier (27), the inboard rotation of wheel carrier (27) is connected with and removes wheel (28).  
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N9093 

 

CN218041756U GUANGZHOU ROCK ART DESIGN 
Priority Date: 01/09/2022 
 
SOUND EQUIPMENT WITH HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE DISPLAY FUNCTION 
The utility model provides a stereo set with holographic image shows function, include: the front shell, the backshell, 3D 
stereographic projection lamp strip, the rotating electrical machines, 3D stereographic projection mainboard, stereo loudspeaker 
and sound mainboard all set up in the space that preceding shell and backshell enclose, be provided with stereo set front she ll 
lens on the front shell, 3D stereographic projection lamp strip corresponds the position setting of stereo set front shell lens, the 
output and the 3D stereographic projection lamp strip of rotating electrical machines are connected, 3D stereographic projection 
mainboard respectively with 3D stereographic projection lamp strip, the rotating electrical machines electricity is connected, 
stereo loudspeaker are connected with the front shell, stereo loudspeaker sets up around 
stereo set front shell lens, the stereo mainboard is connected with stereo loudspeaker 
electricity. The utility model discloses the vision sense organ effect that brings is given 
other to holographic image effect in the use has fine experience, compares with stereo set 
on the market, has more user experience sense and superiority. 
 
CLAIM 1. A sound box with holographic image display function is characterized by 
comprising: preceding shell (1), backshell (2), 3D stereographic projection lamp strip (3), 
rotary motor (4), 3D stereographic projection mainboard (5), stereo loudspeaker (6) and 
sound mainboard (7) all set up in the space that preceding shell (1) and backshell (2) 
enclose, be provided with preceding shell lens of stereo (8) on preceding shell (1), 3D 
stereographic projection lamp strip (3) correspond the position setting of preceding shell 
lens of stereo (8), the output of rotary motor (4) with 3D stereographic projection lamp strip 
(3) are connected, 3D stereographic projection mainboard (5) respectively with 3D 
stereographic projection lamp strip (3), rotary motor (4) electricity is connected, stereo 
loudspeaker (6) with preceding shell (1) are connected, loudspeaker (6) set up preceding 
shell of stereo (8) the stereo with the sound mainboard of stereo (7) electricity is connected. 
 
 
N9096 

 

CN218003919U FUJIAN GUANGNENG ENERGY TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 06/07/2022 
 
3D HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION INTERACTION DISPLAY PLATFORM 
The utility model relates to the technical field of 3D holographic projection, and discloses a 3D 
holographic projection interactive display platform, which comprises a bottom plate, wherein 
the top of the bottom plate is bolted with a shell, the top of the shell is bolted with a top plate, a 
rotating rod is arranged inside the top plate, a motor is arranged inside the shell, and the output 
end of the motor is bolted with the rotating rod through a shaft coupling; the utility model 
discloses a place the display screen in the inside of standing groove, then place trapezoidal 
transparency at the top of display screen, insert the inserted bar in the inside of stop collar 
afterwards to can make things convenient for the user to carry out quick assembly to the device; 
the utility model discloses a starter motor makes the motor drive the dwang through the 
cooperation of installation bearing and rotates, makes the dwang carry out stable rotation 
through the cooperation of spacing bearing afterwards, and then the dwang drives the carousel 
and rotates to can effectively make the device rotate and adjust the show. 
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides an interactive show platform of 3D holographic 
projection, includes bottom plate (1), its characterized in that: the top bolt of bottom plate (1) 
has casing (2), roof (3) have been bolted at the top of casing (2), the inside of roof (3) is provided 
with dwang (4), the inside of casing (2) is provided with motor (5), the output of motor (5) 
passes through shaft coupling and dwang (4) bolt, the top bolt of dwang (4) has carousel (6), display screen (7) have been placed 
at the top of carousel (6), the top of display screen (7) is provided with mounting panel (8), the bottom bolt of mounting panel 
(8) has trapezoidal transparency (9), the both sides of mounting panel (8) bottom all bolt has inserted bar (10), the both sides at 
carousel (6) top all bolt has stop collar (11), the inside and the inserted bar (10) of stop collar (11) are pegged graft.  
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CN217959034U SHENZHEN WANGUO JEWELRY ART & CULTURE INDUSTRY 
Priority Date: 15/07/2022 RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
 
HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION BRACELET 
The utility model is suitable for a holographic projection equipment field 
provides a holographic projection bracelet, including casing and wrist strap, 
the wrist strap sets up the side at the casing, the inside of casing is provided 
with battery, bluetooth module, processing module and projection 
arrangement. The utility model discloses a bluetooth module, the device can 
receive picture and video information that the cell-phone transmitted, 
bluetooth module with information transmission to processing module in, 
processing module becomes holographic mode with information processing, 
then on transmitting data to projection arrangement, projection arrangement 
is with data projection on the imaging part, realize 3D holographic 
projection, supply people to vwatch, make projection arrangement into the 
bracelet, the people of being convenient for carry, make people can watch 
3D holographic projection anytime and anywhere, improve the enjoyment 
of using; through setting up elevating system and visor, when not using, accomodate the casing with formation of image portion, 
avoid formation of image portion to receive wearing and tearing and reduce projection quality, prolonged bracelet life.  
 
CLAIM 1. The utility model provides a holographic projection bracelet, includes casing and wrist strap, the wrist strap sets up 
the side at the casing, its characterized in that, the inside of casing is provided with battery, bluetooth module, processing module 
and projection arrangement, the top of casing is provided with the formation of image portion, projection arrangement can form 
an image in the formation of image portion. 
 
 
N9098 

 

CN217954913U HENAN XINQI SPORTS FACILITIES 
Priority Date: 25/07/2022 
 
MOVABLE HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION MECHANISM 
The utility model discloses a mobilizable holographic projection mechanism belongs to holographic projection technical field, 
comprises a control console, the support frame has been bolted at the top of control cabinet, the front and the back mounted at 
the inboard top of support frame have fixed case, the inner chamber of fixed case is provided with moving mechanism, two 
logical groove has all been seted up to the symmetrical position of fixed case one side in opposite directions, can provide the 
support removal effect to the projector through the effect that sets up backup pad and movable plate, provides drive power 
through step motor, can provide the drive effect to the movable plate through the effect that sets up the action wheel, follow 
driving wheel and belt, can fix through connecting block and fastener and belt 
to make the belt can drive the movable plate at driven in-process and move, 
improved the flexibility of projector, strengthened holographic projection 
mechanism's visual effect, just solved the problem that original holographic 
projection mechanism fixed mounting is not convenient for the removal. 
 
CLAIM 1. A mobile holographic projection mechanism comprising a console 
(1), characterized in that: support frame (2) have been bolted at the top of control 
cabinet (1), the front and the back mounted at support frame (2) inboard top have 
fixed case (3), the inner chamber of fixed case (3) is provided with moving 
mechanism (4), two logical groove has all been seted up to the symmetrical 
position of fixed case (3) one side in opposite directions, the equal fixedly 
connected with backup pad (5) in both sides of fixed case (3) inner chamber, the 
sliding surface of backup pad (5) is connected with movable plate (6), projector 
(7) are installed to the center department of movable plate (6) lower surface, 
holographic projection screen (8) of using with projector (7) cooperation are 
installed to the bottom of support frame (2) inboard. 
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CN217954905U JIANGSU LEISPIDER LASER TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 22/02/2022 
 

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION SCREEN OF HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE DISPLAY SYSTEM 
The utility model discloses a holographic projection screen of a holographic image display 
system, which comprises a plurality of connecting pieces, a first connecting plate, a second 
connecting plate and a holographic projection screen; the first connecting plate is 
connected with the wall through a connecting piece, the second connecting plate is 
connected with the end part of the first connecting plate, the first connecting plate and the 
second connecting plate are integrally formed to be of an L-shaped structure, and arc-
shaped grooves are formed in the first connecting plate and the second connecting plate; 
the back of the holographic projection screen is connected with an adjusting block, and 
one corner of the adjusting block, which is far away from the holographic projection 
screen, is connected with the arc-shaped groove through a bolt and nut assembly; the other 
angle of the adjusting block far away from the holographic projection screen is hinged 
with the first connecting plate through a first hinge. By arranging the arc -shaped groove 
and the first hinge piece; the purpose of adjusting the inclination angle of the adjusting 
block is achieved by adjusting the positions of the bolt and nut assemblies in the arc-
shaped grooves. Because the holographic projection screen is connected with the adjusting 
block, the inclination angle of the holographic projection screen is indirectly adjusted. 
 

CLAIM 1. A holographic projection screen of a holographic image display system comprises a plurality of connecting pieces, 
a first connecting plate, a second connecting plate and a holographic projection screen; the wall -mounted ceiling lamp is 
characterized in that arc-shaped grooves are formed in the first connecting plate and the second connecting plate; the back of the 
holographic projection screen is connected with an adjusting block, and one corner of the adjusting block, which is far away 
from the holographic projection screen, is connected with the arc-shaped groove through a bolt and nut assembly; the other angle 
of the adjusting block, which is far away from the holographic projection screen, is hinged with the first connecting plate t hrough 
a first hinge; the circle center of the arc-shaped groove is overlapped with the first hinge piece, and the first hinge piece is 
arranged opposite to the bolt and nut assembly. 
 
 
N9100 
 

CN217954774U QIDONG MAIWEI OPTOELECTRONICS 
Priority Date: 25/06/2022 
 

INTERACTIVE HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION SAND TABLE DEVICE BASED ON GRATING WAVEGUIDE 
The utility model discloses an interactive holographic projection sand table device based on grating waveguide relates to electron 
sand table technical field, including furred ceiling, the cabinet body, laser pen, optics touch module, display light source, 
photoelectric sensor module and mutual treatment facility, optics touch module covers the upper surface at display light source, 
the photoelectric sensor module closely laminates with the side of optics touch module, the cabinet body is placed directly over 
display light source and photoelectric sensor module. The utility model discloses a combine grating structure and photoelectric 
sensor module, can obtain incident light point position change display image and realize the human-computer interaction between 
light touch-control and the holographic projection, simplified interactive structure and cost, make the projection sand table can 
be more convenient in control, make the holographic projection sand  table more intelligent in control simultaneously, solved 
current holographic projection sand table too troublesome problem in the operation, promote the device practicality.  
 

CLAIM 1. The utility model provides an interactive holographic 
projection sand table device based on grating waveguide, includes furred 
ceiling (7), the cabinet body (8), laser pen (9), optics touch module (10), 
shows light source (11), photoelectric sensor module (12) and mutual 
treatment facility (13), its characterized in that: optics touch-control 
module (10) cover the upper surface at display light source (11), 
photoelectric sensor module (12) closely laminates with the side of optics 
touch-control module (10), place directly over display light source (11) and photoelectric sensor module (12) the cabinet body 
(8), optics touch-control module (10) are including waveguide (1) and grating (2), the upper surface and the side surface of 
waveguide (1) are provided with anti-reflection structure, furred ceiling (7) set up the top at the cabinet body (8), laser pen (9) 
set up the right side at the cabinet body (8), mutual treatment facility (13) set up the top at optics touch-control module (10). 
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CN217932431U HUNAN HOULANG CULTURE TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 19/07/2022 
 
DOUBLE-SCREEN HOLOGRAPHIC INTERACTIVE IMAGE DEVICE 
The utility model discloses a double screen holographic interaction image 
device, including background screen, holographic image screen and 
holographic imaging reflectance coating, background screen and holographic 
image screen mutually perpendicular are fixed, the background screen is used 
for playing background environment part image, the holographic image screen 
is used for playing other part image, the display screen module of background 
screen and holographic image screen respectively with backstage multimedia 
system communication connection; the holographic imaging reflection film is 
obliquely and tightly arranged above the holographic image screen, a plane 
image played by the holographic image screen is projected in front of the 
background screen to form a holographic image, and the holographic image and 
a background environment image played by the background screen form a three-
dimensional digital image. The utility model provides a holographic interactive 
image device of double screen throws three-dimensional stereoscopic image in 
the space through the two-dimensional display screen, improves visual 
experience to through setting up scene, light, music etc., reinforcing holographic image's bandwagon ef fect. 
 
CLAIM 1. Double screen holographic interactive image device, its characterized in that: the holographic imaging screen 
comprises a background screen (1), a holographic image screen (2) and a holographic imaging reflection film (3), wherein the 
background screen (1) and the holographic image screen (2) are mutually vertically fixed, the background screen (1) is used for 
playing partial images of a background environment, the holographic image screen (2) is used for playing the rest partial images, 
and display screen modules of the background screen (1) and the holographic image screen (2) are respectively in communication 
connection with a background multimedia system; the holographic imaging reflection film (3) is obliquely and tightly arranged 
above the holographic image screen (2), a plane image played by the holographic image screen (2) is projected in front of the 
background screen (1) to form a holographic image, and the holographic image and a background environment image played by 
the background screen (1) form a three-dimensional digital image. 
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CN115469523 HEFEI UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 15/10/2022 
 
DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC SPECTRAL IMAGING DISPLAY EQUIPMENT AND 
DISPLAY METHOD 
The application discloses digital holographic spectral imaging display equipment and a 
display method, which relate to the technical field of spectral imaging and comprise the 
following steps: the supporting platform is rotatably arranged at the top end of the base 
through a bearing; the dustproof support component is fixedly arranged at the top end of the 
support platform; the supporting columns are respectively fixedly arranged at four corners 
of the top end of the dustproof supporting component; the fixed plate is fixedly arranged at 
the top ends of the support columns, and a display screen is further arranged on the outer 
side of the fixed plate; the top plate is fixed to the top end of the fixing plate, a supporting 
block is further arranged in the middle of an inner cavity of the top p late, and a protection 
plate is arranged at the top end of the supporting block. The digital holographic spectral 
imaging display equipment and the display method enable the projection pattern positioned 
on the upper half part to move relative to the pattern projected by another light-emitting 
element so as to show more flexible and vivid patterns and visual effects. 
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CN115454314 HUNAN AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING VOCATIONAL COLLEGE 
Priority Date: 08/10/2022 
 
VIRTUAL DESIGN DISPLAY SYSTEM USING HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION TECHNOLOGY 
The invention provides a virtual design display system utilizing holographic projection technology, which further comprises a  
server, and further comprises a holographic display module, an interaction module and an adjustment module, wherein the server 
is respectively connected with the holographic display module, the interaction module and the adjustment module, the 
holographic display module is used for displaying designed virtual clothes, the adjustment module is used fo r adjusting the 
display angle of the virtual clothes displayed by the holographic display module, and the interaction module is used for inte racting 
with a user so as to interactively transmit the self-shot clothes image data at multiple angles to the holographic display module. 
According to the invention, through the mutual matching of the adjustment analysis unit and the acquisition unit, the angle and 
the direction of the holographic display can be adjusted, the comfort and the convenience of the interactive experience of a user 
and a displayed clothing model are improved, and the holographic display system has the advantages of excellent interactivity, 
convenience in operation and capability of accurately controlling the display angle. 
 
CLAIM 1. A virtual design display system using holographic projection technology, which also comprises a server, is 
characterized in that the virtual design display system also comprises a holographic display module, an interactive module and 
an adjusting module, the server is respectively connected with the holographic display module, the interaction module and the 
adjustment module, the holographic display module is used for displaying designed virtual clothes, the adjustment module is 
used for adjusting the display angle of the virtual clothes displayed by the holographic display module, and the interaction module 
is used for interacting with a user so as to interactively transmit the self -shot clothes image data of multiple angles to the 
holographic display module; the adjusting module comprises an acquisition unit, an induction adjusting unit and an adjusting 
and analyzing unit, wherein the induction adjusting unit is used for inducing according to the position of an operator and ad justing 
the position of the acquisition unit according to an induction signal, the acquisition unit is used for acquiring the poking action 
of the operator, and the adjusting and analyzing unit is used for analyzing according to the acquired data of the acquisition  unit 
so as to trigger the adjustment of the display angle of the displayed virtual garment; the induction adjusting unit is arranged on 
the side wall of the holographic display module and comprises at least six infrared detection probes, an adjusting seat, an a djusting 
track and an adjusting driving mechanism, each infrared detection probe is used for inducing the position of the operator, the 
adjusting seat is used for adjusting the position of the acquisition unit, and the adjusting seat is connected with the adjusting track 
in a sliding manner and driven by the adjusting driving mechanism to slide along the direction of the adjusting track; the 
holographic display module comprises a holographic display module, at least six infrared detection probes, an adjusting track  
and a control module, wherein the at least six infrared detection probes are respectively arranged on the side wall of the 
holographic display module at equal intervals so as to obtain infrared induction signals of operators in all the side wall di rections, 
and the adjusting track is arranged on the side wall of the holographic display module; the acquisition unit comprises a touch 
pad, a timer and at least 10 trigger areas symmetrically arranged on the touch pad, wherein the timer is used for timing the time 
when the operator touches the trigger areas on the touch pad and slides to the final area; the trigger areas are arranged at equal 
intervals along the length direction of the touch pad; the adjustment analysis unit is in contact withAfter the angle adjustment 
operation is performed, establishing an X-Y rotating coordinate system by taking the center of mass of the clothing model 
displayed at the current display angle as an origin, and acquiring an initial detection position S of the operator contacting  the 
touch pad 0 (x 0 ,y 0 ) Touch point S of fingertip of operator in sliding process on touch pad m (x m ,y m ) And a final position 
S where the operator' S fingertip slides on the touch pad j (x j ,y j ) From the initial detection position S 0 And touch poi nt S 
during sliding m Calculating Distance: if the Distance exceeds a preset monitoring threshold value K, the operator is considered 
to execute one angle adjustment operation, and a real-time touch point S is detected m (x m ,y m ) The value of (D) is recorded 
as the final position S at the end of the movement j (x j ,y j ); The adjustment analysis unit is used for detecting the posit ion S 
according to the initial detection position 0 (x 0 ,y 0 ) And a final position S where the operator' S fingertip slides on th e touch 
pad j (x j ,y j ) Calculating offsets (SET _ X, SET _ Y): the adjustment analysis unit calculates an angle beta _ X of the ho lographic 
model displayed by the holographic display module, which is adjusted along an X axis, and an angle beta _ Y of th e holographic 
model, which is adjusted along a Y axis, according to offsets (SET _ X ), and satisfies the following conditions: wherein, R is 
the farthest distance from the axis line of the center of mass of the display model of the holographic display mod ule to the 
boundary of the displayed model, and the value is determined by the display parameters of the holographic display module; and 
after the adjustment analysis unit calculates an angle beta _ X adjusted along an X axis and an angle beta _ Y adjusted along a 
Y axis, triggering the holographic display module to adjust the angle of the displayed model in the X axis and Y axis directions 
according to the model obtained by the analysis of the adjustment analysis unit. 
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CN115390415 SICHUAN UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 04/08/2022 
 
SPHERICAL CROWN HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY METHOD BASED ON SHIELDING UTILIZATION 
The invention provides a spherical cap holographic display method based on shielding utilization. The method is based on a 
shielding utilization method facing to the spherical diffraction model, can utilize information of a shielding surface, and improves 
the optical utilization rate of the diffraction model in an actual optical path system. The method comprises three parts of s hielding 
utilization facing a spherical diffraction model, spherical crown diffraction model based on shielding utilization and spherical 
crown holographic display based on shielding utilization. The method not only keeps the characteristic of a 360 -degree visual 
angle in the horizontal direction, but also improves the angle in the vertical direction, and has higher optical utilization efficiency. 
In addition, the method is proved to be applicable to various encoding methods by reconstructing an image using various  
conventional encoding methods. Finally, the method is verified to realize three-dimensional display by reconstructing images at 
different distances. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The spherical cap holographic display method based on the occlusion utilization is characterized by comprising three 
parts, namely the occlusion utilization facing a spherical diffraction model, the spherical cap diffraction model based on the 
occlusion utilization and the spherical cap holographic display based on the occlusion utilization; the shielding utilization method 
facing the spherical diffraction model is specifically described as follows: step one, a spherical diffraction model comprises two 
diffraction models which are transmitted from inside to outside and from outside to inside, wherein the point spread function 
during diffraction transmission is exp (jkd) cos alpha/jkd, wherein d is the diffraction distance, k is the wave number, j is  an 
imaginary number unit, the tilt factor cos alpha of the spherical diffraction model transmitted from inside to outside is (Rcos 
delta phi cos delta theta-R)/d, the tilt factor cos alpha of the spherical diffraction model transmitted from outside to inside is (R-
Rcos delta phi cos delta theta)/d, wherein R is the radius of an outer sphere, R is the radius of an inner sphere, delta phi represents 
the change angle in the vertical direction, and delta theta represents the change angle in the horizontal direction; step two , defining 
a shielding utilization model facing the spherical diffraction model, and providing a light path selection function to limit the 
point spread function of the spherical diffraction model when d is more than or equal to (R) 2 +r 2 ) 1/2 Then, the information is 
utilized, the light is retained, and the value of the optical path selection function is 1; when d < (R) 2 +r 2 ) 1/2 Then, the light 
rays are eliminated, and the value of the light path selection function is 0; thirdly, limiting a point spread function of th e spherical 
diffraction model by adopting the provided light path selection function to obtain a diffraction calculation formula for shielding 
utilization of the spherical diffraction model; the spherical cap diffraction model based on shielding utilization is specifically 
described as follows: step one, limiting the angle of the spherical diffraction model in the vertical direction to obtain a s pherical 
crown diffraction model, and recording the maximum value of the angle phi in the vertical direction as phi m (ii) a St ep two, 
providing a light path selection function facing the spherical crown diffraction model,when d is not less than (R) 2 +r 2 +2Rrcos(+ 
m )) 1/2 When the optical path selection function is 1; when d < (R) 2 +r 2 +2Rrcos(+ m )) 1/2 When the optical path selection 
function is 0; thirdly, limiting the light propagation in the spherical crown diffraction model by using the proposed light path 
selection function, namely: multiplying the proposed light path selection function by a point spread function of the  spherical 
crown diffraction model to obtain a diffraction calculation formula of the spherical crown diffraction model based on shielding 
utilization; the spherical cap holographic display based on shielding utilization is specifically described as follows: generating a 
diffraction field of a spherical crown by using a diffraction calculation formula of a spherical crown diffraction model based on 
shielding utilization; and step two, encoding the obtained diffraction field to generate a spherical crown hologram, and loading 
the obtained hologram to a spatial light modulator in an actual light path to realize reconstruction and display of the spher ical 
crown hologram. 
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WO2022256206 REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
Priority Date: 01/06/2021 
 
QUANTITATIVE PARTICLE AGGLUTINATION ASSAY USING PORTABLE HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING AND 
DEEP LEARNING 
A quantitative particle agglutination assay device is disclosed that combines portable lens-free microscopy and deep learning for 
rapidly measuring the concentration of a target analyte. As one example of a target analyte, the assay device was used to test for 
high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) using human serum samples. A dual-channel capillary lateral flow device is 
designed to host the agglutination reaction using a small volume of serum. A portable lens-free microscope records time-lapsed 
inline holograms of the lateral flow device, monitoring the agglutination process over several minutes. These captured holograms 
are processed, and at each frame the number and area of the particle clusters are automatically extracted and fed into shallow 
neural networks to predict the CRP concentration. The system can be used to successfully differentiate very high CRP 
concentrations (e.g., >10-500 µg/mL) from the hs-CRP range. 
 
DOSAGE QUANTITATIF PAR AGGLUTINATION DE PARTICULES UTILISANT UNE IMAGERIE 
HOLOGRAPHIQUE PORTATIVE ET UN APPRENTISSAGE PROFOND 
L'invention concerne un dispositif de dosage quantitatif par agglutination de 
particules qui combine la microscopie sans lentille portative et 
l'apprentissage profond pour mesurer rapidement la concentration d'un 
analyte cible. À titre d'exemple d'un analyte cible, le dispositif de dosage a 
été utilisé pour tester une protéine C réactive à haute sensibilité (hs-CRP) à 
l'aide d'échantillons de sérum humain. Un dispositif à écoulement latéral 
capillaire à double canal est conçu pour héberger la réaction d'agglutination 
à l'aide d'un petit volume de sérum. Un microscope sans lentille portable 
enregistre des hologrammes alignés dans le temps en ligne du dispositif à 
écoulement latéral, surveillant ainsi le processus d'agglutination sur 
plusieurs minutes. Ces hologrammes capturés sont traités, et, à chaque 
trame, le nombre et la surface des groupes de particules sont 
automatiquement extraits et introduits dans des réseaux neuronaux peu 
profonds pour prédire la concentration en CRP. Le système peut être utilisé 
pour différencier avec succès des concentrations de CRP très élevées (par 
exemple, >10-500 µg/mL) à partir de la plage hs-CRP. 
 
CLAIM 1. A particle agglutination assay device for measuring the concentration of at least one antigen or target within a sample 
comprising: a light source configured to generate partially coherent or coherent light along an  optical path; an image sensor 
disposed along the optical path; a microcontroller or processor configured to control operational parameters of the light source 
and/or image sensor; a capillary lateral flow device configured to be removably located in a sample receiving region disposed 
along the optical path and adjacent to the image sensor, the capillary lateral flow device comprising at least one test channel 
coupled to at least one test inlet and at least one test outlet and at least one control channel c oupled to at least one control inlet 
and at least one control outlet, wherein the at least one test outlet and the at least one control outlet comprise at least o ne absorbing 
membrane disposed therein, wherein the at least one test inlet is configured to receive a test particle solution and the at least one 
control inlet is configured to receive a control particle test solution; and wherein the image sensor acquires a time sequence of 
holograms or diffraction patterns generated by agglutinated particles contained within the at least one test channel and the at 
least one control channel over a period of time. 
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CN115494005 KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 13/10/2022 
 
SEMICONDUCTOR DEFECT DETECTION DEVICE AND METHOD BASED ON INFRARED MICROSCOPIC 
DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY 
The invention discloses a semiconductor defect detection device and method based on infrared microscopic digital holography.A 
light beam emitted by an infrared semiconductor laser is modulated by a polaroid and then divided into two beams; the first laser 
beam becomes parallel light, and is used as a reference beam after being reflected; the second beam of laser becomes parallel  
light, irradiates and penetrates through the semiconductor to be detected, and the beam modulated by the lens amplification 
system becomes an object beam; the object beam and the reference beam form an infrared holographic interference pattern on 
the beam splitter, and the infrared holographic interference pattern is received and recorded by the image acquisition device and 
then transmitted to the computer to record a hologram containing phase information of the semiconductor to be detected; and (3) 
carrying out image processing on the semiconductor holograms without defects and defects, reconst ructing phases and making 
phase differences, and judging whether the semiconductors have defects or not according to the phase differences. The invention 
applies the infrared microscopic digital holographic technology to the semiconductor defect detection, can realize the defect 
detection of different sizes, the surface and the inside of the semiconductor, greatly improves the detection efficiency and ensures 
the detection precision. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. Semiconductor defect detection device based on infrared micro-digital holography, its characterized in that: the 
infrared semiconductor laser device comprises a cassette (17), wherein an infrared semiconductor laser (1) is arranged in the  
cassette (17), and a polarizing plate (2) and a beam splitter I (3) are sequentially arranged on a light path of the infrared 
semiconductor laser (1); the polaroid (2) is positioned on a light beam transmission light path emitted by the infrared 
semiconductor laser (1), and the polarization angle of the light beam emitted by the infrared semiconductor laser (1) is changed 
after the light beam reaches the polaroid (2); the beam splitter I (3) divides an optical path into two beams, and a beam expander 
I (5), a pinhole filter I (7), a Fourier lens I (9) and a reflector II (12) are sequentially arranged on a first beam of optical path, so 
that a first beam of laser becomes parallel light, namely reference beam; the beam splitter II (13) is positioned on a reflec tion 
light path of the reflector II (12), and the light path is reflected by the reflector II (12) to reach the beam splitter II (13); the 
second beam light path is sequentially provided with a reflecting mirror I (4), a beam expanding mirror II (6), a pinhole fil ter II 
(8), a Fourier lens II (10), a lens amplifying system (11) and a beam splitter II (13); an infrared window I (15) and an infra red 
window II (16) are arranged on the side wall of the cassette (17); the infrared window I (15) and the infrared window II (16)  are 
positioned between the Fourier lens II (10) and the lens amplifying system (11); the semiconductor (18) to be tested is positioned 
between the infrared window I (15) and the infrared window II (16); the second beam of light irradiates the surface of a 
semiconductor (18) to be detected to generate transmission, and the transmitted light beam passes through a lens amplification 
system (11) on the transmission light path and reaches a beam splitter II (13), so that the second beam of laser light becomes an 
object beam; the object beam is reflected by the beam splitter II (13), the reference beam is transmitted by the beam splitte r II 
(13), then the two beams meet and interfere, and the interference beam is transmitted to the image acquisition device (14) and is 
recorded; the image acquisition device (14) is connected with the computer (19). 
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CN115480383 UNIVERSITY OF NANKAI | YUNWO ENERGY SCIENCE RESEARCH 
Priority Date: 23/09/2022 JIANGSU 
 
TRANSMISSION-REFLECTION TYPE DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPE SYSTEM 
The invention discloses a transmission reflection type digital holographic microscope system, the light path of the reflection type 
digital holographic microscope is as follows: the laser beam passes through a first half -wave plate, then passes through a 
polarization beam splitter and is divided into two light waves with vertical polarization states, wherein the light transmitted by 
the polarization beam splitter is an object beam; the light reflected by the polarization beam splitter is r eflected by the first 
reflecting mirror and then penetrates through the polarization beam splitter, so that a reference beam is formed; acquiring a  
holographic image of an article to be imaged based on the object light path and the reference light path; th e light path of the 
transmission type digital holographic microscope is as follows: the laser beam passes through a first half-wave plate, then passes 
through a polarization beam splitter and is divided into two light waves with vertical polarization states, wherein the transmitted 
light is an object beam; the light reflected by the polarization beam splitter is reflected by the first reflecting mirror an d then 
penetrates through the polarization beam splitter, so that a reference beam is formed; and acquiring a holographic image of the 
object to be imaged based on the object light path and the reference light path. Thereby enabling holographic imaging. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A transmission-reflection type digital holographic microscope system comprises a reflection type digital holographic 
microscope light path and a transmission type digital holographic microscope light path, and is characterized in that: the li ght 
path of the reflective digital holographic microscope is as follows: the laser beam (1A) passes through a first half-wave plate 
(P1), then passes through a Polarization Beam Splitter (PBS) and is divided into two light waves with vertical polarization s tates, 
wherein light transmitted by the Polarization Beam Splitter (PBS) is a first object light beam, and a first object light path is 
formed; the light reflected by the Polarization Beam Splitter (PBS) is reflected by a first reflecting mirror (M1) and then 
penetrates through the Polarization Beam Splitter (PBS) so as to form a first reference light beam and a first reference light path; 
acquiring a holographic image of an article to be imaged based on a first object light path and a first reference light path;  the 
light path of the transmission type digital holographic microscope is as follows: the laser beam (1A) passes through the first half-
wave plate (P1), then passes through the Polarization Beam Splitter (PBS) and then is divided into two light waves with vertical 
polarization states, wherein the transmitted light is a second light beam, and a second light path is formed; the light reflected by 
the Polarization Beam Splitter (PBS) is reflected by a first reflecting mirror (M1) and then penetrates through the Polarization 
Beam Splitter (PBS) so as to form a second reference light beam and a second reference light path; and acquiring a holographic 
image of the object to be imaged based on the second optical light path and the second reference optical light path.  
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CN115452774 NORTHWESTERN POLYTECHNICAL UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 07/09/2022 
 
HIGH-RESOLUTION SURFACE PLASMA RESONANCE HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPIC IMAGING METHOD 
BASED ON MULTIDIRECTIONAL EXCITATION 
The invention discloses a high-resolution surface plasma resonance holographic microscopic imaging method based on multi-
directional excitation. The light beam deflection direction control device is used for realizing the transmission of the exci tation 
light wave along any irradiation direction, and the light beam polarization state control device is used for synchronously 
controlling the polarization state of the excitation light wave, so that the excitation of the surface plasma wave transmitte d along 
any in-plane direction is realized. The characteristic that the s-polarized light wave can not excite the surface plasma resonance 
is utilized to realize the common-path digital hologram recording of the object light wave and the reference light wave, and 
further the surface plasma resonance intensity and phase images under the multi-direction excitation are obtained through 
numerical calculation. And finally, obtaining an imaging result with enhanced resolution ratio through image fusion.  
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. A high-resolution surface plasmon resonance holographic microscopic imaging method based on multi -directional 
excitation is characterized by comprising the following steps: step 1: a bunch of polarized parallel light is incident to the surface 
plasma resonance excitation structure at a certain angle to excite the surface plasma wave, the light wave reflected by the surface 
plasma resonance excitation structure passes through the polarization light splitting device, passes through the polarizer with a 
certain polarization direction, and is interfered after two separated light waves reach the target surface of the photoelectric 
imaging device to obtain an off-axis digital hologram, and then the surface plasma resonance intensity and a phase image are 
obtained by numerical reconstruction by utilizing the optical diffraction principle; the surface plasma resonance excitation 
structure comprises a glass substrate, a metal layer and a medium sample layer; the linearly polarized parallel light comprises p-
polarized and s-polarized components, wherein the p-polarized component excites surface plasma resonance and is modulated 
by a sample to be used as object light wave, and the s-polarized component cannot excite surface plasma resonance to be used 
as reference light wave; the beam splitting angle of the polarization beam splitter in a visible light wave band is 2 -3 degrees; the 
polarizing direction of the polarizer is selected so that the contrast of the interference fringes of the hologram is the max imum 
principle; step 2: changing the irradiation direction of the exciting light wave on the surface plasma resonance excitation structure 
by using a light beam deflection direction control device, synchronously controlling the polarization state of the exciting l ight 
wave by using a light beam polarization state regulating and controlling device, exciting the surface plasma wave propagating 
along the in-plane direction at intervals of alpha degrees within a circle of the surface plasma resonance excitation structure, and 
obtaining the surface plasma resonance intensity and phase image under the condition through the step 1; the light beam 
deflection direction control device is a galvanometer system, or a digital micromirror array, or a spatial light modulator; t he light 
beam polarization state regulating and controlling device is a vortex half-wave plate, an electric control variable delay wave 
plate or an electric control rotating wave plate; when the irradiation direction of the excitation light wave is changed, the  incident 
angle of the excitation light wave is ensured to meet the surface plasma resonance excitation condition; when the polarization 
state of the excitation light wave is changed, the intensity of the excitation light wave is kept unchanged in any irradiat ion 
direction, and the amplitude ratio of the included p-polarization component and s-polarization component is kept unchanged; 
and step 3: respectively averaging the surface plasma resonance intensity and the phase image obtained in each excitation 
direction to obtain a high-resolution surface plasma resonance intensity and a high-resolution phase image without tailing; the 
method for solving the average value comprises the following steps: wherein, I i For the surface plasmon resonance intensity or 
phase image acquired at each excitation direction, I is an image with enhanced resolution, and α is a positive number not greater 
than 360 and divisible by 360. 
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CN115493511 BEIJING UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 09/08/2022 
 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGING METHOD BASED ON SUPER-SURFACE HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION 
The invention discloses a three-dimensional imaging method based on super-surface holographic projection, and belongs to the 
technical field of micro-nano optics, optical detection and machine vision application. According to the invention, by establishing 
the three-dimensional imaging system based on the super-surface holographic projection, as the patterned light beam of the 
holographic projection comprises the characteristic pattern designed by the super-surface code and the laser speckle introduced 
by the coherence of a laser light source, and the high randomness of the speckle enables the details of the characteristic pattern 
to be richer, the characteristics of the super-surface holographic reconstruction pattern and the triangulation technology are 
combined, the three-dimensional information of the object is recovered according to the spatial offset and the deformation of the 
characteristic pattern, dense three-dimensional reconstruction point cloud is obtained, the active three-dimensional imaging 
insensitive to the texture information of the object to be detected is realized, and the three-dimensional reconstruction precision 
is high; based on the nonlinear optimization and global continuity constraint of the local sub-area, the algorithm has small 
calculation amount and can be subjected to parallelization processing, not only can dense three-dimensional data be obtained, 
but also the method is suitable for lightweight computing platforms such as mobile equipment. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The three-dimensional imaging method based on the super-surface holographic projection is characterized by 
comprising the following steps: comprises the following steps of (a) carrying out, the method comprises the following steps: 
establishing a three-dimensional imaging system based on super-surface holographic projection, wherein the three-dimensional 
imaging system comprises a super-surface and an acquisition module; the super surface is used for holographic projection to 
generate a coded characteristic patterned beam; the acquisition module comprises an acquisition lens and a camera and is used 
for acquiring the characteristic patterns reflected by the object; step two: because the patterned light beam of the holographic 
projection comprises the characteristic pattern designed by the super-surface coding and the laser speckle introduced by the 
coherence of the laser light source, and the high randomness of the speckle enables the details of the characteristic pattern to be 
richer, the characteristics of the super-surface holographic reconstruction pattern and the triangulation technology are combined, 
the depth information of the object is determined based on the original projection pattern and the position deviation and 
deformation on the image plane obtained after the reflection of the object, the spatial position of the object is determined based 
on the global uniqueness of the local pattern, the dense three-dimensional reconstruction point cloud is obtained, and the active 
three-dimensional imaging insensitive to the texture information of the object to be measured is realized. 
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CN115480471 SICHUAN UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 07/09/2022 
 
CYLINDRICAL HOLOGRAPHIC SPECKLE SUPPRESSION METHOD BASED ON DIRECTIONAL GRADIENT 
UPDATING 
The invention provides a cylindrical holographic speckle suppression method based on directional gradient updating. Aiming at 
the speckle suppression problem in cylindrical holographic reconstruction, a cylindrical holographic speckle suppression method 
based on directional gradient updating is provided. The method takes the cylindrical hologram generation process as an 
optimization process, utilizes the directional gradient updating method to optimize the hologram, is a novel cylindrical hologram 
reproduction quality improvement algorithm, and can effectively inhibit speckle noise during cylindrical hologram reproduction. 
Compared with the traditional cylindrical surface self-diffraction iterative method, the method can reconstruct images with higher 
quality by obtaining the hologram, the converged peak signal-to-noise ratio is far higher than that of the traditional self-diffraction 
iterative method by the directional gradient updating method, and the method has good application prospect in cylindrical surface 
360-degree display. 
 

 
 
CLAIM 1. The cylindrical holographic speckle suppression method based on oriented gradient updating is characterized by 
comprising two parts, namely generation and reconstruction of a cylindrical hologram; the generation process of the cylindrical 
hologram is specifically described as follows: (1) The iterative loop, at the t -th loop, the cylindrical phase hologram is The 
reconstructed diffraction field is z t In the result of the t-1 th cycle of the previous cycle, the cylindrical phase hologram is The 
reconstructed diffraction field is z t-1 The cylindrical diffraction algorithm adopts a cylindrical wave angle spectrum algorithm, 
and the reconstruction process is expressed as z t =IFT{FT[H t ]×TF CFP ) The hologram creation process is represented as 
Wherein j is an imaginary unit, H t For holographic surface diffraction field complex amplitude distribution, TF CFP A transfer 
function that is a forward propagation model; (2) Initialization, using a random function to generate a random phase distribution 
in the range of 0-2 piAs an initial cylindrical hologram Then, the cylindrical hologram is processed Reconstructing by using a 
cylindrical diffraction algorithm to obtain initialized reconstructed complex amplitude distribution z 0 (ii) a (3) Updating 
directional gradient, and calculating to obtain phase gradient error of t-th cycle The calculation process is concretely as follows, 
where Re () represents the real part operation, conj () represents the conjugate operation, denote vector dot product, I is the 
original intensity image, and then the resulting phase hologram from the previous t -1 th cycle Superimposed with it, a phase 
hologram of the t-th cycle is obtained, denoted, (4) The iteration loop is terminated, when the iteration optimization times meet 
the set times or the reconstruction quality reaches the set threshold value, the iteration process is stopped, and the phase hologram 
of the last loop iteration is reserved and used as the optimized final phase hologram; the reconstruction process of the cylindrical 
hologram is specifically described as follows: loading a cylindrical hologram on a corresponding modulator; step two, at the 
corresponding diffraction distanceFrom there, a cylindrical hologram reconstructed image is received. 
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CN115469504 DONGGUAN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 11/06/2021 
 
MEMS MICRO-REFLECTION PROCESSING DEVICE FOR VOLUME HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING 
The invention discloses a processing device of MEMS micro-reflection for 
volume holographic imaging, comprising; the micro-reflection processing box 
is used for volume holographic imaging and comprises a projector and a 
reflector, the reflector is arranged in the micro-reflection processing box, and a 
lens of the projector faces the reflector; the moving assembly is used for moving 
the reflector in the horizontal direction, is fixedly installed in the micro-
reflection processing box through a first groove formed in the bottom wall of 
the micro-reflection processing box, and comprises a first threaded rod and a 
first sliding block. According to the invention, the moving assembly moves in 
the first groove under the action of the driving part, so that the reflecting mirror 
connected with the moving assembly is driven to move in the same direction 
and at the same frequency, the distance between the reflecting mirror and the 
projector can be adjusted according to different conditions, and the imaging is 
clearer and has a precise size. 
 
CLAIM 1. A processing apparatus for MEMS micro-reflection for volume holographic imaging, comprising; a micro-reflection 
processing box (1), wherein the micro-reflection processing box (1) is used for volume holographic imaging, the micro-reflection 
processing box (1) comprises a projector (10) and a reflector (11), the reflector (11) is installed inside the micro -reflection 
processing box (1), and the lens of the projector (10) faces to the reflector (11); the moving assembly (2) is used for moving the 
reflector (11) in the horizontal direction, a first groove (12) formed in the bottom wall of the micro-reflection processing box (1) 
is fixedly installed in the micro-reflection processing box (1), and the moving assembly (2) comprises a first threaded rod (21) 
and a first sliding block (22). 
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CN115435707 SHANGHAI UNIVERSITY 
Priority Date: 13/07/2022 
 
DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION DISTANCE OPTIMIZATION METHOD BASED ON PHASE 
EVALUATION FUNCTION 
The invention discloses a digital holographic reconstruction distance optimization method based on a phase evaluation function, 
and belongs to the technical field of optical microscopic measurement. The invention comprises the following steps: 1) Acquiring 
the recording distance of the digital hologram of the three-dimensional surface topography of the microstructure to be detected; 
2) Setting a reconstruction distance range including the recording distance in the digital hologram, and setting a plurality of 
candidate reconstruction distances in the reconstruction distance range; 3) Performing diffraction reconstruction and unwrapping 
on each candidate reconstruction distance to obtain a distortion phase corresponding to each candidate reconstruction distance; 
4) And substituting the distortion phase into an evaluation function, and taking the candidate reconstruction distance 
corresponding to the minimum value of the evaluation function as an optimization result. The method can quickly acquire the 
reconstruction distance during the extraction of the digital holographic phase through the evaluation function based on the phase 
information. 
 
CLAIM 1. A digital holographic reconstruction distance optimization 
method based on a phase evaluation function is characterized by comprising 
the following steps: 1) Acquiring the recording distance of the digital 
hologram of the three-dimensional surface topography of the microstructure 
to be detected; 2) Setting a reconstruction distance range including the 
recording distance in the digital hologram, and setting a plurality of 
candidate reconstruction distances in the reconstruction distance range; 3) 
Performing diffraction reconstruction and unwrapping on each candidate 
reconstruction distance to obtain a distortion phase corresponding to each 
candidate reconstruction distance; 4) And substituting the distortion phase into an evaluation function, and taking the candidate 
reconstruction distance corresponding to the minimum value of the evaluation function as an optimization result.  
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CN115423706 KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 
Priority Date: 30/08/2022 
 

SELF-ADAPTIVE SHADOW ENHANCEMENT METHOD AND DEVICE FOR SMOG-PASSING INFRARED 
DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE 
The invention discloses a self-adaptive shadow enhancement method and device 
for a smoke-passing infrared digital holographic reconstructed image, and 
belongs to the technical field of image processing. The invention provides a new 
image processing algorithm for enhancing a shadow region caused by smoke 
shielding of an infrared digital holographic reconstruction image. The method 
solves the problems of serious speckle noise, obvious shadow area, uneven 
brightness, missing object detail information and the like of the smoke-
transparent infrared holographic reconstructed image, can effectively enhance 
the image quality of the smoke-transparent infrared holographic reconstructed 
image, has obvious effects on enhancing the shadow area and removing the 
speckle noise, and belongs to the technical field of image processing. 
 

CLAIM 1. A self-adaptive shadow enhancement method of a smog passing infrared digital holographic reconstructed image is 
characterized by comprising the following steps: (1) Removing speckle noise from the original infrared digital holographic 
reconstructed image by adopting improved bilateral filtering, and combining binaryzation segmentation of a foreground and a 
background; (2) Extracting edge information of a binary image by using a Sobel operator, performing expansion and filling 
operation on the edge extracted image, further combining a maximum connected region algorithm, marking the contour of a 
morphologically segmented target image according to the maximum connected region, and segmenting a target object; (3) 
Extracting edge information of the target object by using a sobel operator, and then performing expansion and filling processing; 
extracting a maximum connected domain by using a maximum connected domain algorithm, and segmenting a shadow region; 
(4) And removing the shadow according to the pixel illumination ratio of each area of the image, and removing the shadow by 
calculating the distribution of the shadow in the bright area to obtain the reconstructed image self -adaptive shadow enhanced 
image. 
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CN115406831 MACHINERY INSTITUTE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MEASUREMENT 
Priority Date: 30/08/2022 & TESTING TECHNOLOGY 
 

RAPID STRUCTURED LIGHT DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM AND METHOD 
The invention discloses a rapid structured light digital holographic measurement system and a method, relating to the technical 
field of micro-nano detection; the structured light digital hologram is collected by a photoelectric detector, and the synchronous 
collection of two structured light holograms with fixed phase shift can be realized by single exposure of the photo electric 
detector; the measuring method of the invention introduces space phase shift in the measuring process, eliminates the step of  
time phase shift, doubles the integral collecting efficiency and improves the real-time performance of measurement. 
 

CLAIM 1. A rapid structured light digital holographic measurement system, 
comprising: the device comprises a light source, a second microscope objective 
(11), a third non-polarization light splitting element (14), a polarization light 
splitting element (15), a photoelectric detector (16) and a computer; the light 
source is configured to generate measurement light and reference light; the 
measuring light is configured to be split into a beam of 45-degree linearly 
polarized light and a beam of circularly polarized light, the 45-degree linearly 
polarized light and the circularly polarized light are interfered to form structured 
light, the structured light illuminates a sample to be measured (10) and then 
forms object light through a second microscope objective (11), and the object 
light is incident into a third non-polarized light splitting element (14); the 
reference light is configured to form 45-degree linearly polarized light, enters 
the third non-polarized light splitting element (14), and forms beam 
combination light after being combined with object light; the combined beam is 
split by a polarization beam splitting element (15) to form S light and P light, 
and the S light and the P light are incident into a photoelectric detector (16); the computer is connected with the photodetector 
(16) and is configured to demodulate super-resolution information of the structured light digital hologram. 
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CN115393462 YIWU QINGYUE PHOTOELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH 
Priority Date: 30/08/2022 INSTITUTE 
 
ALGORITHM-ASSISTED HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING METHOD AND DEVICE AND STORAGE MEDIUM 
The invention discloses an algorithm-assisted holographic imaging method, a device and a storage medium, wherein the 
algorithm-assisted holographic imaging method comprises the following steps: acquiring a training data set; the training data set 
comprises a plurality of data sets, and each data set comprises data of an actual holographic record image of a recorded object 
and data of two-dimensional images of the recorded object at different angles; inputting the training data set into a GAN network 
for training to obtain a target holographic record generator; acquiring a plurality of two -dimensional images of an object to be 
recorded at different angles, and inputting data of each two-dimensional image into a target holographic recording image 
generator; generating a target holographic recording image of the object to be recorded according to the data of each Zhang 
Erwei image of the object to be recorded by a target holographic recording image generator; the holographic projection system 
is used for projecting the target holographic recording image to form a holographic image of the object to be recorded, so that a 
complex holographic recording process is not needed, time consumption is shortened, and the holographic imaging process is 
simplified. 
 
CLAIM 1. An algorithm-assisted holographic imaging method, comprising: acquiring a training data set; wherein the training 
data set comprises a plurality of data sets, each data set comprises data of an actual holographic record of a recorded object and 
data of two-dimensional images of the recorded object at different angles; inputting the training data set into a GAN network for 
training to obtain a target holographic record generator; acquiring a plurality of two-dimensional images of the object to be 
recorded at different angles, and inputting data of each two-dimensional image into the target holographic record map generator; 
generating a target holographic record map of the object to be recorded according to the data of each Zhang Erwei image of the 
object to be recorded by the target holographic record map generator; and projecting the target holographic recording image 
through a holographic projection system to form a holographic image of the object to be recorded. 
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH 

INSTITUTE

KR 11/06/2021 KR2021000076343 US20220397859 HOLOGRAPHIC LENS SYSTEM

N9079 US 20220392093 08/12/2022
MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY 

LICENSING
US 07/06/2021 US2021017341218 US20220392093 WO2022260800 DEPTH SENSING VIA DEVICE CASE

N9080 US 11526129 13/12/2022
META PLATFORMS 

TECHNOLOGIES
US 07/12/2018 US2018016213906 US11526129

NANOVOIDED HOLOGRAPHIC STRUCTURES AND CORRESPONDING SYSTEMS AND 

METHODS

N9081 RU 215245 05/12/2022

INSTITUTE OF AUTOMATION & 

ELEKTROMETRY OF THE SIBERIAN 

BRANCH OF THE RUSSIAN AKADEMY 

OF SCIENCES

RU 19/07/2022 RU2022000119711 RU-215245 DEVICE TO TEST THE DYNAMICS OF HOLOGRAPHIC LIGHT-SENSITIVE SEATING

N9082 KR 102474532 06/12/2022
KOREA PHOTONICS 

TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
KR 13/09/2022 KR2022000115002 KR102474532

CONTACT LENS HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE AND SYSTEM OF OPTICAL 

WAVEGUIDE STRUCTURE

N9083 KR 102469536 23/11/2022 KIM, BYUNG-TAE KR 12/10/2022 KR2022000130749 KR102469536 A LEARNING SYSTEM HAVING A HOLOGRAM IMAGE OUTPUT FUNCTION

N9084 JP 2022184037 13/12/2022 DAI NIPPON PRINTING JP 31/05/2021 JP2021000091655 JP2022184037
COMBINER, HOLOGRAM MEMBER FOR COMBINER, PHOTOSENSITIVE MATERIAL, 

HEADS-UP DISPLAY, AND MOVING BODY

N9085 JP 2022184030 13/12/2022 DAI NIPPON PRINTING JP 31/05/2021 JP2021000091641 JP2022184030
HOLOGRAM MEMBER FOR COMBINER, COMBINER, HEADS-UP DISPLAY, AND MOVING 

BODY

N9086 JP 2022181122 07/12/2022 DAI NIPPON PRINTING JP 25/05/2021 JP2021000087969 JP2022181122 AERIAL INPUT DEVICE, AERIAL INPUT AND DISPLAY DEVICE

N9087 JP 2022180955 07/12/2022 DAI NIPPON PRINTING JP 25/05/2021 JP2021000087750 JP2022180955
AERIAL INPUT DEVICE FOR VEHICLE, AERIAL INPUT AND DISPLAY DEVICE FOR 

VEHICLE, AND VEHICLE

N9088 JP 2022175960 25/11/2022 KDDI JP 14/05/2021 JP2021000082787 JP2022175960 COMPUTER COMPOSITE HOLOGRAM GENERATION APPARATUS AND PROGRAM

N9089 EP 4105930 21/12/2022

AMETHYSTUM STORAGE 

TECHNOLOGY | GUANGDONG ZIJING 

INFORMATION STORAGE 

TECHNOLOGY

CN 17/06/2021 CN2021000671800 EP4105930 US20220404767 CN115497515
TRANSMISSION-TYPE HOLOGRAPHIC OPTICAL STORAGE MEDIUM AND DEVICE, AND 

METHOD FOR RECORDING AND READING ON TWO SIDES OF STORAGE MEDIUM

N9090 EP 4105708 21/12/2022 ENVISICS GB 14/06/2021 GB2021000008456
EP4105708 US20220404770 GB202108456 

GB2607899 CN115480394
WAVEGUIDE PUPIL EXPANSION

N9091 CN 218068588 16/12/2022
NANJING SINCERE CREATIVE 

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
CN 16/05/2022 CN2022001168997 CN218068588U DIGITAL SYNTHESIS DEVICE FOR COLOR HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE

N9092 CN 218064105 16/12/2022
WUWEI OCCUPATIONAL 

COLLEGE
CN 18/06/2022 CN2022001523738 CN218064105U PORTABLE NOVEL HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

N9093 CN 218041756 13/12/2022
GUANGZHOU ROCK ART 

DESIGN
CN 01/09/2022 CN2022002343465 CN218041756U SOUND EQUIPMENT WITH HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE DISPLAY FUNCTION

N9094 CN 218037416 13/12/2022
GBA NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR 

NANOTECHNOLOGY INNOVATION
CN 19/08/2022 CN2022002193293 CN218037416U

VOLUME HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING PREPARATION SYSTEM AND VOLUME 

HOLOGRAPHIC GRATING
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N9095 CN 218013850 13/12/2022
FUZHOU SAIHUI NEW 

MATERIALS
CN 26/08/2022 CN2022002265509 CN218013850U

AUTOMATIC RESIN COATING DEVICE FOR PRODUCING DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC 

REFLECTIVE FILM

N9096 CN 218003919 09/12/2022
FUJIAN GUANGNENG ENERGY 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 06/07/2022 CN2022001743780 CN218003919U 3D HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION INTERACTION DISPLAY PLATFORM

N9097 CN 217959034 06/12/2022

SHENZHEN WANGUO JEWELRY ART 

& CULTURE INDUSTRY RESEARCH 

INSTITUTE

CN 15/07/2022 CN2022001838064 CN217959034U HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION BRACELET

N9098 CN 217954913 02/12/2022
HENAN XINQI SPORTS 

FACILITIES
CN 25/07/2022 CN2022001923785 CN217954913U MOVABLE HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION MECHANISM

N9099 CN 217954905 02/12/2022
JIANGSU LEISPIDER LASER 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 22/02/2022 CN2022000352431 CN217954905U HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION SCREEN OF HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE DISPLAY SYSTEM

N9100 CN 217954774 02/12/2022
QIDONG MAIWEI 

OPTOELECTRONICS
CN 25/06/2022 CN2022001601675 CN217954774U

INTERACTIVE HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION SAND TABLE DEVICE BASED ON GRATING 

WAVEGUIDE

N9101 CN 217932431 29/11/2022
HUNAN HOULANG CULTURE 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 19/07/2022 CN2022001868982 CN217932431U DOUBLE-SCREEN HOLOGRAPHIC INTERACTIVE IMAGE DEVICE

N9102 CN 115494005 20/12/2022
KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF 

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
CN 13/10/2022 CN2022001253312 CN115494005

SEMICONDUCTOR DEFECT DETECTION DEVICE AND METHOD BASED ON INFRARED 

MICROSCOPIC DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY

N9103 CN 115493511 20/12/2022
BEIJING UNIVERSITY OF 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 09/08/2022 CN2022000951440 CN115493511

THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGING METHOD BASED ON SUPER-SURFACE HOLOGRAPHIC 

PROJECTION

N9104 CN 115490057 20/12/2022
SHENZHEN KUNHONG 

PRINTING
CN 01/09/2022 CN2022001070794 CN115490057 HOLOGRAPHIC THERMOPRINTING COMPOSITE EQUIPMENT

N9105 CN 115480471 16/12/2022 SICHUAN UNIVERSITY CN 07/09/2022 CN2022001088242 CN115480471
CYLINDRICAL HOLOGRAPHIC SPECKLE SUPPRESSION METHOD BASED ON 

DIRECTIONAL GRADIENT UPDATING

N9106 CN 115480383 16/12/2022

UNIVERSITY OF NANKAI | YUNWO 

ENERGY SCIENCE RESEARCH 

JIANGSU

CN 23/09/2022 CN2022001165711 CN115480383 TRANSMISSION-REFLECTION TYPE DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPE SYSTEM

N9107 CN 115469523 13/12/2022
HEFEI UNIVERSITY OF 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 15/10/2022 CN2022001263048 CN115469523

DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC SPECTRAL IMAGING DISPLAY EQUIPMENT AND DISPLAY 

METHOD

N9108 CN 115469522 13/12/2022
KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF 

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
CN 27/09/2022 CN2022001179287 CN115469522 DUAL-WAVELENGTH PERSPECTIVE-BASED DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING SYSTEM

N9109 CN 115469504 13/12/2022
DONGGUAN UNIVERSITY OF 

TECHNOLOGY
CN 11/06/2021 CN2021000653657 CN115469504

MEMS MICRO-REFLECTION PROCESSING DEVICE FOR VOLUME HOLOGRAPHIC 

IMAGING

N9110 CN 115466340 13/12/2022
NORTHEAST FORESTRY 

UNIVERSITY
CN 07/07/2022 CN2022000803040 CN115466340

PHOTOSENSITIVE COMPONENT AND APPLICATION THEREOF IN PHOTO-INITIATED 

FREE RADICAL POLYMERIZATION

N9111 CN 115454314 09/12/2022
HUNAN AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING 

VOCATIONAL COLLEGE
CN 08/10/2022 CN2022001221757 CN115454314 VIRTUAL DESIGN DISPLAY SYSTEM USING HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION TECHNOLOGY

N9112 CN 115453842 09/12/2022 SOOCHOW UNIVERSITY CN 03/08/2022 CN2022000928082 CN115453842 ENCODING METHOD FOR COMPUTING HOLOGRAPHY

N9113 CN 115453841 09/12/2022
SHANGHAI JIAO TONG 

UNIVERSITY
CN 21/10/2022 CN2022001294179 CN115453841

SINGLE-PIXEL HOLOGRAPHIC METHOD AND SYSTEM BASED ON DOUBLE OPTICAL 

COMBS

N9114 CN 115452774 09/12/2022
NORTHWESTERN 

POLYTECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
CN 07/09/2022 CN2022001087487 CN115452774

HIGH-RESOLUTION SURFACE PLASMA RESONANCE HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPIC 

IMAGING METHOD BASED ON MULTIDIRECTIONAL EXCITATION

N9115 CN 115435707 06/12/2022 SHANGHAI UNIVERSITY CN 13/07/2022 CN2022000826303 CN115435707
DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION DISTANCE OPTIMIZATION METHOD 

BASED ON PHASE EVALUATION FUNCTION

N9116 CN 115433313 06/12/2022
GUANGNA SIWEI GUANGDONG 

PHOTOELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY
CN 04/06/2021 CN2021000625837 CN115433313

HOLOGRAPHIC PHOTOPOLYMER MATERIAL, HOLOGRAPHIC VOLUME GRATING 

DEVICE AND PREPARATION METHOD THEREOF

N9117 CN 115423706 02/12/2022
KUNMING UNIVERSITY OF 

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
CN 30/08/2022 CN2022001044295 CN115423706

SELF-ADAPTIVE SHADOW ENHANCEMENT METHOD AND DEVICE FOR SMOG-PASSING 

INFRARED DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE

N9118 CN 115406831 29/11/2022

MACHINERY INSTITUTE NATIONAL 

INSTITUTE OF MEASUREMENT & 

TESTING TECHNOLOGY

CN 30/08/2022 CN2022001048385 CN115406831
RAPID STRUCTURED LIGHT DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM AND 

METHOD
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N9119 CN 115393462 25/11/2022
YIWU QINGYUE PHOTOELECTRIC 

TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CN 30/08/2022 CN2022001053191 CN115393462

ALGORITHM-ASSISTED HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING METHOD AND DEVICE AND STORAGE 

MEDIUM

N9120 CN 115390417 25/11/2022 WUHAN UNIVERSITY CN 08/09/2022 CN2022001092381 CN115390417
SUPER-SURFACE HOLOGRAPHIC ENCRYPTION METHOD BASED ON INCIDENCE OF 

DIFFERENT WAVE VECTORS

N9121 CN 115390415 25/11/2022 SICHUAN UNIVERSITY CN 04/08/2022 CN2022000934173 CN115390415
SPHERICAL CROWN HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY METHOD BASED ON SHIELDING 

UTILIZATION

N9122 CN 115385834 25/11/2022

TECHNICAL INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS 

& CHEMISTRY - CHINESE ACADEMY 

OF SCIENCES

CN 15/08/2022 CN2022000972623 CN115385834
HIGH-REFRACTIVE INDEX DENDRITIC (METHYL) ACRYLATE MONOMER AND 

PREPARATION METHOD AND APPLICATION THEREOF
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